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Requesting Accessible Umbagong Park Access in Latham 

Umbagong Stepping Stones in Latham have been a popular and long treasured access point to 

Umbagong District Park - and have proved a great way for the community to engage with the 

beautiful waterways and green spaces within the Park. 

However, the existing construction of the Stepping Stones provide a major obstacle for the 

elderly, those with a physical disability, and those with prams or bicycles to access the park at this 

egress. 

In this submission I would like to: 

• Outline the importance of the stepping stones as a community access point for enjoying 

the Umbagong District Park; 

• Highlight problems with the existing Stepping Stones that inhibit broader community 

access to enjoying the green and blue spaces within the Park; 

• Offer a low cost idea for significantly improving access to the park through augmenting 

these Stones with an accessible causeway. 

Popularity & Discrimination 

A study commissioned by the Government in 2012 (attached) found the Latham Stepping Stones 

unsuitable for people with a disability - and likely discriminates against them in accessing the 

Park. Based on these findings, the Government decided to not build any accessible playgrounds 

or facilities to the west of the Stepping Stones, since disabled children or residents would not be 

able to access them (attached). 

At the time the Government surveyed residents about offering alternative crossing arrangements. 

The response to the survey (attached) shows the Stones as being a popular local space and an 

encouraging access point to make full use of Umbagong reserve (with over 100 residents saying 

they access the park through those Stones more than once per week). 

Free form comments from the survey showed how esteemed the Stepping Stones are as and 

interaction between Urban environments and nature with comments such as: 

"They are unique and make a rare attraction to the park." 

and 

"It gives a different and more interesting way of interacting with the 

landscape, reminiscent of more informal country setting which is great for 

urbanised children to explore." 

and 

"Ambiance. Feeling close to the water and vegetation." 

and 
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"They are a lovely feature of the park and add an element of fun, they allow 

us urban dwellers to be closer to nature by keeping us in touch with the 

weather and local animals." 

The survey found that 80% favoured no change to the existing Stepping Stones as an access 

point to the park. Importantly, however, only 12% of the sample identified as having a disability. 

Essentially, able bodied people have no access problems to the Park – and all those with a 

disability favoured a change! 

Based on that feedback, the Government decided to make minor adjustments to the stones to 

improve safety for able-bodied residents. As a risk-management strategy, it also provided 

signage for those with a disability, bicycles, or prams to access adjacent access points (via approx. 

1km detour). 

You can appreciate, however, that a 1 km detour is not an insignificant distance for those with a 

physical disability. This has had a very real impact on people enjoying the nature of Umbagong 

as demonstrated in a recent incident. 

Dangers for Elderly and Disabled residents 

A recent near-fatality at the stepping stones1 (Canberra Times, Sept 15, 2017) highlights that the 

elderly, and those with a physical disability, find the stepping stones particularly dangerous. 

An elderly woman was rescued after falling off the Stepping Stones and into the water while 

crossing. Other crossing routes were too far away for her to access, so she took the chance on 

crossing at the Stepping Stones. She was lucky to be rescued by a fellow resident. He re-iterated 

how dangerous the Stepping Stones are for his disabled daughter to cross and that something 

needs to be done. 

In addition to fixing the crossing for safer and more accessible access, an added benefit would be 

providing better Pram or Bicycle access to the Umbagong District Park at this site. 

A Potential Way Forward 

A group of residents (of which I am a part) have formed a small working group, Umbagong Park 

Users, to lobby Government for a more accessible access point at the Stepping Stones. 

When discussing with Government, we found that a fully compliant all-weather bridge solution 

would likely cost more than $1M, which we didn't feel was a justifiable spend. 

So, we have worked with a retired engineer (who is a nearby resident), and also a retired artist 

from Latham, to design a cheap and accessible causeway concept that would provide an 

accessible route for those with a disability. 

                                                           
1 https://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/act/calls-for-footbridge-to-be-built-along-side-stepping-stones-
at-ginninderra-creek-20170915-gyialy.html 
 

https://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/act/calls-for-footbridge-to-be-built-along-side-stepping-stones-at-ginninderra-creek-20170915-gyialy.html
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/act/calls-for-footbridge-to-be-built-along-side-stepping-stones-at-ginninderra-creek-20170915-gyialy.html
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/act/calls-for-footbridge-to-be-built-along-side-stepping-stones-at-ginninderra-creek-20170915-gyialy.html
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Low Cost Improvement to Existing Stepping Stones 

(Artists Impressions -  Ian Trapnell) 

 

An image of the site as it is at present: 

 

An image presenting the accessible causeway design in situ as per the slab concrete design 

suggested by David Bethelsen: 
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The causeway would flood in wet weather, just as the current stepping stones do, but would 

provide an accessible crossing point for the majority of the year. 

Importantly, the suggested design retains the existing Stepping Stones and their charming bush 

aesthetic, while augmenting the access with a stable path for those who are elderly, have a 

physical disability, or would like to access the park with a pram or bicycle. 

Request to The Committee 

I would like to request the Committee to consider recommending investing in a more accessible 

access point to Umbagong Park for Latham Residents at the site of the existing Stepping Stones. 

Such a project would promote better use of the park for: 

• Those with a disability; and 

• Elderly residents; and 

• Cyclists; and 

• Those with prams and small children; and 

• Residents looking for safe and more stable entry point to the park 

My team and I would happily help with any community consultation or legwork you would need 

done for further investigation. 

Many Thanks, 

 

Glen Smith  

Umbagong Park Users Working Group  

  

  

 

Thursday, 7 June 2018 

 

 



ACT ..... 
Government 

Territory and Municipal Services 

Dear Resident 

Stepping Stone Crossing on Ginnlnderra Creel<, Umbagong Parle 

Roads ACT has _been investigating safety and access concerns regarding the stepping 
stone crossing In Ur:nbag9ng Park over the past 18 months. 

1 

A number of public meetings have been convened by the Belconnen Community Council 
and at a meeting in September 2012 It was agreed that a wider consultation of West 
Belconnen residents be undertaken on this matter. 

This consultation took place between December 2012 and February 2013 where 
residents were asked their views on a number of different options for crossing of this 
part of Ginninderra Creek. TAMS received 168 submissions. The majority of respondents, 
approximately 80%, preferred no change to the current arrangements. 

Whfle some concerns had been raised that the stepping stones discriminate against 
people with a disability, cyclists and people with wheelchairs or prams, given that safe 
alternative crossing points exist and are now signposted, the ACT Government considers 
that It complies with the requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act of 1992. 

As a result of the consultation and investigations undertaken by Roads ACT, the ACT 
Government has decided that the current arrangements at the stepping stones will stay 
In place. 

Roads ACT will undertake a detailed assessment of the safety of the current 
arrangements and this will be used as the basis for any future Improvements at the 
stepping stone crossing. 

I thank those residents who have taken part In the consultation process. Background 
Information and the results of the resident's survey can also be found on the TAMS 
website at www.tams.act.gov,au. 

Yours slncerely 

Tony Gill 
Director 
Roads ACT 

 

28June 2013 

GPO Box 158 Canberra ACT 2601 I phone: 132281 I www.act.gov.au 
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Shane Rattenbury MLA 
MINISTER FOR TERRITORY AND MUNICIPAL SERVICES 

MINISTER FOR CORRECTIONS 
MINISTER FOR HOUSING 

MINISTER FOR ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER AFFAIRS 
MINISTER FOR AGEING 

MEMBER FOR MOLONGLO 

MEDIA RELEASE 

Stepping stone crossing to stay 

2 

Minister for Territory and Municipal Services, Shane Rattenbury, today announced the results of a 
community consultation about the future of a stepping stone crossing of Ginninderra Creek in Umbagong 
District Park. 

"The stepping stones hav~ provided local residents with a means to cross Ginninderra Creek since 1993 
when Umbagong District Park opened," Mr Rattenbury said. "A footbridge is also available further up the 
river near a playground and barbeque area for people to cross. 

"Territory and Municipal Services has been investigating safety and access concerns regarding the 
stepping stone crossing in Umbagong Park over the past 18 months. A number of public meetings have 
been convened by the Belconnen Community Council and at a meeting In September 2012 it was 
agreed that a wider consultation of West Belconnen residents be undertaken on this matter. 

"This wider consultation took place between December 2012 and February 2013 where residents were 
asked their views on a number of different options for the crossing of this part of Glnninderra Creek. 
Options ·included removing the stepping stones all together, constructing a low level crossing, 
constructing a bridge, or improved signage with no change to the current arrangements 

"More than 160 surveys were completed and about 80% of the responses received by TAMS preferred 
no change to the current arrangements." 

Mr Rattenbury said "while some concerns had been raised that the stepping stones discriminate against 
people with a disability, cyclists and people with wheelchairs or prams, given that safe alternative 
crossing points exist and are now signposted, the ACT Government considers that it complies with the 
requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act 1992. 

"As a result of the consultation and investigations undertaken by TAMS the ACT Government has 
decided that the current arrangements at the stepping stones will stay In place, 

"TAMS will undertake a detailed assessment of the safety of the current arrangements and this will be 
used as the basis for any future improvements at the stepping stone crossing," Mr Rattenbury 
concluded. 

For more Information about the results of the consultation visit www.tlmetotalk.act.gov.au 

NOTE: This media release will be considered a draft only until it has been through appropriate 
Communications and Marketing Unit approval processes. 
DO NOT DELETE THIS NOTE. 

ACT Legislative Assembly 

Phone (02) 6205 0005 Fax {02) 6205 0007 · Email: rattenbury@act.gov,au ~@ShaneRattenbury I; shanerattenburymla 
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ACT 
Government 

Territory and Munlclpal Services 

Date 

To 

24 July 2012 

Minister for Territory and Municipal Services 

• Director-General 

• Deputy Director-General 

• Executive Director, Roads and Public Transport Division 

• Director, Finance 

From  

Subject · Stepping Stone : Umbagong District Park 

Purpose 
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Ref: 2012001454 

To brief you on access issues associated with the stepping stones In Umbagong Dlstricl< Parl<, Latham. 

Background 
Umbagong Distrlck Park was opened in 1993 and forms part of the Ginnlnderra Creek corridor. There 
are a number of crossing points of Ginnlnderra Creek within the park including a footbridge and a 
series of stepping stones, A copy of a plan showing the layout of the park is included at Attachment A. 

Issues 
In recent years, concerns have been raised by a number of residents in Latham about the frequent 
flooding of the stepping stones and the ongoing suitability of the stepping stones for access for various 
users. 

A number of public meetings have been convened with Latham residents In 2011 and an option of 
constructing a low level bridge was canvassed, 

There were mixed views amongst residents about the need for such a bridge and a strong affinity for 
the existing stepping stones and the need for funding improvements to the Ginninderra Creek 
catchment rather than the stepping stones, 

In response to this, Roads ACT sought views from an access expert (Eric Martin) and a short report 
was provided. · 

In summary, the report concluded that while the stepping stones may suit some users, it does 
discriminate against other users and is a potential risk to ACT Government if a complaint is lodged 
under the Disability Discrimination Act 2002. A copy of the access report is included at Attachment B. 

Roads ACT propose to consult with Latham residents further in August/September on 1his matter 
discu~slng the ~cces~ report and the options outline~. 

GPO Box 158 Canberra ACT 2601 I phone: 132281 I www.act,gov.au 1 
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Consultation 
There have been a number of public meetings in 2011 on this matter. A further meeting is proposed in 
late August/early September 2012 to discuss the access report. 

Financial 
Any improvements to the existing arrangement would either require funds from a future capital works 
program or be specifically Identified as a project In the Walking and Cycling Infrastructure Program 
which is funded over a number of years. 

Media 
This matter has attracted considerable community and media attention in 2011. Future public 
consultations would likely generate similar levels of Interest. 

Recommendation 
That you: 

• Note the background and Issues outlined above; and 
NOTED/PLEASE DISCUSS 

• Sign the letter to a Latham resident included at Attachment C, 
acknowledging receipt of her letter and that the issues are being progressed by 
Territory and Municipal Services Directorate. 

 

 

•"l-'f- July 2012 

Phone  

AGREED/NOT AGREED/PLEASE DISCUSS 

Katy Gallagher MLA ...................................... I I 
AGREED/NOT AGREED/NOTED/PLEASE DISCUSS 

2 
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The Beehive Group Ply Lid (Truslee) T/A 

Eric Martin & Associates 
 

 
Erto Martin Reglslored Archllact: ACT Reg No 376, Vio 5150, NSW 6991, WA 16831 QLD 3391 

Ed .&Assoo/a(os 
'.ll. ,. Ht rears 

11Q8. 

28 November 2011 

Roads ACT 
Locked Bag 2000 
CIVIC SQUARE ACT 2608 

Attention: Tony GIii 
 

Dear Tony 

LATHAM UMBAGONG DISTRICT PARK STEPPING STONES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This report advises on the stepping stones In Umbagong District Park partlcularly 

• Advice on the coc;fes/standards that apply to the external access way. 

• Comment on the suitability of the stepping stones and access to them. 

• Comment on possible options, 

2. CODES AND STANDARDS 

Outside buildings and defined properties the National Construction Code (NCC) 2011 Volume 1 
Building Co.de of Australia (BCA) does not strlctly apply, However the Disability Discrimination 
Act (ODA) 1992 applies to all facilltles including external facilities such as Umbagong District 
Park, The Dlsablllty (Access to Premises~Bulldings) Standard 2010 also does not strlctly apply 
as lll<e NCC 2011 (Vol 1 BCA) It applies to buildings. 

However, the best guide as to what will satisfy the DOA and reduce the risk of a complaint 
under the ODA Is to adopt AS1428.1 2009 Design for access and mobility Part 1: General 
requirements for access - New bulrdlng worl<. We therefore recommend that access ways In 
Umbagong District Parl< should meet AS1428.1. 

3. AUDIT OF EXISTING STEPPING STONES 

Refer attached sl<etch of the area and photographs. 

In summary the non conformances are: 

• Gradients closer to the creel< exceed 1 In 20 (5%) and are therefore too steep 
• Some cross falls exceed 1 In 40 (2.5%) and are therefore too steep 
o Gravel Is not a suitable surface and dirt on other surfaces is also not suitable 
" Stepping stones do not provide a continuous access way 
• Unevenness of surface with rocl<s, steps between finishes are hazardous and not access 

compliant 

The stepping stones do not provide a suitable access way and will therefore discriminate 
against a number of users. 

W:IPROJECTS 14 2011111Q8 Lelham Umbagong DJslrtct Park stepping slones\20111128 Lit to TG,docx . . ' 

-(~~ I AS/NZS ISO 9001 '-=-l Ci:rdfied 

ACCESS ARCHITECTURE 

ABN: 31 790 687 011 

COI\ISERVATION 

  

HERITAGE 
WWV{.emaa.com.au 

f"'\- •- I - •• J __ r,_ -t.'l!--1! __ _.. __ .!--.,      . 
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4, POSSIBLE OPTIONS 

Possible options that will meet DOA and provide solutions are: 

4.1 Remove stepping stones and rely on other crossing points. This means further travel for 
all users to cross the creek. (Note compllance of path to other crossings has not been 
assessed) 

4.2 Provide a bridge over the creek. This could be made access compliant. 

4.3 Provide a low level crossing with complylng paths/ramps to It. This will require some 
lengthening of paths, construction of ramps and a solid low level crossing. It wlll not be 
accessible In flood and high water limes. 

4.4 Do nothing and accept It d9es not provide access for all. 1hls could lead to complalnts 
under the ODA at which time options etc would be discussed/negotiated/resolved. 
Slgnage on accessible routes would Inform users better and reduce risks. 

5. CONCLUSION 

· The existing stepping stones may suit some users but d~es discriminate against other users 
and' Is therefore a potential risl< to ACT Government of a complaint under the ODA. 

There are options available but each has potential dlfflculties/costs as outlined above. 

Yours falthfuliy, 

Eric J Martin 
Director 

Registered Architect 
ACT376 VIC5150 
NSW5991 WA1663 
QLD3391 

Enclo: Sketch 
· Photographs 

W.)PROJECTS 14 2011\1108 Latham Umbagong District Park ~topping stones\2011112B Ur to TG.doc>C 
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Stepping stone crossing in Umbagong District n SurveyMonkey 
Park 
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Page 1, Q1. How often do you currently use the stepping stones in Umbagong District Park? 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Not quite monthly - but have used them several times over last couple of 
years. 

5-6 times per week 

Once or twice a month 

A few times a week 

I did use them once when my children were young and we visited the 
playground 

Occasionally but frequently In the past 11 years 

Occasional Use 

Occasslonally 

6-10 times while I lived at Latham (5 years ago) 

Once or twice per year 

once or twice a year 

When visiting the park 

6 of48 

Feb 4, 2013 12:01 AM 

Jan 21, 2013 2:44 PM 

Jan 2, 2013 3:58 AM 

Dec 31, 2012 6:23 PM 

Dec 10, 2012 6:17 PM 

Dec 3, 2012 5:49 PM 

Nov 30, 2012 6:44 PM 

Nov 30, 2012 5:22 PM 

Nov 28, 2012 4:04 AM 

Nov 28, 2012 2:44 AM 

Nov 27, 2012 8:38 PM 

Nov 27, 2012 7:19 PM 
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Page 2, Q1. What do you like about the stepping stone crossing? 

1 I llke the character of the stepping stones. They look and are a bit fun. Dogs Feb 7, 2013 9:33 PM 
love them. The brlgde Isn't too far If the stones are flooded. 

2 A crossing at the juntlon Is necessary for access across Ginnlderra Creek; It Feb 7, 2013 7:36 PM 
Is almost a kilometre to other crossings, be it upstream or downstream; 
recreational use by all needs to be encouraged. 

3 It provides children and healthy adults an alternative access to playground Feb 7, 2013 7:14 PM 
and Latham North access u·nder dry conditions. 

4 They provide an alternate option and route when walking In the area, both In Feb 5, 2013 8:25 PM 
terms of time and distance. The absence of the stepping stones would add 
an additional 15 to 20 minutes to a circuit which people may not be able to 
do either In extra distance or extra time. They add variety to the 'sameness' 
of the bridges. We also see many dogs and their owners enjoying the area 
as they cross the creek. 

5 has been there for years Feb 5, 2013 7:35 PM 

6 It Is unique In form as a crossing facility, It does not adversely affect the vista Feb 5, 2013 5:59 PM 
of the surroundings as a bridg structure would, on the contrary It provides an 
old world charm facilitating close access to the water over mid -reek span to 
enable close observation of various life under water .. It seems an optimal 
blend of function, rustic charm, engagement with nature all with minimal 
Impact with the surroundings. It has been part of the historical facbrlc of the 
area and known as descriplve location ("the steeping stone crossing"). It 
already exists and no expenduture Is required. 

7 Low Impact on visual aesthetics of the area. Cute and quirky. Makes me Feb 5, 2013 5:27 PM 
feel like a kid again! 

8 They provide a convenient crossing to the Glnnlndera creel< between Florey Feb 4, 2013 10:06 PM 
drive and the footbridge between Nevile pl and Backhouse st. 

9 It allows you to cross the creek without having to go all the way around. Feb 4, 2013 3:13 AM 

10 It is a nice rustic place that has a very nice feel within the trees. Furthermore, Feb 4, 2013 1 :35 AM 
the dog love running on them. 

11 Nice to use stepping stones, and look at the water ... The child In me likes Feb 4, 2013 12:16 AM 
them;-) 

12 They're interesting for all ages - my grandchildren particularly llke going Feb 3, 2013 10:23 PM 
down there and It Is a great educational experience for them as well. I use 
the stepping stones on my walk every day - It makes It more Interesting( 

13 the peaceful ambience of the area. They have been there for long tlme,and Feb 3, 2013 8:33 PM 
signs notify you of flooding, so up to individual to take heed. Besides the kids 
wo use the crossing just love the area, 

14 they are unique and are a make a rare attraction to the park Feb 3, 2013 7:15 PM 

15 History - Went across every day on my way to school. Different sort of Feb 3, 2013 7:00 PM 
crossing to others. 

16 It gives a different more interesting way of Interacting with the landscape, Feb 3, 2013 6:00 PM 
reminiscent of more informal country setting which is great for urbanised 
children to explore. its aslo Important for us all to remember that not 

8of48 



Page 2, Q1. What do you like about the stepping stone crossing? 

everything is available to us all the time le in times of heavy rainfall access to 
certain things are restricted and we need to learn/remember to work around 
the forces of nature. klda and adults plus dogs have fun navigating from one 
stone to the other with the occasional "accidental" fall Into the water. 
Upstream slightly AND downstream are 24 hr, 7 day a week bridges giving 
constant access to all for crossing. 
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17 It's natural and beautiful, it's fun for children and adults alike, It's part of the Feb 3, 2013 4: 14 PM 
history of Latham and we have people who come visit Just to see the 
stepping stones - when the weather Is right It Is a beautiful place to cross the 
creek and enjoy the natural environment. I do not want the stones removed 
as we love the stones and this would potentially present an even more 
severe community risk - as a crossing that ls used hundreds of times a day 
and Is well known, people would still try and cross the creek or build their 
own crossing. 

18 Ambiance, feeling close to the water and vegetation. Feb 1, 2013 10:32 PM 

19 For most of the year this Is an adequate crossing. It has a simple charm Jan 31, 2013 10:04 PM 
amongst the natural creek vegetation and Is a nice place for pause by people 
walking dogs (dogs often take a bit of a dip) and allows a bit of step-hopping 
adventure for the kids, 

20 They're fun and different plus aesthetlcally pleasing. They are not a waste of Jan 28, 2013 1 :34 PM 
Infrastructure. I love the fact that sometimes you can't cross because It's 
flooded. This reminds me of our connection and reliance on nature. 

21 Access to other side of park; Interesting for children Jan 28, 2013 3:00 AM 

22 A local feature that add to the attractiveness and pleasure derived from my Jan 26, 2013 4:42 PM 
trice dally dally walks 

23 Much more natural looking than a bridge would be, More fun for children Jan 25, 2013 8:54 PM 
who go there looking for tadpoles and to learn a bit about the world around 
them. 

24 Enjoyable, they are actually a feature of the park. It allows people to enjoy a Jan 25, 2013 3:08 PM 
more natural environment within a short distance of the urban environment. 

25 A lovely place to cross the creek which I have been using for many years. Jan 24, 2013 4:16 AM 

26 It Is Informal, It encourages Interaction with the creek. It makes a very Jan 24, 2013 4:06 AM 
pleasant circular walk for my family. 

27 Close to nature Jan 23, 2013 4:59 PM 

28 It enables me when walking to have a choice as to how far I walk from home Jan 23, 2013 3:50 PM 
and back. If the stepping stones are there it Is a good 3.5 km walk, if not It 
would be about a 5.2 km walk, which on some days ls not posslble. 

29 Easy access to the other side of the park Jan 22, 2013 5:26 PM 

30 It Is a nice natural looking crossing. I use It dally. Except when flooded. Even Jan 22, 2013 1 :33 AM 
the ducks use ltl 

31 They are a lovely feature of the park & add an element of fun, they allow us Jan 21, 2013 3:14 PM 
urban dwellers to be closer to nature by keeping us In touch with the weather 
and local animals. When the water is low we can surmise that there's been a 
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dry spell and we need rain. When the water Is high or flooded we know that 
we've just had a decent amount of rain. Just the other day I and another user 
were able to admire a turtle fishing for breakfast near the stepping stones. 
Children get to be kids and can play more safely there (obviously with 
parental supervision) than other parts of the creek. My four-year-old derives 
much enjoyment simply crossing the stones back and forth several times 
each visit. Adults get to feel like kids again. At the public meeting at Latham 
primary last year It was evident that there was much affection for the 
stepping stones and many, many users would be disappointed if they were 
replaced or removed. I myself am very fond of the stepping stones having 
used them during my morning walks for a good part of 15 years and would 
be extremely disappointed if they were removed or replaced! 

28 

32 Nothing - It's unsafe crossing and unfit for prams and bikes Jan 21, 2013 2:16 AM 

33 It Is an attractive site eminently suited as a site for stepping stones as the Jan 20, 2013 4:59 PM 
banks there are low and slope gently to the stream. 

34 Visually low-key and fun way to cross the creek Jan 18, 2013 5:31 PM 

35 I Like the way that people can cross It and that they can go over that areato Jan 17, 2013 9:08 PM 
which they can go to. 

36 Closeness to the water. Gently sloping banks so kids and dogs have easy Jan 17, 2013 9:00 PM 
access to the water. 

37 unique quaint fun convlnlent safe Jan 16, 2013 9:11 PM 

38 Character, dogs can easily swim, love seeing the different water levels Jan 16, 2013 1 :21 AM 

39 unique has a fun nature to them, that gives the area a unique feel. makes Jan 16, 2013 12:20 AM 
you want to cross them. 

40 The stepping stones are an area regularly used by children and parents to Jan 15, 201310:01 PM 
experience the creek and its associated habitat. This has been an activity of 
locals for over 30+ years and-at the last public meeting strong support was 
expressed for their retention. They were Installed as a supplement to the 
natural crossing already In place. If removed, I would assume the natural 
crossing will still be there with Its Inferred "danger 

41 It brings people closer to water ansd nature. Children, adults and dogs love Jan 14, 2013 9:22 PM 
the adventure of crossing them. (They are fun) They mimic nature in the 
same way that you cross a river on rocks. They encourage neighbourhood 
interaction as people will comment on how high the water level is and how 
much rain we have had. 

42 Good fun, especially for children Jan 13, 2013 3:08 PM 

43 They have lasted Jan 13, 2013 3:06 PM 

44 It's funl We love touching the water and being close enough to see the Jan 13, 2013 2:14 PM 
tadpoles and other small creatures. The stepping stones provide a gauge for 
the depth of the water and Its behaviour. In a relatively unchanging suburban 
environment, It Is exciting to observe the natural events brought about by the 
weather and the progressing seasons that take place In a particular spot. 
The children have learnt about safety but not being allowed to cross the 
stepping stones when they are underwater. 
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45 Its different; makes you stop and look and take note of your surroundings; Jan 13, 2013 1 :03 PM 
brings back childhood memories 

46 The whole feel of the setting Is Idyllic and the stepping stones are central to Jan 12, 2013 3:00 PM 
this feeling. I walk my dog across the stones and it takes me back to another 
time when life was not so rushed and people spent more time outside than In 
front of a computer. 

4 7 I like the fact that the aces across tis path changes as the rain and the level Jan 9, 2013 1 :24 PM 
of the creek dose. Its a dit of a longer walk around If it Is flooded bur Its not 
loo for. I would like to see It retains. On a side note, theh last lot of high 
winds knocked as tree down at one end of the stepping stones and It Is 
obstructing access. 

48 It's Is a unique part of the umbagong reserve and it has a- long history In the Jan 8, 2013 11 :06 PM 
area. 

49 Peaceful way of crosllng the creek. Jan 61 2013 3:51 PM 

50 I like the stepping stones as they are. I use It regularly when working my Jan 6, 2013 12:05 AM 
dogs. If flooded I use other options to eras the creek. 

51 I like that lam able to get close to the creek In a fairly safe environment - Jan 4, 2013 3:27 AM 
other parts of the creek are not so easy to access. I also enjoy that I and my 
children and now my grandchildren are able to use and play on the stepping 
stones - they are part of our family history. 

52 I look forward to crossing them, to me they are a special little feature of the Jan 3, 2013 7:14 PM 
reserve. They enable you to get much closer to nature without overly 
Intruding on the wild life etc 

53 Am frequent user of this area for recreational walking. Stones are a cool Jan 2, 2013 12:40 PM 
break In a walk, especially - but not only - in hot weather. They also 
represent a respite from Irresponsible cyclists {who frequently overtake me at 
30km/h+) who can't use the crossing unless they dismount first. 

54 Convenient place to cross the creek when on a walk. Jan 2, 2013 4:11 AM 

55 It's extremely convenient because of the distance to the next nearest Jan 2, 2013 3:36 AM 
crossing of the creek. 

56 It Is a quaint crossing and easy to use. Jan 1, 2013 10:58 PM 

57 I love that it's stepping stones, that It provides a platform which is more Jan 1, 2013 9:07 PM 
Interactive with the creek, It's community history, it's fascinating lo use a 
judge for how full the creek is. It's also a place where people often sit for a 
moment, children play with the edge of the water under supervision and dogs 
have a drink. It's great to come across this on during the days exercise and 
meet people. 

58 The stepping stones are a nice feature. Different to all the other bridges etc Dec 31, 2012 6:36 PM 
in the area. It is nice to step across and watch the ducks on the water and 
observse the tadpoles In the creek. 

59 Its natural aspects. That my dog can get Into the water whilst I can remain Dec 29, 2012 3:09 PM 
beside him on a stepping stone. 

60 It is a nice contrast to walking/ riding over the other bridges. It provides the Dec 29, 2012 3:35 AM 
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children with a fun gross motor challenge. You can get very close to the 
deeper water with out getting wet when they are not submerged. When they 
are just under water, we take our shoes off to cross and it is a nice sensory 
experience. The children are excited to predict after rain whether they will be 
under water or not. Where else are there stepping stones across a creek/ 
river In Canberra? 

30 

61 Location Dec 28, 2012 1 :40 PM 

62 It's fun to walk across. My dog enjoys jumping on them. · Dec 23, 2012 11 :56 PM 

63 It's natural. It's picturesque. It brings you down to the level of the river so Dec 23, 2012 11 :38 PM 
you cross the water at the water's height and feel more part of the creek than 
hanging over a railing from a height. You can't always cross there so it 
reminds you of the supremacy of nature and how you have to flt in with It and 
not dominate It. The unpredictability Is part of its charm. It's playful and 
reminds you of the magic of childhood when you cross It. Kids love It - mine 
did when they were little and still do as teens. Our dog thinks it's a great 
game to cross them. It's a 'hotspot' to find birds and one year there were 
flycatchers, orioles and noisy friar birds all nesting very close to them. To 
me the stepping stones are a highlight of the whole park. Replace them with 
a bridge and I don't think I'll want to visit the park. 

64 They are fun for my kids. They don't Intrude too much on the look of the Dec 23, 2012 5:22 PM 
creek. 

65 The stepping stones are an unusual feature that fit well with the landscape. Dec 23, 2012 2:44 PM 
They are fun for children and families. I visit there with my grandson who 
likes the chance to get closer to the water and explore the plant and animal 
life In the creek. There is no other point along the creek that Is safe for this 
purpose. 

66 I llke the stepping stones because they are a feature of the park that both my Dec 23, 2012 2:34 PM 
children and Grand children have used. It's great to have the opportunity to 
touch and experience the creek environment- looking for tadpoles, frogs, 
water rats. 

67 Lovely place for our dog to play In the water as we complete a circuit of the Dec 22, 2012 8:50 PM 
park for exercise. 

68 Provides more options for walks around the creek. Dec 18, 2012 3:19 PM 

69 They are a clever and well thought out low cost option to cross the creek at Dec 17, 2012 3:56 AM 
that point. It adds to the enjoyment to cross "through" the water rather that 
over it. The stones fit in well with the environment and contribute in a unique 
manner to the very pleasant walk that already has safe bridges and 
pathways for those who can't negotiate this ariclent 111ethod of traversing the 
creek. They are large and rough and as safe as stepping stones can be, 
there is no need to remove them. It doesn't matter if they can't be used in all 
weather conditions, that's a part of their intrinsic charm. 

70 The ability to cross the creek without having to use the Florey drive bridge or Dec 16, 2012 6:33 PM 
the bridge further down, off Macrossan 

71 Its unique. Not only that but it ls a trademark for the aboriginal area. Dec 16, 2012 3:08 PM 

72 the fun element of them Dec 15, 2012 9:07 PM 
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73 Natural-looking area for crossing the Creek Dec 14, 2012 7:15 PM 

74 It Is a nice place to cross the creek when walking to the shops. Dec 14, 2012 2:16 AM 

75 They're fun for kids and a pleasant alternative to a bridge. Dogs also love Dec 12, 2012 7:16 PM 
playinQ and swimming around them. 

76 It's quirky and a chance to really use Ginninderra Creek. Dec 11, 2012 9:46 PM 

77 It's a fun way to cross the creek. It adds variety to a walk. Dec 11, 2012 9:28 PM 

78 Rustic and provides a relatively safe crossing point when the water level Is Dec 10, 2012 6:29 PM 
low for persons without a disability or people wlth prams, bikes etc 

79 It's easy to cross to the other side and It's beautiful. If it's flooded, I use Dec 10, 2012 1 :28 PM 
another route. 

80 It Is fun to cross especially with my two dogs Dec 9, 2012 8:31 PM 

81 It looks scenic, makes you feel part of the environment. Dec 9, 2012 5:37 PM 

82 I love It. I grew up In Macgregor and as a child it was a magical place for me. Dec 8, 2012 1 :35 PM 
Now that I am a mother I take my daughter there. Now that the willows are 
gone, it is one of the only places you can get up close to the water. 

83 Great adventure for children~ including the uncertainty when the creek is in Dec 7, 2012 6:04 PM 
flood. Also it is different than a simple crossing and In line with the minimal 
development of the rest of the park. 

84 It looks pretty Dec 7, 2012 12:04 PM 

85 It reminds me of when I was a kid. Dec 7, 201212:14 AM 

86 They are an interesting and unique outdoor feature in Canberra, and have Dec 6, 201210:47 PM 
great nostalgic value for me, having used them regularly going to school in 
the 90s. 

87 they are naural and fit in with the environment better than a bridge, They Dec 6, 2012 12:52 PM 
provide a intimate closeness when crossing the creek especially with the dog 
leg 

88 Their quaintness/feature of the area. Fun challenge physically and mentally Dec 5, 2012 10:24 PM 
for able bodied adults & children and dogs when creek is at normal/safe 
levels. 

89 It allows immediate access to the water's edge and is a fun way to cross the Dec 5, 2012 4:36 PM 
creek 

90 There an awesome way to cross the creek Dec 4, 2012 1 :04 PM 

91 Thay provide another crossing for the creek and one that was low cost and Dec 4, 2012 12:33 AM 
little maintenance. The fact that the crossing is low at creek level is great for 
when I walk with the grandchildren. le. they can get close to the water and 
see what Is happening in the creek. 

92 Its uniqueness and the way it fits in with the setting Dec 4, 2012 12:10 AM 

93 Great for the dogs to swim in. Always looks different. Great for the kids to Dec 3, 2012 11 :11 PM 
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explore. It has character & is great for the kids to explore & learn about the 
changing waters In the area. Eg It always looks different:~) Primarily Keeps 
motor bike out of that section of the parklll 

32 

94 I don't Dec 3, 2012 10:18 PM 

95 It Is a heritage site in that thousands of people over the years have used Dec 3, 2012 6:00 PM 
them and accepted the challenges the crossing presents. People are able to 
see the natural forces of nature In action. They are also able to use their 
brains to gauge whether It is safe for them to cross or whether to choose an 
alternative route. 

96 Like a lot of Latham residents, I have a soft spot for the stepping stones and Dec 3, 2012 5:38 PM 
have spent a lot of time down their with my daughter. It is a very popular 
place with children as the stones enable easy access to the water. The 
children enjoy hopping across the creek. My daughter especially relates to 
the stepping stones through the childrens movie "Jungle Book". 

97 I love the charm of them. I can't wait tll my son Is big enough to go hopping · Dec 3, 2012 3:29 PM 
over them with mel We moved to Latham just near the creek so our children 
would have green areas to play and the stepping stones are part of that child 
like charm of the area. Please leave them bel 

98 It's natural and lovely to see orglnal structure like those In old days Dec 3, 2012 1 :49 PM 

99 Everything( It's a nice change from normal bridge, makes the walk Dec 3, 2012 12:21 AM 
interesting, gives a unique experience, my pets love It, visitors think Its really 
quaint and Interesting and It Is perfectly safe. 

100 Aesthetically pleasing. Something different. Dec 1, 2012 6:26 PM 

101 Good for walking dog and letting swim Dec 1, 2012 3:52 PM 

102 Natural selection Dec 1, 2012 1 :35 PM 

103 something different and fun Dec 1, 2012 3:09 AM 

104 It's a great alternative, there are regular bridges not that far away Dec 1, 2012 2:22 AM 

105 Interesting and charming. While being functional, it adds character. Nov 30, 2012 5:25 PM 

106 Different an'd exciting Nov 30, 2012 4:30 PM 

107 they are pretty and a change from other bridges Nov 30, 2012 3:44 PM 

108 Its there Nov 30, 2012 11 :07 AM 

109 Being able to cross the creek down at water level, being able to stop mid- Nov 29, 2012 2:17 PM 
stream, plus while I dont know how long that crossing has been there (Its 
been there longer than I have been in Canberra 20+ years as far as I know) 
It is a part of the park and Its environment and history 

110 Love it1 Good funl My dogs love lt...navlgatlng the stones as well as a little Nov 29, 2012 12:55 PM 
swim. 

111 People enjoy them Nov 29, 2012 11 :16 AM 

112 I use the stones as a short cut when cycling towards Belconnen or Civic. It Is Nov 29, 2012 3:10 AM 
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convenient and has character. 

33 

113 The stepping stones are much more fun than a standard bridge crossing, Nov 28, 2012 4:58 PM 
expeclally for children. They are unique and fit well with the setting (lots of 
vegetation, overhanging trees and a more natural environment), given that 
other crossings along the creel< and around the Belconnen area are more 
'standard' type crossings. 

114 It is quaint and unique Nov 28, 2012 4:22 PM 

115 They create a nice flow for the water! my 2yr old son likes making boats and Nov 28, 2012 3:23 PM 
racing them between the stones 

116 I like that they are unusual and are not the normal way to cross a creel< Nov 28, 201.2 1 :01 PM 

117 Adds a sense of charm to the creek. Nov 28, 2012 3:07 AM 

118 Bit of an adventure, out of the normal boring bridge Nov 28, 2012 2:48 AM 

119 The site Is very tranquil and blends In harmoniously with the local area. It Nov 28, 2012 12:56 AM 
provides a practical means to cross the creek, and Is also a nice feature of 
the park. 

120 It adds to the character of the "Bush Capital" Nov 27, 2012 11 :27 PM 

121 The stone make the crossing a special place to explore and engage with the Nov 27, 2012 10:24 PM 
water and environment. 

122 An attractive feature In a.nice part of the district park, that provides a quick Nov 27, 2012 9:00 PM 
option to reduce walk length. 

123 that It is a stepping stone crossing, a rarity, a novelty while still fairly safe Nov 27, 2012 8:42 PM 

124 Its unique Nov 27, 2012 7:35 PM 

125 It Is an unusual and simple way to get across the creek. Also, It looks a lot Nov 27, 2012 7:29 PM 
better than some large, garishly painted bridge that could go In. 

126 It adds character to the creek and park. Nov 27, 2012 6:16 PM 

127 the history and the proximity to the flow of water Nov 27, 2012 5:44 PM 

128 It's fun and has been there since I was a child. Nov 27, 2012 5:06 PM 

129 They're .one of the last things remaining that's not been sanitised and Nov 27, 2012 4:43 PM 
removed. A little bit of our history from a time when every decision didn't 
have to go through a lawyer. 

130 They are a unique feature of the park that have the potential to captivate and Nov 27, 2012 4:33 PM 
entertain children. Anything that stimulates children's Imaginations Is 
precious and important In this age of superficiality and sterilisation. 
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1 No concerns Feb 7, 2013 9:33 PM 

2 (1) Unsafe for thos!=l with a leg disability or poor balance; (2) Also unsafe for Feb 7, 2013 7:36 PM 
the very young or elderly, who may lose their balance; (3) Unusabke for 
crossing with prams; (4) Uusable for crossing when covered with waters of 
creek after rain. 

3 They are not safe for older, elderly, part disabled Feb 7, 2013 7:14 PM 

4 We have no concerns about the stones - they are perfectly adequate. Given Feb 5, 2013 8:25 PM 
the number of times when they are inaccessible, due to flooding, Is very 
small and they have not been inaccessible for long, we consider that 
changes aren't required, For Instance, with the recent storms, the stones 
were only Inaccessible for about 2 days which people could live with. 
However, permanent removal would place a much greater imposition on 
enjoyment of the area. 

5 can be easily flooded Feb 5, 2013 7:35 PM 

6 NII. In the event of high water level, existing alternative creek crossing points Feb 5, 2013 5:59 PM 
already exist both up stream and down stream. 

7 NII Feb 5, 2013 5:27 PM 

8 They are prone to flooding with the smallest bit of rain last year they would Feb 4, 2013 10:06 PM 
have been Inundated for approximately 1 /4 of the year 

9 No concerns. Feb 4, 2013 3:13 AM 

10 None. Feb 4, 2013 1 :35 AM . 

11 None personally, but I can see a problem for those with limited mobility, or Feb 4, 2013 12:16 AM 
when the water is over them and there ls a long detour to cross the creek. 

12 No concerns. Feb 3, 2013 10:23 PM 

13 I dont really have any concerns. I have lived In Latham for 28 years and no Feb 3, 2013 8:33 PM 
drownings, accidents that I have noticed. 

14 That they will be removed, Feb 3, 2013 7:15 PM 

15 nil concern Feb 3, 2013 7:00 PM 

16 Nil. Feb 3, 2013 6:00 PM 

17 Primarily my concerns relate to the safety of the stones for some users and Feb 3, 2013 4:14 PM 
the lack of access at times - we live In one of the houses closest to the stone 
crossing and often have older or disabled visitors who want to go for a walk 
but can't make the 800 metres to the next bridge and have tried crossing the 
stones, One of these badly damaged her leg and came close to hitting a 
vein and had to go to the Doctors who advised that the situation could have 
been very. serious had she hit the vein and she had to stay in bed for five 
days. She is an able bodied walker but the stones are uneven in parts and 
she thought she could cross, but stumbled and came down very badly on her 
shin. She Is from Tasmania and asked why there wasn't a bridge there 
because she would have taken the bridge and watched everyone else enjoy 
the stones. My husband and I want to start a family and taking a pram or 
young child across the stepping stones Is not safe or practical - our 
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neighbours have young children and can't use the stones and therefore 
cannot easily access the park on the other side or complete the walking loop, 
It becomes a very long round trip for us when the stones are flooded or we 
have people with us who cannot cross them but who also cannot walk the 
800 metres to the next bridge - we walk the loop across the stones every day 
and when we can't use them we are prevented from having full access to the 
walking trails and reserve. The stones this year and last have been regularly 
flooded thus preventing us crossing the creek, and I have seen numerous 
people still cross the stones In flooded water, Including the elderly, which 
presents a significant community health risk. I do not want the stones 
removed as they are a lovely component of the reserve and there are nearly 
always people crossing them and enjoying them, but I do not understand 
why It is so difficult to build a bridge adjacent to the stones to keep all 
community members happy, and safe. In my opinion, it is negligent of the 
local government to not act in response to community safety concerns and 
erect a bridge. It would be more negligent to remove the stepping stones as 
people will continue to try and cross the river or erect their own crossing. 

36, 

18 Impassable for pedestrians {of any age) with balance and stride problems. Jan 31, 2013 10:04 PM 
Problems in the rare events of high water flow, but higher level bridges exist 
both up and down creek in comfortable walking distance. 

19 None, they are fantastic, the kids love playing there. Jan 28, 2013 1 :34 PM 

20 Floods regularly ... they are quite low relative to common creek levels Jan 28, 2013 3:00 AM 

21 I don't really have any. I accept that occasional flooding may (briefly) be a Jan 26, 2013 4:42 PM 
minor Inconvenience to some people, but I do not accept that they are a 
significant safety hazard. The current signs adequately address this issue. 

22 The suggested bridge,. as I understand It, will still be flooded if we have Jan 25, 2013 8:54 PM 
heavy rain which seems to me to make the very expensive construction of a 
bridge a pointless waste of money. Money which could be spent repairing 
and extending the walking/cycle paths to everybody's advantage. 

23 I could see how there are difficulties with crossing the creek during raised Jan 25, 2013 3:08 PM 
creek levels and for people with prams, mobility scooters and so on. 

24 Hazardous when water levels have risen and impassable for many days Jan 24, 2013 4:16 AM 
during a wet year. 

25 In a wet season there are many days when the stepping stones cannot be Jan 24, 2013 4:06 AM 
crossed safely. One of the stones has subsided which adds to the danger 
when the other stones are just uncovered. 

26 NII Jan 23, 2013 4:59 PM 

27 I don't have concerns, however I don't want the ability to cross at that point Jan 23, 2013 3:50 PM 
eliminated altogether 

28 No major concerns - warning signs sufficient and residents that use regularly Jan 22, 2013 5:26 PM 
should be aware of flooding at times 

29 When flooded unable to cross. Use alternate route. No real inconvenience. Jan 22, 2013 1 :33 AM 

30 I have no concerns regarding the stepping stones, the current signage Is Jan 21, 2013 3:14 PM 
sufficient for users to take care. My understanding Is one user was knocked 
over by a dog while crossing the stones and now incorrectly blames the 
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stones. She could just as easily have been knocked over by the same dog 
on the path a few metres either side. It would be such a shame that one 
person's small accident results in the removal of pleasure and enjoyment of 
perhaps thousands of stepping stone users! 

37 

31 Not suitable for bike, prams or when rains. It's often covered in sand and Jan 21, 2013 2:16 AM 
currently a fallen tree has blocked path for more than two weeks. 

32 None , except one of the stones is slightly lower than the others. Jan 20, 2013 4:59 PM 

33 Sometimes they are under water. Jan 18, 2013 5:31 PM 

34 That it might stop the seniors going to where ever they are going to and tnd Jan 17, 2013 9:08 PM 
they might stop what they are doing. 

35 flooding and therefore no access across the creek. Jan 17, 2013 9:00 PM 

36 N/a Jan 16, 2013 9:11 PM 

37 NII Jan 16, 2013 1:21 AM 

38 the water around the rocks are full of loose rocks Just under the surface that Jan 16, 2013 12:20 AM 
could be removed and blocked somehow. this would mean that when you do 
step off the block you doing risk twisting your ankle 

39 I do not use them currently for personal physical reasons, but that It not a Jan 15, 2013 10:01 PM 
reason to remove them. "People who find them difficult at some times have 
every chance to walk along the creek on either side and use the bridges on 
Florey drive and further along the creek. 

40 My concern Is that the stepping stones may be removed and I would like Jan 14, 2013 9:22 PM 
them to stay. 

41 Unsafe for elderly people, llmlte disabled access, often covered when the Jan 13, 2013 3:08 PM 
creek is in flood, people on prams can't get across, hard to get across with a 
walking stick. 

42 The flooding Very bad disabled acess Jan 13, 2013 3:06 PM 

43 I understand that people can fall {our daughter did once!) but I'm really not Jan 13, 2013 2:14 PM 
concerned about it. If people are worried about the safety aspect, I feel they 
should Just not cross the creek there. 

44 don't have any. If its been raining a lot I take another route, if there is the Jan 13, 2013 1 :03 P'M 
possibility of the stones being covered I decide before hand if I want to take 
the chance and take another route; if I get there and unexpectedly the stones 
are covered I walk back the way I came. No stress. but it makes me more 
aware of the weather 

45 They would be difficult for someone who was a little unsteady on their feet to Jan 9, 2013 1 :24 PM 
cross the stones. 

46 There could be better maintenance. Jan 8, 2013 11 :06 PM 

47 Closed In wet weather. Alternative routes are much longer. Jan 6, 2013 3:51 PM 

48 Nil Jan 6, 2013 12:05 AM 
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49 I have the same concerns as using/being any where else In Umbagong Jan 4, 2013 3:27 AM 
district park - that is, one should use common sense at all times and be 
careful In a bush setting.· 

50 I don't have any. 1 don't see It as a major inconvenience to change my route Jan 3, 2013 7:14 PM 
on the few occasions the stones are covered. 

61 A bit low after rain - would llke to see them raised. One of the stones Is lower Jan 2, 2013 12:40 PM 
than the rest and prevents usage after rain (although I frequently get one foot 
wet in order to use them). 

52 None. If It's flooded there Is a bridge not that far away. Jan 2, 2013 4:11 AM 

53 A crossing at thatjuncture is needed. A bridge would be better but the Jan 2, 2013 3:36 AM 
stones should stay. 

64 I have no concerns over the crossing. Jan 1, 2013 10:58 PM 

55 NIL. Jan 1, 2013 9:07 PM 

56 None. If they flood I can walk the long way around either towards Klppax, or Dec 31, 2012 6:36 PM 
back to play park towards Charnwood and cross at bridge there. 

57 I want to keep it. It stops motorcycles and other fast moving vehicles racing Dec 29, 2012 3:09 PM 
through the area. They can't get over the stones and have to walk across 
quietly or take another route. 

58 They may not provide access across for all users. Dec 29, 2012 3:35 AM 

59 The tree that Is accross it so It cant be used Dec 28, 2012 1 :40 PM 

60 You can't get across after heavy rain, but there are always other routes you Dec 23, 2012 11 :56 PM 
can take. 

61 I have no concerns. The stepping stones are very safely sized and spaced. Dec 23, 2012 11 :38 PM 
One of them is slightly lower than the others - this could be rectified if need 
be though It's never worried me personally. I've never seen anyone behave 
foolishly or unsafely crossing the stepping stones and I've never seen 
anyone slip or fail in. This is over the course of more than sixteen years of 
regularly visiting the park. 

62 I have no concerns with the crossing. When It Is flooded you just don't use It! Dec 23, 2012 5:22 PM 

63 The Increase In silting that has led to flooding of the crossing after heavy Dec 23, 2012 2:44 PM 
rainfall. 

64 I am concerned that children in the future will not have the opportunities to Dec 23, 2012 2:34 PM 
experience these stepping stones. 

65 Would be good to have an additional bridge available for when the stones Dec 22, 2012 8:50 PM 
are flooded (but we don't want the stones removed since they are so lovely 
to walk over), and I'm not sure they are flooded enough to justify a new 
bridge (in addition to the existing bridge). 

66 No serious concerns. Common sense needs to be used after heavy rain, but Dec 18, 2012 3:19 PM 
otherwise the stepping stones are quite satisfactory. 

67 I am concerned that we will be denied this delightful aspect of an enjoyable! Dec 17, 2012 3:56 AM 
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walking track if the stones are removed. 

39 

68 Safety, especially for older people. Stones are often underwater or wet and Dec 16, 2012 6:33 PM 
slippery. 

69 None. There Is a bridge further up. Dec 16, 2012 3:08 PM 

70 none Dec 15, 2012 9:07 PM 

71 I have no concerns about the crossing. Dec 14, 2012 7:15 PM 

72 It gets blocked off when the creek Is up and it's not very safe especially when Dec 14, 2012 2:16 AM 
the dog darts off to chase something while on lead. 

73 None. If they're flooded, people can Just walk a different way. It adds to their Dec 12, 2012 7:16 PM 
char~, being unpredictable, 

74 The surface of the stepping stones are slippery- but Intelligent Individuals Dec.11, 2012 9:46 PM 
can conduct their own risk analysis re. whether to cross. 

75 Frankly I'm OK with It as It Is. I guess I'd like for It to be checked by experts Dec 11, 2012 9:28 PM 
every so often to make sure It Is sure. I don't rely on It in order to get to the 
bus or the like. It Is purely recreational for me. 

76 The stepping stones do not provide safe and adequate access for persons Dec 10, 2012 6:29 PM 
with a disability or with prams or with kids on bikes etc to cross the creek. 
Whilst there Is a foot bridge further upstream and the Florey Dr road bridge 
they are too far out of the way for people in south Latham who may want to 
access the chlldren's play equipment. 

77 I have seen people crossing with prams and bikes, which could be Dec 10, 2012 1 :28 PM 
dangerous. 

78 Not much especially when the creek is high and it is unuseable I think It Is Dec 9, 2012 8:31 PM 
dangerous If someone slipped and fell Into the water. 

79 I have none, if you use common sense then there Is no cause for concern Dec 9, 2012 5:37 PM 

80. None. When It rains you can walk around the long way, or cross at the Dec 8, 2012 1 :35 PM 
Latham park. 

81 The second last stone on the macgregor side is low er than the others and Dec 7, 2012 12:04 PM 
often that stone is the. Only one stopping us get across after rain 

82 None at all. Dec 7, 2012 12:14 AM 

83 None Dec 6, 2012 10:47 PM 

84 None! The dog leg stops stupid people riding across them. My family of two Dec 6, 2012 12:52 PM 
adults, two children and two dogs has loved them. They are part of our 
heritage. Occasionally a young child topples off - so what no harm done -
Just a part of life. Leave them be. Let it bel 

85 When the stones are flooded It requires quite a long extra walk to the nearest Dec 5, 201210:24 PM 
crossing In order to complete a walking circuit. A person with a physical 
limitation or in a wheelchair isn't able to cross here 

86 I have no concerns. Dec 5, 2012 4:36 PM 
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87 Don't remove them Dec 4, 2012 1 :04 PM 

88 My only concern Is that It Is a bit difficult to get across the stepping stones Dec 4, 201212:33 AM 
with a pram, but with a little manhandling it is possible 

89 I don't mind them as they are however If they were to be changed, the stones Dec 3, 2012 11 :11 PM 
could.be placed in a straight line. 

90 They seem to be sinking and moving after every big wet. Dec 3, 2012 10:18 PM 

91 My concerns are that a few people will be able to exert sufficient pressure for Dec 3, 2012 6:00 PM 
the stones to be removed at a time when there is far too unhealthy much risk 
aversion in modern lives. 

92 None really. In flood, you can't cross It but then there are bridges not far Dec 3, 2012 5:38 PM 
either side. 

93 I understand that they get covered when they flood but really It Is quite rarely Dec 3, 2012 3:29 PM 
that the creek floods that high. Especially as we had a very wet summer last 
year which is out of the norm. They are easy to cross normally, and should I 
want to cross there when they are flooded I would simply walk further up the 
path and use a bridge. Sometimes changing everything to please the 
'worryers' is not the best solution. 

94 none Dec 3, 2012 1 :49 PM 

95 That It might be removed Dec 3, 2012 12:21 AM 

96 None Dec 1, 2012 5:26 PM 

97 Our useless govt will meddle with them Dec 1, 2012 1 :35 PM 

98 none M just that we might lose them Dec 1, 2012 3:09 AM 

99 None Dec 1, 2012 2:22 AM 

100 None, really. then It floods, there are bridges nearby. Nov 30, 2012 5:25 PM 

101 None Nov 30, 2012 4:30 PM 

102 None Nov 30, 2012 3:44 PM 

103 Nll Nov 30, 2012 11 :07 AM 

104 Only the same as with any open area which people can access which Is Nov 29, 2012 2:17 PM 
prone to occasional flooding - le that people need to take care and act 
rationally 

105 Nil Nov 29, 2012 12:55 PM 

106 That they'll be tampered with Nov 29, 2012 11: 16 AM 

107 None. When the creek Is flooded I use the bridge. Nov 29, 2012 3:10 AM 

108 Absolutely none. Nov 28, 2012 4:22 PM 

109 No concerns Nov 28, 2012 3:23 PM 
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110 I don't have any Nov 28, 2012 1 :01 PM 

111 None. Nov 28, 2012 3:07 AM 

112 None Nov 28, 2012 2:48 AM 

113 None. Nov 28, 2012 12:56 AM 

114 None Nov 27, 2012 11 :27 PM 

115 That the government will remove them. Nov 27, 2012 10:24 PM 

116 If people lack common sense and try to cross during hihg flow events serious Nov 27, 2012 9:00 PM 
problems could result. 

117 none Nov 27, 2012 8:42 PM 

118 nil Nov 27, 2012 7:35 PM 

119 · Only Interfering politicians and bureaucrats w~nting to Implement a cotton Nov 27, 2012 7:29 PM 
wool wrapped nanny state & pandering to the whims of a minority who want 
to remove the stones I If wet - don't use It. Also, any complaints about the 
facility should be anonymlsed and posted in *public* forums. This way 
everyone can see what the complaints (if any) there are about the stones. 

120 None Nov 27, 2012 6:16 PM 

121 nil, they are a wonderful adormnentto the area Nov 27, 2012 5:44 PM 

122 None Nov 27, 2012 5:06 PM 

123 None Nov 27, 2012 4:43 PM 

124 That they would be removed or replaced at great social cost to the Nov 27, 2012 4:33 PM 
community and great financial cost to the tax payer simply out of fear. 
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1 The stones are attractive, useful and closer to nature. Leave theml Feb 7, 2013 9:33 PM 

2 Need to contruct a bridge as well as maintaining stepping stones; It Is not a Feb 7, 2013 7:36 PM 
matter of either/or, we need both. 

3 The stepping stones provide recreation for children to play when creek Is low Feb 7, 2013 7:14 PM 
under supetvislon. 

4 The stepping stones are perfectly adequate and satisfy their purpose. Feb 5, 2013 8:25 PM 
Removal of the stepping stones would severely limit the options for enjoying 
the area in terms of walking time and distance. It Is good to be able to walk 
in a natural environment, rather than pounding the suburban streets when 
time constraints are an Issue. The stepping stones provide this option. 

5 to make an all weather crossing Feb 5, 2013 7:35 PM 

6 The existing facility Is adequate and unique that provides a very welcome Feb 5, 2013 5:59 PM 
diversity to the alteratlve traditional bridge structure which do not blend well 
with reseive envlronemnts. The funds associated with constrauctlon of an 
alternative facility ($100,000 or $200,000) could be much better spent on for 
worthwhile facilities elsewhere. This stepping stone crossing has been a 
functional, loved and unique feature of the area for a very long time. I see no 
need to have it upgraded- partlcularlly given the costs Involved from valuable 
and scarce funding. The fact is there are alternative bridge crossing points 
In both dlorectlosn that provide adequate existing alternatives at no cost. 

7 There are already alternate crossings available, people Just need to walk a Feb 5, 2013 5:27 PM 
little further. Slgnage could point out the benefits of the extra 500 or so 
metres they would have to walk to get to the bridge In fitness terms. 

8' I am looking for a solution that provides a safe passage across the creek Feb 4, 2013 10:06 PM 
within 50m of the stepping stones that does not flood and can be used by all 
possible traffic, eg. the elderly, parents with prams and cyclists 

9 It works, don't fix It. Feb 4, 2013 3:13 AM 

1 0 The current option Is perfectly adequate, why waste money that would be Feb 4, 2013 1 :35 AM 
more useful elsewhere. They cannot be passed at high water, but this Is part 
of the Interest of the place (not always the same). 

11 Not really sure which is best option - I don't want the stepping stones Feb 4, 2013 12: 16 AM 
removed - why take away the fun?I ... I am fine with the idea of building a 
crossing or bridge nearby, if there Is a need for It. (but would not like to see 
the stepping stones replaced by It, if crossing/bridge Is wanted/needed -
surely one can be built nearby, but not the exact same place?) · 

12 - Used the stepping stones for 30 years with dogs and grandchildren and Feb 3, 2013 10:23 PM 
they have never been a problem. 

13 I think It Is good fortune the stepping stones are where they are.If flooding Feb 3, 2013 B:33 PM 
one can always walk to the other bridge, the regular users of the bridge are 
aware of this higher bridge 

14 Nearby presence of a crossing bridge. Adequate existing signage regarding Feb 3, 2013 7:15 PM 
location of bridge and safety precautions. Environmental disruption and 
damage as a result of all other options. 

15 I love the stepping stones and don't want them to change. Easy enough to Feb 3, 2013 7:00 PM 
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use another crossing of It's flooded. 
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16 As above, slightly upstream AND again downstream, 5 mlns max either way Feb 3, 2013 6:00 PM 
are bridges available all weather conditions to ALL users disabled or not. 
Don't re-create the same thing. Leave a different experience available for city 
families! 

17 I do not want the stones removed - I love them. But there should be safer Feb 3, 2013 4:14 PM 
option for disabled people, the elderly, young children, and avid walkers in 
the area when the stones are flooded or big trees come down In storms. 

18 It Is a beautiful area - I know It floods but then I Just go further on. Feb 1, 2013 10:32 PM 

19 Covered In my answers to likes and further comments Jan 31, 2013 10:04 PM 

20 As stated above they are fun and interesting and it would be a massive Jan 28, 2013 1 :34 PM 
waste of funds to change them 

21 Access during regular rain periods to other side of park Jan 28, 2013 3:00 AM 

22 Changing the present arrangements would degrade what I regard as a very Jan 26, 2013 4:42 PM 
attractive aspect of our local environment and the cost Involved In 
constructing a low level crossing or bridge cannot be Justified. The public 
works funds that would be required could be put to much better usel 

23 I think that the bridge would be an waste of public money. The majority of Jan 25, 2013 8:54 PM 
people to whom I have spoken about this issue also prefer to keep the 
stepping stones and feel that a bridge would: a: be a waste of money b: 
detract from the general appearance of the area c: not be of much greater 
benefit in flooded times than the stepping stones are now. 

24 Keeping the stepping stones as they are, but still having a crossing further Jan 25, 2013 3:08 PM 
up or downstream to solve any access issues. 

25 A bridge in addition to the stepping stones would be my preference. Jan 24, 2013 4:16 AM 

26 I would like to see the stepping stones remain with a bridge constructed to Jan 24, 2013 4:06 AM 
one side. This would preserve the current amenity and provide a safer 
option for the elderly, disabled, bike riders, etc. It would also provide a 
permanent crossing In times of flooding. 

27 This is an iconic part of the part used by myself and children for school. Jan 23, 2013 4:59 PM 
Great memories to be preserved. 

28 I don't necessarily need a bridge nor the stones but I DO want to be able to Jan 23, 2013 3:50 PM 
cross the water at that point 

29 I have utilised the stepping stones daily for a period of 10 years do not Jan 22, 2013 5:26 PM 
consider the flooding a major issue or safety concern. 

30 I like the stepping stones. Sure it is Inconvenient when flooded but take Jan 22, 2013 1 :33 AM 
alternate route. Surely money would be better spent maintaining bridges 
already In place within the park? Cyclists should dismount if wishing to cross. 
I thought the warning signs helpful but surely a little common sense? Low 
level crossing still would risk being flooded. Bridge would detract from the 
beautiful ambience of the area. But I do acknowledge there are risks of 
people being Injured, drowning If caution not exercised. 
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31 I have no concerns regarding the stepping stones, see above. I believe the Jan 21, 2013 3:14 PM 
benefits (aglan, see above) far outweigh the risks. 

32 It's the safest option for flood way" don't see how it would cost $200k????? Jan 21, 2013 2:16 AM 

33 For the great majority of time the stepping stones function as Intended. I Jan 20, 2013 4:59 PM 
believe the original concept is excellent. 

34 Cost, other options give people a false sense of security rather than them Jan 18, 2013 5:31 PM 
staying away from creek In flood and may make park more 
accessible/attractive for the people already Illegally riding motorbikes on the 
tracks. · 

35 That it might change thing during the yearto make it look better and that It Jan 17, 2013 9:08 PM 
can Improve things. 

36 A balance between current situation and cost of the of the upgrade, Jan 17, 2013 9:00 PM 

37 no Issue with current arrangements. cost is far too high for other options. Jan 16, 2013 9:11 PM 

38 Waste of money to build a new bridge. the money could be better spent on Jan 16, 2013 1 :21 AM 
fixing local road black spots. If you put in a easy access bridge this will give 
easier access to the stupid motor bike riders who already hoon around the 
out skirts of the park. 

39 don't destroy something that is unique and enjoyable. If you remove them I Jan 16, 2013 12:20 AM 
will not be using the area any more as it will just be another open space. 

40 I see no need to provide a different crossing at this spot. If there Is some Jan 15, 2013 10:01 PM 
significant reason to provide another bridge across the creek then It should 
be Installed at another point. I would have no objection to that as long as it 
would not impede the flow of the creek. 

41 Unnecesary waste of money to construct another crossing as the stepping Jan 14, 2013 9:22 PM 
stones already provide a crossing. No need for wheel chair access In this 
area as it is not a main thoroughfare through the park. The path leading to 
the stepping stones Is too narrow and step for wheel chairs and would need 
to be modified (more expense). The stepping stones are a fun feature in the 
park rather than a main accessway to get through the park and If the river 
floods then you can still access the other areas of the park without having to 
cross the stepping stones. 

42 Safety, access when flooding, people with disabllltys can't get across, Jan 13, 2013 3:08 PM 

43 They flood too often and a low level bridge would do the same Jan 13, 2013 3:06 PM 

44 Our family really enjoys using the stepping stones. They are a landmark for Jan 13, 2013 2:14 PM 
us, and a great way of getting close to nature within our urban environment. 
We love the whole of Umbagong District Park, but the stepping stones have 
long been a highlight for us. We are not at all worried about the safety 
aspect. 

45 over the 17years I've been walking there I have only met one person who Jan 13, 2013 1 :03 PM 
had taken a slip and she was running and not watching " she was 

· embarrassed. My children have enjoyed the stones; my family day care 
children loved to go; my dog enjoys a swim there. The spacing is easy 
enough for the majority of people " those with Issues honestly wouldn't be 
walking that far anyway; those with bikes can, with a mlhimum of effort carry 
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their bikes across; mothers with prams only do It once - then find another 
routel 

46 

46 IW6uld have selected an bptlohof keeping the stones plus building a nearby Jari 12, 2013 3:00 PM 
bridge but that option wasn't available. So the next best option ls to keep the 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

· curr~nt arrangements 
'*· .,,-·--·--.,-.,.,. ---•--- __ ,_., ___ -- -·~--. ····•-«•· ,~· .. ,----,-~•,-- '.-,----.. -<-• 

I just like them as they are. Even Is a bridge does go in I Wbui~{uk~ tb se~ 
this a bit further along the creek and the stepping stones retained, 

There Is no reason to change the crossing .. 

Crossing would remain open all year. It is the safest option and would open 
the crossing to cyclists and Mum's with pushchairs. 

I cannot justify the cost of other options and I am satisfied with the current 
arrangements. 

The less construction In the creek area the better - this part of the creek 
should NOT be part of general commuter routes - It should be retained as an 
accessible part of the creek. For example, the stepping stones are used by 
regular users of the park, to gUage how much rain we have had by how 
much water covers the stepping stones - they are place to allow dogs off 
lead to have swim or paddle - a place for children to see water life ... please 
retain the stepping stones as they are now and have been for many years. 

Ja~ 9, 20131:24 PM 

Jan 8, 201311:06 PM 
. . ' . 

Jan 6, 2013 3:51 PM 

· .. , 
Jan 6, 2013 12:05 AM 

Jan 4, 2013 3:27 AM 

52 I don't feel there is justification to spend $100,000 b~ a loVJ levei bridg~ Jan 3, 2013 7:14 PM 
noting It will still be subject to flooding. Similarly I don't think there is 
justification to spend $200,000 on construction of a bridge for a relatively 
small vocal group of people. I accept some people may have had safety 
issues previously but I think the signs that have been put in place now Inform 
people so that they have the option to change their route If concerned. 

53 Deflnltely NO bridge/crossing. See comments re cyclists above. There are Jan 2, 2013 12:40 PM 
ample other crossings In the area. If they can't be raised then leave them as 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

isl Likewise don't remove .. they provide Interesting variation to normal walks 
through the area. 

. . . .. : ,, . . . . ... 

There is no need to do anything. There are many morEl Important things to 
spend ratepayers' money on than changing the current set up. 

It would be good to have a bridge for disabled access and passage du~ing 
high water periods. The stones should not be removed until AFTER a bridge 
Is completed, however, as they are extremely useful and serve the local 
community well. 

I do' riot think that the stepping stones shouid be removed. The crossing is 
adequate for what peo'ple use It for and that Is to get to the other side. It 
would be Inconvenient if the crossing was removed . 

.. ,. ... , .. -,,-; ----•-- ~----: ......... ---•-----·-·-,---,--- -·~---:-·:·-··· . . -- .:,~; . . ,-... . 

I love them as they are, think their slgnage Is excellent. The above listed 
benefits would be lost If a bridge were to be constructed. 

__ .. ,,, .. ."< ,•• "'·,:·-. -_-C-.••·······-··· -- -··.e-.--.....••...... -••·' ,_ .. ; -- ·- .~ . 

As noted In first point the stepping stones are a nice feature. Also they have 
heen there as long as I can remember. (I arn now 31) I never recall anyone 
having an accident there. Why change what isn't broken? 

• • , """ -,·;:•-•·' , •.• ~•, ~-. , ,-•··, .~- .• •. • ,, • , ,': ' .. ---;--;--,'. ;, , ••,", · .. ';w ,•·, .• ,,. . ..,.-,-, •.. -~ --··, _-< ~-,, .. ,~ : .. ,-'~_w«,, ',-

I like the peace and natural aspects and i want to preverit motofoycles 
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coming over that area. Also my dog likes to get In the water. 

47 

60 We like to use the stepping stones. A low level crossing or bridge would Dec 29, 2012 3:35 AM 
remove the Interest they provide. They slow down the pace of people 
making the crossing, which Is nice in this busy world. 

61 I think It serves the purpose to which It was Intended Dec 28, 2012 1 :40 PM 

62 The stepping stones are great. Everyone I know likes them and I don't see Dec 23, 2012 11 :56 PM 
the need for a bridge. 

63 All the reasons I gave In my first answer. I understand some are complaining Dec 23, 2012 11 :38 PM 
that it's inconvenient when It rains and you can't cross there. To me that's 
part of their charm and like most people I have no problem turning round and 
walking back the way I came. I'm opposed to all three other options. 

64 There are already other bridge options fairly close by. The stepping stones Dec 23, 2012 5:22 PM 
have been there for decades with little or no "safety or injury" concerns. 
Nothing has changed in the creek or local environment so I can't see that 
they are any more dangerous now than they were 30 years ago. 

65 I am absolutely opposed to the removal of the stepping stones. They are part Dec 23, 2012 2:44 PM 
of our suburb's heritage and a recreational spot. I endorse other people's 
concerns (expressed at the public meeting) about creating a fully accessible 
crossing, but that does not require the removal of the stepping stpnes. 

66 Effects on the environment of building either a low level crossing or bridge Dec 23, 2012 2:34 PM 
also need to be considered. 

67 We love the stepping stones for our dally walk and for easy access for our Dec 22, 2012 8:50 PM 
dog to swim. And additional bridge would be lovely a few days of the year 
when things are flooded, but there is already a bridge down the far end only 
800m away which we can use In wet weather. 

68 I would not like the crossing removed. The costs of the other crossing Dec 18, 2012 3:19 PM 
options are quite high and that money could probably be better spent on 
other projects. 

69 I think the are a charming low cost, low maintenance attribute to a very Dec 17, 2012 3:56 AM 
pleasant park. 

70 There are low-level crossings further down the creek (near Dunlop) and Dec 16, 2012 6:33 PM 
these are fine, and are only unusable In severe floods. 

71 Common sense has to be used. If you are going to cross a river In flooding Dec 16, 2012 3:08 PM 
water then you need to think. Signage could be ·a better option. Im sure it 
won't cost $100,000 for more signage. There is a similar crossing out the 
back of macgregor. this Is ten times worse when flooded, it just hasnt been 
discovered because the people that use It know not to when wet. 

72 deflnately not worth the cost. There are much more imortant things to do Dec 15, 2012 9:07 PM 
with that money, My family likes them just as they are. 

73 See no reason to change current arrangements as there is a bridge further Dec 14, 2012 7:15 PM 
along the Creek that can be used If the Stepping Stones are under water. 

74 It is a good place to cross and i would not want It to be removed. It is Dec 14, 2012 2:16 AM 
however unsafe a lot of the time and I'm able bodied. Must be worse if you 
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were not sure of your firing 
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75 Everyone I know loves the stepping stones and so I believe they should Dec 12, 2012 7:16 PM 
remain as they are. The signs give enough warning to people who aren't 
familiar with the area, and those who do know to be careful. 

76 Removing or constructing a crossing may be the risk adverse option, but Dec 11, 2012 9:46 PM 
Impacts on the cultural heritage of the park. 

77 So far as It affects me, It Is a fun recreational feature on my walk. Dec 11, 2012 9:28 PM 

78 It will provide an all weather crossing point for people to enjoy Umbagong Dec 10, 2012 6:29 PM 
District Park 

79 I would be very upset If the stepping stones were removed. Dec 10, 2012 1 :28 PM 

80 I think It Is the better way as a bridge Is useable In all weather conditions Dec 9, 2012 8:31 PM 

81 I can't see why you need to spend money to change them when a lot of Dec 9, 2012 5:37 PM 
people really enjoy them. You have warning signs, there's a bridge further 
down to cross if you are not able to cross at the stones. Again, Just use 
common sense and don't cross If they are undeiwater or If you are not 
mobile. 

82 The stepping stones are part of the park and have been for years. You will Dec 8, 2012 1 :35 PM 
be destroying a wonderful piece of the park. What Is the world coming to? 

83 This Is a unique structure In the ACT and serviceable to all but a few. The Dec 7, 2012 6:04 PM 
exclusion of some less abled persons is no more than significant than say 
the use of some of the playground equipment nearby. 

84 Access In th rain. I also would be happy If stones made higher. Please don't Dec 7, 2012 12:04 PM 
remove access .I do a clrcular walk around the creek 

85 I like the way It is. If someone doesn't want to use the stones, or It isn't Dec 7, 2012 12:14 AM 
possible due to the water levels, there are other means of getting across by 
going around. It should be considered as a short cut, not the only route 
available. 

86 The current option is sufficient, and has been for the past 15 years or so. Dec 6, 2012 10:47 PM 
There is an accessible bridge not too far along that those who can't use the 
stepping stones can use. 

87 Love them the way they are Part of our heritage In living In the area Natural Dec 6, 2012 12:52 PM 
and close contact with the creek Minimal risk to anyone - there are a bridges 
upstream for bikes etc. Extra rise Is hardly an issue Low cost - zero 
maintenance To spend $200,000 on an unneeded bridge Is a ridiculous 
waste of rate payers money Let It Bel 

88 A bridge would enable all weather access for all track users. Dec 5, 2012 10:24 PM 

89 I believe people should display commonsense and take personal Dec 5, 2012 4:36 PM 
responslblllty for their actions. It Is quite clear that the stepping stones should 
not be used when the creek level is up and they are covered by water. 
Anyone who attempts to use them in such situations and then complains 
about the consequences is an idiot. 

90 There's a bridge 800 meters away use that for fark sakes Dec 4, 2012 1 :04 PM 
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91 A low level crossing would allow easy crossing for youngsters in prams or Dec 4, 2012 12:33 AM 
with bikes but still give that feeling of being at creek level. 

92 There are so many paths in the area & various bridges already In place. I Dec 3, 2012 11 :11 PM 
don't see the need for a new another bridge. Waste of money. As explained 
above, the stepping stones discourage motor bikes from entering Into that 
area of the park. With easier access, the motor bikes are Just going to 
become more of a problem In the parkll I would prefer to see the money 
redirected Into making the roads safer eg crn of Starke & southern cross 
(where the vet Is). The Installation of the traffic lights at Florey drive & 
southern cross has not Improved the strake Intersection at all. 

93 Being over 70 and crossing with 2 dogs on leashes often ends up with at Dec 3, 201210:18 PM 
least one of us getting wet. 

94 I only support the construction of a bridge because a low-level crossing Dec 3, 2012 6:00 PM 
would soon be seen by the complainants as Inadequate and unsafe during 
and after rainfall events. 

95 I like the crossing as it Is. As there are bridges not far upstream and Dec 3, 2012 5:38 PM 
downstream of the stepping stones, I see little need for the bridge. Spending 
$200,000+ on something that is not required Is a waste of ratepayers money. 
The stepping stones have been there a long time and it would be sad to see 
them go. They are something a bit different and a place where kids can have 
some fun. 

96 Seriously, the money could be better spent elsewhere. Alas the construction Dec 3, 2012 3:29 PM 
of anything there would Impact the exslstlng plants and ground an look 
terrible. A waste of time and money. 

97 It's a common sense. We use when we can and there are alternatives lfwe Dec 3, 2012 1 :49 PM 
can't use the steps. 

98 There Is no need for a different crossing, It would be far too expensive for an Dec 3, 2012 12:21 AM 
alternative, and there are more Important things for money to be spent on. 

99 It is the closest to what I really want which is to retain the stones but to raise Dec 1, 2012 5:26 PM 
them 10-15 cm. This would reduce inaccessabllity substantially 

100 There are crossing bridges not far away Dec 1, 2012 3:52 PM 

101 No need to change Dec 1, 2012 1 :35 PM 

102 We really like them. They are fun. They are convenient but not essential. Dec 1, 2012 3:09 AM 
People who don't like stepping stones can use one of the nearby bridges. 

103 Leave them where they arel Dec 1, 2012 2:22 AM 

104 The infrastructure, and alternatives, that are in place are sufficient. Nov 30, 2012 5:25 PM 

105 There are other alternatives, for those who can't cross them, none of which Nov 30, 2012 4:30 PM 
are unreasonable. 

106 we do not have many old quirky things in Canberra, leave them alone Nov 30, 2012 3:44 PM 

107 1. The stepping stones are not part of a commuter route, and do not provide Nov 30, 2012 11 :07 AM 
unique access to anything other than perhaps to a very basic playground not 
suitable for babies or toddlers - and there are at least two other better 
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equipped playgrounds close by. 2. They are within a district park, a 
recreation area. There is no compulsion or requirement to use them other 
than voluntarily for recreational purposes. 3. A district park Implies a non
urban environment - therefore some basic caution and commonsense is 
required. otheiwise, why have a district park in the first place? 4. Access 
may not always be available across the stepping stones, but access to what? 
There are other options Into the park, and access is to the park. The 
stepping stones are not the only option for anything. 5. Anyone not travelling 
recreationally from the car park path at the western side of the park is better 
off travelling across relatively flat ground and crossing at the footbridge and 
turning right rather than climbing and then descending steeply to cross the 
stepping stones, and vice versa. 6 I traverse the stepping stones on my 
bicycle when riding recreationally - if In a hurry, it Is faster and easier to do 
what I have described above. 7. The Canberra Chronicle says: "In an 
independent report completed In November last year for the ACT 
Government Eric Martin and Associates found that the stepping stones did 
discriminate against some users and their existence placed the Government 
at risk of a complaint under the Disability Discrimination Act." Comment: "at 
risk of a complaint" ..... hardly a ringing endorsement of the need for a bridge, 
"The report Identified the steep gradient, unsuitable gravel surfaces, and . 
potentially hazardous, uneven finishes as non-conformances with the Act." 
Comment: Did the study look at anything beyond the immediate vicinity of 
the stepping stones, ie other "hazards" on the same path? "the steep 
gradient" ... The paths being accessed within the Park all have the same 
issues. The height will remain .... a bridge may change the gradient, but make 
the climb longer. How high will the bridge be? If It starts at the top of the 
short steep bit on the western side, It will need to go all the way to the path 
parallel to the road on the Eastern side. In any case, there are other equally 
steep gradients to be negotiated on all of the path options once thff stepping 
stones have been crossed, no matter what. A bridge will only move the 
gradient problem further into the park - perhaps making It worse for the less 
physically able members of the community. Other examples are the long 
steep steps up to Macrossan Crescent or the series of steps from the other 
side of Ginlnderra Drive up into Flynn. There are much longer and steeper, 
and are more likely to be on commuter routes - especially given that there Is 
no footpath on the upward curve of Macrossan Crescent overlooking the 
northern part of the creek corridor. "unsuitable gravel surfaces and 
potentially uneven finishes" ... the wooden footbridges around this area of 
park are uneven timber planks, generally coated with a quite uneven mix of 
gravel embedded into tar ..... and damage to the side rails (natural decay and 
vandalism) adds to their "danger". Hazards also exist for all off path routes -
eg over the grass, rocks etc particularly the gap In the fence on Florey Drive 
that allows access to the park . , . other examples are available on the 
Latham side ... 

50 

108 From what I know of this issue being raised it was raised by one person with Nov 29, 2012 2:17 PM 
a perceived problem with this, I would need to see the results of a survey like 
this to see If there was a real issue for a significant number of people to 
warrant options 2 or 3 and as far as I am concerned option 1 of removing the 
stones is a typical knee jerk reaction of over protection and is patently 
ridiculous - how many accidents/injuries have been caused there?????? 

109 There are alternate routes If required that are not far away i.e in case of Nov 29, 2012 12:55 PM 
flooding, disability etc. 

110 Far more important things to focus on for golly and Roads ACT Nov 29, 2012 11 :16 AM 
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111 The bridge Is close enough for my purposes to not cause me any Nov 29, 2012 3:10 AM 
Inconvenience. 

112 There are already other alternatives for crossing the creek (albeit a short Nov 28, 2012 4:58 PM 
distance away), which should meet the needs of all ages and abilities (and In 
all weather conditions). If someone does not wish to 'risk' using the stepping 
stones, they are able to cross safely not too far away. The fun stepping 
stones should be left for those who make the decision they want to use 
them! Retaining the stepping stones gives people choice. Removing the 
stepping stones seems unnecessary given many people I speak to are 
happy with them, and the construction of either a low level crossing or bridge 
seems unnecessary when there is a safe alternative crossing further up the 
creek. The money could be used for other purposes (such as maintenance 
and mowing of the grass along the path that runs by the creek). 

113 Because they're wonderful. Why change our stepping stones? Nov 28, 2012 4:22 PM 

114 The stones are a great part of that area of the creek Nov 28, 2012 3:23 PM 

115 There are bridges already In place further up and at Florey Drive. Nov 28, 2012 1 :01 PM 
Accessabllity Is therefore not an Issue - this Is something fun. leave it alone. 
I heard Tony Gill talk about people not being able to access the playground 
but they can via the bridge - In fact they can access two playgrounds that 
way. The new signs that have been out up are also slightly silly it seems self 
evident that bikes can not cross at the stepping stones. 

116 The stones have been a feature of the creek for many years, and It Nov 28, 2012 3:07 AM 
enhances the aesthetics of the area. 

117 There Is a bridge further up the creek for access to the other side. This is a Nov 28, 2012 2:48 AM 
more adventurous way get to the other side and may not be for everyone. 

118 There is a footbridge located near by for disabled persons to use as a means Nov 28, 2012 12:56 AM 
of crossing the creek. There Is no need for the stepping stones to be 
removed. 

119 History Nov 27, 2012 11 :27 PM 

120 No cost and no reduction in the enjoyment and amenity of the area/crossing. Nov 27, 2012 10:24 PM 
An alternative is Just to put In more rigid, raised stepping stones - similar to 
around the lakes. 

121 If it alnt broke then It doesnt require substantial expense to modify. Nov 27, 2012 9:00 PM 

122 I have no concerns with current arrangement. There Is a suitable bridge Nov 27, 2012 8:42 PM 
crossing not far. Why does ebvery plce of Infrastructure have to be fully 
accessible by the entire community? This Is an option to the nearby 
pedestrian bridge for able bodied people to use If they wish. 

123 There ls no reason to change Nov 27, 2012 7:35 PM 

124 Simple, cheap, and leaves a bit of Canberra alone for others to enjoy. Nov 27, 2012 7:29 PM 

125 People can see that there are stones, people can judge the weather for Nov 27, 2012 6:50 PM 
them~elves. Why must we nanny people? 

126 It's nice to have something a little different. There is another bridge close by. Nov 27, 2012 6:16 PM 
My children always enjoy getting to cross at the stones. 
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127 as above - the stones are a wonderful adornment to the area and allow users Nov 27, 2012 5:44 PM 
to stand amid the flow of water and feel connected to nature, which a bridge 
doesn't allow. and there is a proximate alternate crossing for when the 
stones are Inaccessible, so i see no reason to remove them (and Incur the 
corollary expense of this work!) 

128 There Is a bridge that is accessable to everyone not far away. Nov 27, 2012 5:06 PM 

129 They are fine as they are. I want to have the chance to take my kids over Nov 27, 2012 4:43 PM 
them when we ride through the park. 

130 Because it Is the ONLY sensible option. No good reasons are given for their Nov 27, 2012 4:33 PM 
removal and the two other options are simply a waste of money. 
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1 Queatlon 4 should also have an option to have a bridge or low level crossing Feb 7, 2013 7:36 PM 
as well as the retention of the stepping stones. A bridge at this point is 
needed for access by all to the excellent path network of Umbagong District 
Parkand the views of the Ginnlndera creek corridor. 

2 While there are alternative crossings/bridges, an alternative bridge to service Feb 7, 2013 7:14 PM 
residents on their walks is much desired to upgrade Umbagong Nature Park 
Recreactlon serving parents with prams. 

3 Removal of the stepping stones would severely limit the options for enjoying Feb 5, 2013 8:25 PM 
the area. The cost of the other options is not warranted. Removal of the 
surrounding vegetation and trees which would likely be associated with work 
for the other options would destroy the ambience and shade of the area. 
Variety, rather than 'sameness' of the walking route Is Important. 

4 I do not agree that option 1 (removal without replacement of a crossing Feb 5, 2013 5:59 PM 
facility) would facilitate maximum use and enjoyment of tfe area. A crossing 
should remail at this location. 

5 If a bridge or crossing were to be constructed, the stepping stones should Feb 5, 2013 5:27 PM 
not be removed. Any new construction should be further along the creek to 
allow the current crossing 

6 If there Is to be no addition of a low level crossing or bridge then DO NOT Feb 4, 2013 10:06 PM 
remove the current option. 

7 No. Feb 4, 2013 3:13 AM 

8 Was no option for keep stepping stones and build bridge/crossing ... Also no Feb 4, 2013 12:16 AM 
"don't know" ... lol (Personally, putting a bridge In Is not that necessary, but I 
don't live right next to It or use It that often - but If those who do use the area 
want one, I wanted to suggest the Idea of keeping the stepping stones and · 
building a bridge/crossing nearby, rather than removing something that a lot 
of people llke :-) btw-1 put "dissatisfied" for next question because there was 
no "other" button In the question about how often I use the stepping stones -
so I had to choose a not correct option In order to proceed with the survey. 
other than that, I was satisfied. 

9 Use the money on a more needy cause. The stepping stones are fine, you Feb 3, 2013 8:33 PM 
cant cater for everyones wishes, we have got used to them and know when 
they will be flooded.If you took the time to go down to the stepping stones on 
a weekend and saw the number of kids having good, clean fun playing 
around the area, I am sure you would see my point. LEAVE THE STEPPING 
STONES AS IS.FORGET THE WHINGERSIII 

10 Whilst the stops are not accessible to all people at all times, the area Is used Feb 3, 2013 7:15 PM 
predominately by recreational users who would be aware of the current 
crossing arrangements (le crossing bridge In such close proximity to the 
stones). People don't have to use the stones to cross and have both the 
option of the current crossing bridge or returning on the same side of the 
creek if they deem the bridge to far. 

11 Money and bridges could be better used to clean up and eliminate noxious Feb 3, 2013 7:00 PM 
weeds and trees and bring creek back to Its former condition. (Prior to urban 
habitation) 

12 The other options are a waste of money given the other bridges already exist Feb 3, 2013 6:00 PM 
5 mlns walking time either way. 
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13 A bridge or low level crossing should complement the stones, and the stones Feb 3, 2013 4:14 PM 
should not be removed as I see them being enjoyed by the local community 
every day. 

14 Low level crossing would be the next option - please don't totally remove the Feb 1, 2013 10:32 PM 
ability to cross there. 

15 No point removing stepping stones alone - would create problems even at Jan 31, 2013 10:04 PM 
low water flows. Bridge would be total overengineering. 

16 People are ridiculously over safety conscious and it takes the fun out of stuff. Jan 28, 2013 1 :34 PM 
There are plenty of bridges but no spots like this one where you can 
'walk'through the river. My kids love it there I 

17 Keep steeping stones also for children's experience ... ie build bridge close to Ja'n 28, 2013 3:00 AM 
but not directly above the stones. NB. the playground In the park requires 
significant Improvement and have prevlosuly communicated with local 
member about this when asked for consultation ... a modern playground 
please!! 

18 No Jan 26, 2013 4:42 PM 

19 Please keep the stepping stones. I am over 60 and have no trouble Jan 25, 2013 8:54 PM 
crossing the stepping stones. When I reach a point of having a problem, I 
will take responsibility for my own actions and not use them. 

20 The most Important thing for me Is to keep the stepping stones. Jan 25, 2013 3:08 PM 

21 Please do not remove the stepping stones without providing a better Jan 24, 2013 4:16 AM 
crossing. 

22 Removal of the stepping stones Is the worst option and I am prepared to lie Jan 24, 2013 4:06 AM 
In the path of bulldozers to prevent this happening. 

23 If it is working well, no need to fix It. Jan 23, 2013 4:59 PM 

24 If the stones were removed, would they be replaced by one of the other Jan 22, 2013 1 :33 AM 
options? 

25 The options are inadequate. At the public meeting at Latham Primary Jan 21, 2013 3:14 PM 
School last year the option of constructing a bridge near the stepping stones, 
but NOT removing or replacing the stepping stones, was discussed and 
would satisfy all users. That is, keep the stepping stones as is but Improve 
crossing access {for bikes, wheelchairs etc.) nearby. 

26 A low level crossing would create little advantage. A bridge would have to be Jan 20, 2013 4:59 PM 
high to avoid becoming a dam in flood waters and in many cases the eastern 
bike path and approaches are under water as well and overall the raising of 
the approaches and a bridge construction would detract from the natural 
beauty of the area. The money would be far better spent in maintenance 
such as rubbish removal, path repairs etc. 

27 I don't see a need for a change to the current arrangements, with another Jan 18, 2013 5:31 PM 
bridge quite close. l think there needs to be recognition that the creek can 
only be crossed in all weathers at certain designated points and that not all 
crossings are suitable for all users. 

28 I reckon that It will improve things the way that they are and that they can Jan 17, 2013 9:08 PM 
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see what things are and that they can have access to things over that way 
and they can do things that they can do. 

56 

29 no change Is needed. those with mobility issues can use the other bridges in Jan 16, 2013 9:11 PM 
the area 

30 Why not straighten the current stepping stones and make the slightly closer Jan 16, 2013 1 :21 AM 
together. 

31 why not some option that Incorporated the stepping stones into It, instead of Jan 16, 2013 12:20 AM 
all or nothing. 

32 I strongly object to a low level crossing which would result in the flow of the Jan 15, 2013 1 0:0 1 PM 
creek being impeded and would not deter children on bikes riding across 
when It was flooded - so It would be more dangerous than the present 
arrangement. 

33 The stepping stones have been there for a long time and are an Jan 14, 2013 9:22 PM 
enhancement to the park. If you construct a low level crossing this may be 
subject to flooding and a bridge wlll been subject to ongoing maintenance 
costs. In summary If the stones are taken out and replaced it will be an 
unnecessary expensive exercise and you would be removing something that 
has provided fun and entertainment to the local community and to visitors. 

34 A bridge along side the stepping stones, for safety reasons, and young Jan 13, 2013 3:08 PM 
children. Should have been asked If we wanted both. We don't want either/or 
we want both! 

35 The stepping stones should be kept and the bridge should be there for Jan 13, 2013 3:06 PM 
disabled and elderly acess 

36 If community members are still concerned about the stepping stones, If they Jan 13, 2013 2:14 PM 
are left as they are, could a hand rall be added, as well as more slgris 
pointing out the dangers? If a bridge Is built to replace the stepping stones, I 
would very much like to see if well integrated with the natural environment of 
the crossing, using beautiful and sustainable materials. 

37 constructing a bridge or crossing would be a waste of public funds given the Jan 13, 2013 1 :03 PM· 
small amount of people they would assist. There are so many other places 
In Canberra those funds could go to - even just putting In a decent 
playground within the park. Removal of the stones wouldn't solve anyones 
Issues - and that In Itself would make one of the other options a must. 
Slgnage Is fine. 

38 Yes, Why wasn't the option for keeping the stones plus building a bridge Jan 12, 2013 3:00 PM 
nearby given? 

39 I don't see removing any crossing as an option for locals who regularly walk Jan 6, 2013 3:51 PM 
the creek tracks. It is nicely situated between the footbridge and Florey Dr. If 
a bridge isn't feasible then leave as Is. 

40 They are too costly. Jan 6, 2013 12:05 AM 

41 No - as far as i am concerned spending more money on crossing the creek is Jan 4, 2013 3:27 AM 
a waste - arguments around disable access to or over the stepping stones 
should be not be a matter of removing or replacing the stepping stones but 
finding a more suitable and safer access not to cross the creek (there are 
already bridges available but a spot that that such people with disabilities 
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can get closer to the creek - another example would be a sho_rt path near the 
bridge down from the barbeques (on the latham side) an area which enables 
people to sit on rocks by the creek (not far from the grooves) 

57 

42 No Jan 3, 2013 7:14 PM 

43 There are other bridges In need of repair within a few hundred metres of the Jan 2, 2013 12:40 PM 
stones. If you want to spend money, then fix/replace them. 

44 Removing the current steps also takes away from youngsters the experience Jan 2, 2013 4:11 AM 
of such a crossing and the associated learning opportunity. It makes no 
sense to spend the amounts suggested to address flooding which doesn't 
happen that often and rarely lasts for more than a day or so. 

45 The stones should not be removed unless replaced by a higher grade Jan 2, 2013 3:36 AM 
crossing. Removal would be a considerable negative impact on my use of 
Umbagong Parl<. If no bridge Is approved/funded, making the stepping 
stones a bit taller would assist In making them safer as the surface would be 
less likely to be wet. 

46 I think that the construction of a crossing or bridge Is excessive and the Jan 1, 2013 10:58 PM 
money can be better spent elsewhere. 

47 As regards building a bridge. Isn't it possible a bridge will be damaged by Dec 31, 2012 6:36 PM 
trees falling down In winds and storms? Of course you could cut all the 
trees down but that would be a shame as the stepping stones are a lovely 
spot. The only real option which would make sense would be If enough 
diabled persons wanted access across the creek there. Then you would 
make a bridge or low level crossing so it still kind of feels like stepping 
stones (being close to water) Now I did say I'd like the stepping stones to 
stay, however If enough disabled persons wanted acess then a bridge of 
course makes the most sense for everyone concerned. OR could you have 
BOTH. leave the stepping stones but also add a bridge up creek 1 O meters 
or so. Now thats an option unfortunately not listed. 

48 Please keep the stepping stones. If they are flooded I just retrace my steps. Dec 29, 2012 3:09 PM 
Thats not too hard. Its interesting to see the changes In the level of the 
water. 

49 If the survey demonstrates that the majority want a crossing or bridge, can Dec 29, 2012 3:35 AM 
the stones please be left In place and the bridge or crossing be built a little 
further down stream???Pleasellll 

50 No Dec 23, 2012 11 :56 PM 

51 I find It much more of a concern that Macgregor residents have no safe Dec 23, 2012 11 :38 PM 
crossing to the entrance from the public footpath through the suburb to the 
main entrance of the park. The elderly and parents with young children 
cannot make the dangerous crossing across Florey Drive when it Is busy. It 
Is simple to say the crossing isn't used so none is needed - they don't cross 
there because it's too dangerous. It's unfair to deny Macgregor residents 
access to a place like Umbagong. Use that money to give fair park access 
to all by building a pedestrian island In the middle so just one lane of traffic 
can be negotiated at a time. 

52 Don't waste money on a bridge and don't take the stones away to make a Dec 23, 2012 5:22 PM 
low level crossing. After all a low level crossing would still be flooded nearly 
as often as the stepping stones and there are already bridges. Taking the 
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stones out and not putting anything there is "nanny state" over-reaction. 
People need to be responsible for their own safety. If they can't safely use 
the stones then there are other options for them. 

58 

53 If the money cannot be found, and the government has now met its legal Dec 23, 2012 2:44 PM 
obligations with the new slgnage, then I strongly encourage the government 
to leave well enough alone, · 

54 Option of making a clear map of the area, placed at main access points- Dec 23, 2012 2:34 PM 
marking out trails that are accessible to people with mobility issues, bike 
routes etc. could also be considered. 

55 Appreciation the community consultation that ls taking place about this. Dec 22, 2012 8:50 PM 

56 It Is Important to retain a crossing so removing the stepping stones and not Dec 18, 2012 3:19 PM 
replacing them with another crossing would be very disappointing. 

57 Definitely NO to removing the Stepping Stones as would remove a perfectly Dec 14, 2012 7:15 PM 
good Creek Crossing. Funding required for construction of low-level crossing 
or bridge could be used for other work In Canberra's Nature Parks - spraying 
of weeds, rabbit control etc 

58 No Dec 12, 2012 7:16 PM 

59 Could a non slip surface be applied to the stones? Dec 11, 2012 9:46 PM 

60 I'm sure the ACT Govt. has plenty of other priorities it could spend our Dec 11, 2012 9:28 PM 
money on. E.g., finishing road works which seem to take an age. 

61 An alternative crossing would be my second choice. Dec 10, 2012 1 :28 PM 

62 Don't get rid of the stepping stones! Such a large amount of money is better Dec 9, 2012 5:37 PM 
spent elsewhere. 

63 Why would we waste tax payers money on this? I will be writing to my Dec 8, 2012 1 :35 PM 
federal and local members if It Is decided to waste money In this way. 

64 A low level crossing would achieve little. If a high level crossing ls to be Dec 7, 2012 6:04 PM 
provided then It should be placed elsewhere, perhaps further towards Kippax 
where there Is a T junction where three paths join. Removing the stones 
would achieve nothing other than satisfying those who complain about 
everything they do not likel 

65 There seem to be a lot of people who can come up with "brilliant Ideas" that Dec 7, 2012 12: 14 AM 
end up costing the Community. Try asking them to pay for It themselves and 
then see who Is really Interested In It. 

66 Perhaps you could consider completely concreting In the creek, that way it Dec 6, 2012 10:47 PM 
would be completely risk free, 

67 Bride far too expensive - think of all the maintenance costs and risk with Dec 6, 2012 12:52 PM 
slipping on gravel. The maintenance costs will be ongoing and huge. better 
to spend the money on other things In the area such as habitat Improvement. 
Don't destroy our heritage! 

68 I would not like to see the stones removed but suggest a bridge be Dec 5, 2012 10:24 PM 
constructed quite close by, with new paths aligned, to provide all year round 
access. 
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69 As there is already a bridge a short distance away, anyone with disabilities or Dec 5, 2012 4:36 PM 
who needs a flat surface to cross the creek can do so safely already. The 
whole point of the stones was for a fun way to cross the creek and to be able 
to explore the water and bank more closely. Such an amenity should be left 
alone. 

70 There's no need fora bridge Dec 4, 2012 1 :04 PM 

71 I don't believe a bridge is necessary as you can quickly see whether the Dec 4, 2012 12:33 AM 
water Is going to be too high to enable a safe crossing. And this is even 
before you get to the crossing. The bridge Is high cost, low priority and would 
probably never be funded. The little time the crossing Is unusable due to the 
water level being too high Is very small. As a last resort leave the stepping 
stones as they are. Please do not remove them. If normal and proper care Is 
taken there are no safety concerns. 

72 Please do not remove the stepping stones. The park and it's relaxed life Dec 3, 2012 11 :11 PM 
lifestyle is a major reason why I love living I'm the area. I 

73 If either a bridge or low-level crossing were the preferred option it still Dec 3, 2012 6:00 PM 
represents a gross demand by a few people on public money/funds. The 
money would be better spent on making a crossing of Florey Drive safe for 
Macgregor residents attempting to reach the creek corridor 

74 I and my family would be very saddened to see the stepping stones go. It Dec 3, 2012 3:29 PM 
brings a whimslcle charm to the area and there are so many other areas you 
can cross in the rare event that the steping stones be flooded. Please leave 
them bel 

75 none Dec 3, 2012 1 :49 PM 

76 Please don't remove the stepping stones, I love them and would hate to see Dec 3, 2012 12:21 AM 
them go 

77 No Dec 1, 2012 5:26 PM 

78 There is no need to sanitise everything for people who, although fit enough Dec 1, 2012 3:09 AM 
to walk to the stepping stones, won't walk a few hundred metres to a nearby 
bridge. · 

79 Preference 2 would be a low level crossing Nov 30, 2012 11:07 AM 

80 While I agree that sometimes people will do stupid things and things should Nov 29, 2012 2:17 PM 
be made safe within reason there is a line which is too far when a nanny 
state ensues and If the stones are removed then what Is next when the next 
single minded person decides that kids climbing trees is dangerous as some 
fall out and hurt themselves. Do we have to end up with a city deviod of 
character but full of hi-viz signs warning of all potential dangers 

81 Why take away something like this. Good fun all round. Can't make Nov 29, 2012 12:55 PM 
everything 'safe'. Worst case, you fall in and get wet. Water, If below stone 
level, Is not deep. Should we Wrap ourselves In cotton wool while we're at it? 

82 Can you offer the option of a bridge before getting the funding? What if the Nov 29, 2012 11 :16 AM 
bid is unsuccessful ? 

83 If the stepping stones are retained, the current slgnage alerts people to the Nov 28, 2012 4:58 PM 
potential risk of using the stepping stones. I consider this sufficient for people 
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to be able to make an Informed decision about whether to cross. The 
slgnage also alerts people unfamiliar with the area to the alternative crossing 
along the creek. 

60 

84 A low level crossing would still have issues with flooding, and people can Nov 28, 2012 4:22 PM 
cross the river via bridge at other points. Please leave the stones alone. 

85 Plkease leave It as is. Nov 28, 2012 3:07 AM 

86 Removal of stones would be totally stupid. If It Is too dangerous then lets Nov 28, 2012 2:48 AM 
just put a fence along the length of the creek and k~ep everyone away. 

87 Please don't remove theml Nov 27, 201210:24 PM 

88 An additional option to increase the signage about the dangers in high flow Nov 27, 2012 9:00 PM 
events. 

89 Why build a bridge when there are two other ways to cross the creek when Nov 27, 2012 7:35 PM 
are on paths connected to places people go? I see the stones as a short cut, 
not a main crossing on a senlc path, not a comuting path 

90 No. Nov 27, 2012 7:29 PM 

91 Perhaps a simple sign for the utterly clueless: warning, rocks slippery when Nov 27, 2012 6:50 PM 
wet, a bridge is 200m <-- that way 

92 yes, there might have been one that detailed more comprehensive signage Nov 27, 2012 5:44 PM 
but no other changes. 

93 If people have a problem with the stepping stones" they are not forced to Nov 27, 2012 5:06 PM 
use them as there Is already a bridge near byl 

94 What's so special about these particular stones? If these go, will the stones Nov 27, 2012 4:43 PM 
In John Knight Park be next? Then every other set in the ACT? Where does 
it end? 

95 Why isn't the option in the media release to "erect... Improved warning Nov 27, 2012 4:33 PM 
signage on the approaches to the stepping stones" shown in this 
survey?l?!?I To me that is the way to go" it placates nervous government 
lawyers AND lets the community retain this magical little space! 
Constructing a new bridge would be utterly ridiculous given the proximity of 
the existing bridge. A low level crossing would also be ridiculous because It 
would STILL be unusable "during significant wet weather events". 
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Page 2, Q7. Demographic Information 

What suburb do you live in? 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

Latham 

Latham 

Latham 

Macgregor 

Macgregor 

Macgregor 

Latham 

Macgregor 

Macgregor 

Dunlop 

Latham 

Latham 

MacGregor 

McGregor 

Macgregor 

Latham 

latham 

hlgglns 

Latham 

Latham 

Latham 

Latham 

Latham 

Macgregor 

Macgregor 

MacGregor 

2615 

MacGregor 

MacGregor 
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Feb 7, 2013 7:36 PM 

Feb 7, 2013 7:14 PM 

Feb 5, 2013 8:25 PM 

Feb 6, 2013 7:35 PM 

Feb 5, 2013 5:59 PM 

Feb 5, 2013 5:27 PM 

Feb 4, 2013 10:06 PM 

Feb 4, 2013 3:13 AM 

Feb 4, 2013 1 :35 AM 

Feb 4, 2013 12:16 AM 

' Feb 3, 2013 10:23 PM 

Feb 3, 2013 8:33 PM 

Feb 3, 2013 7:15 PM 

Feb 3, 2013 7:00 PM 

Feb 3, 2013 6:00 PM 

Feb 3, 2013 4:14 PM 

Feb 1, 2013 10:32 PM 

Jan 31, 2013 10:04 PM 

Jan 28, 20131:34 PM 

Jan 28, 2013 3:00 AM 

Jan 26, 2013 4:42 PM 

Jan 25, 2013 8:54 PM 

Jan 25, 2013 3:08 PM 

Jan 24, 2013 4:16 AM 

Jan 24, 2013 4:06 AM 

Jan 23, 2013 4:59 PM 

Jan 23, 2013 3:50 PM 

Jan 22, 2013 5:26 PM 

Jan 22, 2013 1,33 AM 
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Page 2, Q7. Demographic Information 

What suburb do you live In? 
'' ............ . . . . . ' . .. . -· --~ . 

30 Latham Jan 21, 2013 3:14 PM 

31 Latham Jan 21, 2013 2:16 AM 

32 Latham Jan 20, 2013 4:59 PM 

33 Latham Jan 18, 2013 5:31 PM 

34 Emu Ridge Jan 17, 2013 9:08 PM 

35 Latham Jan 17, 2013 9:00 PM 

36 latham Jan 16, 2013 9:11 PM 

37 Latham Jan 16, 2013 1:21 AM 

38 Florey Jan 16, 2013 12:20 AM 

39 Latham Jan 15, 2013 10:01 PM 

40 Latham Jan 14, 2013 9:22 PM 

41 Latham Jan 13, 2013 3:08 PM 

42 Latham Jan 13, 2013 3:06 PM 

43 Latham Jan 13, 2013 2:14 PM 

44 MacGregor Jan 13, 2013 1:03 PM 

45 Latham Jan 12, 2013 3:00 PM 

46 Macgrogor Jan 9, 2013 1 :24 PM 

47 Latham Jan 8, 2013 11 :06 PM 

48 Macgregor Jan 6, 2013 3:51 PM 

49 Macgregor Jan 6, 2013 12:05 AM 

50 macgregor Jan 4, 2013 3:27 AM 

51 Latham Jan 3, 2013 7:14 PM 

52 Flynn Jan 2, 2013 12:40 PM 

53 Macgregor Jan 2, 2013 4:11 AM 

54 Latham Jan 2, 2013 3:36 AM 

55 Latham Jan 1, 201310:58 PM 

56 flynn Jan 1, 2013 9:07 PM 

57 Macgregor Dec 31, 2012 6:36 PM 

58 Flynn Dec 29, 2012 3:09 PM 
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Page 2, Q7. Demographic information · 

What suburb do you live In? 
.... ·-' .. ···- -·· .... , .. ,_., -· - .... -···· 

59 Macgregor 

60 Holt 

61 Macgregor 

62 Macgregor 

63 Latham 

64 Latham 

65 Latham 

66 Latham 

67 Macgregor 

68 Holt 

69 Dunlop 

70 Macgregor 

71 hlgglns 

72 Higgins 

73 Latham 

74 Macgregor 

75 Latham 

76 Flynn 

77 Higgins 

78 Charnwood· 

79 Aranda 

80 Latham 

81 Scullin 

82 Latham 

83 Flynn 

84 New Latham. 

85 Weetangera 

86 Lower Flynn 

87 Hawker 
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Dec 29, 2012 3:35 AM 

Dec 28, 20121:40 PM 

Dec 23, 2012 11 :56 PM 

Dec 23, 2012 11 :38 PM 

Dec 23, 2012 5:22 PM 

Dec 23, 2012 2:44 PM 

Dec 23, 2012 2:34 PM 

Dec 22, 2012 8:50 PM 

Dec 18, 2012 3:19 PM 

Dec 17, 2012 3:56 AM 

Dec 16, 2012 6:33 PM 

Dec 16, 2012 3:08 PM 

Dec 15, 2012 9:07 PM 

Dec 14, 2012 7:15 PM 

Dec 14, 2012 2:16 AM 

Dec 12, 2012 7:16 PM 

Dec 11, 2012 9:46 PM 

Dec 11, 2012 9:28 PM 

Dec 10, 2012 6:29 PM 

Dec 10, 20121:28 PM 

Dec 9, 2012 8:31 PM 

Dec 9, 2012 5:37 PM 

Dec 8, 2012 1 :35 PM 

Dec 7, 2012 6:04 PM 

Dec 7, 2012 12:04 PM 

Dec 7, 2012 12:14 AM 

Dec 6, 2012 10:47 PM 

Dec 6, 2012 12:52 PM 

Dec 5, 2012 10:24 PM 



Page 2, Q7. Demographic Information 

What suburb do you live in? 
.... .... . .... ··-· -·-··· - --···· ·- ... 

88 Holt 

89 Macgregor 

90 Latham 

91 belconnen 

92 Latham 

93 Latham 

94 Flynn 

95 Latham 

96 Latham 

97 Latham 

98 Lathan 

99 Latham 

100 Latham 

101 Kaleen 

102 Flynn 

103 Latham· 

104 Holt 

105 Fraser 

106 Cook 

107 Macgregor 

108 Melba 

109 Higgins 

110 Latham 

111 Macgregor 

112 Latham 

113 Dunlop 

114 Latham 

115 Evatt· 

116 Macgregor 
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Dec 5, 2012 4:36 PM 

Dec 4, 2012 1 :04 PM 

Dec 4, 2012 12:33 AM 

Dec 4, 2012 12:10 AM 

Dec3,201211:11 PM 

Dec 3, 201210:18 PM 

Dec 3, 2012 6:00 PM 

Dec 3, 2012 5:38 PM 

Dec 3, 2012 3:29 PM 

Dec 3, 2012 1 :49 PM 

Dec 3, 2012 12:21 AM 

Dec 1, 2012 5:26 PM 

Dec 1, 2012 3:52 PM 

Dec 1, 2012 1 :35 PM 

Dec 1, 2012 3:09 AM 

Dec 1, 2012 2:22 AM 

Nov 30, 2012 5:25 PM 

Nov 30, 2012 4:30 PM 

Nov 30, 20·12 3:44 PM 

Nov 30, 2012 11:07 AM 

Nov 29, 2012 2:17 PM 

Nov 29, 2012 12:55 PM 

Nov 29, 2012 11 :16 AM 

Nov 29, 2012 3:10 AM 

Nov 28, 2012 5:12 PM 

Nov 28, 2012 4:58 PM 

Nov 28, 2012 4:22 PM 

Nov 28, 2012 3:23 PM 

Nov 28, 2012 1 :01 PM 



117 · · Dunlop 

118 · Flynn 

119 Evatt 

120 Kaleen 

121 Latham 

122 Flyriil 

123 Kaleen 

124 Klppax 

125 Not Important. 

126 Bruce 

127 Macgregor 

128 spence 

129 Calwell 

130 Macgregor 

131 Macgregor 

132 Glralang 
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Nov 28, 2012 3:07 A.M 

Nov :28, 2012 2:48 AM 

Nov 28, 101? 12:56AM 

Nov 27, 2012 11 :27 PM 

Nov 27, 201210:24 PM 

Nov 27, 2012 9:00 PM 
.. ..... . ....... . 

Nov 27, 2012 8:42 PM 

Nov 27, 2012 7:35 PM 

Nov 27, 2012 7:29 PM 

Nov 27, 2012 6:50 PM 

Nov 27, 2012 6:16 PM 

Nov 27, 2012 5:44 PM 

Nov 27,201.2 5:41 PM 

Nov 27, 2012 5:06 PM . . . ~ 

Nov 27, 2012 4:43 PM 

Nov 27, 2012 4:33 PM 
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AECOM 

Executive Summary 

Introduction 

Stepping Slone Project 
Stepping Slone Crossing at Umbagong Park, Latham 

The Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) commissioned this study to undertake a safety risk assessment on 
the Stepping Stone Crossing al Umbagong Park In Latham. Umbagong Is a district park servicing the adjacent 
suburbs of Latham, Holl, Macgregor and to a lesser extent, Charnwood. The recent development of disability 
access codes and guidelines plus the signing of Inter-government agreements on their Implementation has 
highlighted concerns about the safety of the stepping stone crossing and Its compliance with various codes and 
practices. 

Context 

The crossing Is approximately 10.5 m long. It consists of 11 concrete units and each unit Is 700 mm x 700 mm 
and on average 500 mm deep. A preliminary hydraulic analysis on the behaviour of the creek around the stepping 
stones was undertaken to gain an understanding of the water flows and velocities of the creek al various depths 
of water over the stepping stones. 

As the flood waters continue to rise above the stepping stones, the velocity increases until al a depth of 
approximately 185 mm above the stepping stones In which a pedestrian Is at heightened risk of being swept off 
their feel into the main creek (the water depth in the creek adjacent to the crossings Is about 400 mm at these 
times). This Is generally unsafe for normal pedestrians. 

Compliance to Standards and Acts 

In November 2011, Eric Martin and Associates undertook an Access Assessment Report on the Latham 
Umbagong District Park Stepping Stones. The site was audited against AS 1428.1 (2009) and It was found that 
the longltudlnal gradients on approach lo the stepping stones were too steep. Llk~wise, the path crossfalls were 
also too steep. The audit also found the stepping stones do not provide a continuous access way and there was 
some unevenness of the surface pavement. The report found the crossing may not comply with AS 1428.1, 

Eric Martin proposed there ls a potential risk to the ACT Government of a complaint under the Disability 
Discrimination Act, 1992 (DDA). However, In TAMS Stepping Stone Community Advice Note (July 2013) the ACT 
Government considers the facility complies with the requirements of the DDA as safe alternative crossing points 
exist and are signposted. The case Is supported by Umbagong Park's parallel pathway system which provides 
safe access from alternative crossing points. 

Community Perceptions 

TAMS undertook a community survey from December 2012 and February 2013. In response to the question 'what 
Is your preferred option for the future for the stepping stone crossing?' approximately 80% of the respondents 
preferred no change to the current arrangements, 15% preferred constructing a bridge while 5% preferred a low 
level crossing. The majority of survey respondents were very fond of the crossing with, 128 submissions 
commenting on various aspects of the stepping stones the community values Including their unique and Informal 
character as well as the fun people of all ages have using them. 

Risk to Stepping Stone Users 

An analysis of risks associated with the stepping stones users was undertaken to Inform the rlsl< management 
measures required. For many users most risks are associated with falling while crossing; the consequences of 
falls can be moderate (cuts and bruises or possibly broken limbs). However there are two groups of more 
vulnerable users where the consequence could be more severe; small children who could drown In shallow water 
and the elderly/very unwell/less-able who are more vulnerable to severe Injuries from falls, 

TAMS have recently undertaken some Improvements to reduce the risk of non-compliance with AS 1428.1 by 
Installing additional signs. 

The following three rlsl< management options were Investigated and compared In terms of risk reduction and 
costs: 
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AECOM Stepping Stone Project 
Stepping Stone Crossing al Umbagong Park, Latham 

1, Undertake Improvements to the existing stepping stone crossing (Including additional warning signs and 
adjustments to the existing stones) 

2. Install a low level culvert 

3, Install a high level bridge 

A comparison of the options is provided: 
I ~ - -- --- --- -

Proposed I Approximate Cost inc GST _ Options 

-

,-Advantages 
---r - -- . -

Issues 
- - - --

Retains character TAMS may be exposed to 

Adjust existing low costs 
complaints regarding 

facllltles $50,000,00 noncompliance of the 

low maintenance stepping stones with AS 
1428 

Community loss of current 

Ability to provide disabled 
asset 

Low level culvert $290,000.00 access at the site. Greater Medium cost 
crossing safety for users. May not be aesthetically 

pleasing 

High level bridge Ability to provide disabled High construction cost and 
crossing $675,000.00 access at the site. Greater maintenance safetv for users. 

From the table above, 'adjust existing facilities' refers to: 

1. Install warning signs, alternate route advisory sign, floodway warning signs and remove centreline 
pavement markings 

2. · Add an additional stepping stone mid-point and reduce the lateral shift of the stone adjacent to the creek 
bank. The lateral changes In the stepping stone alignment add an additional risk for users trying to carry 
large Items such as prams across the stepping stones as their view of the stepping stone to the side Is 
partly obscured by the pram. Also users walking dogs can have difficulty If the dog does not want to turn. 
The addition of another stepping stone would create more of a 'landing' and improve the safety for these 
users. Similarly the landing on the western end of the crossing should be adjusted to minimise the 
lateral shift. 

Each of the options would bring a risk reduction to stepping stone users. However, the costs for culvert crossing 
or bridge options are higher. Overall, the adjustment of the existing facilities options would represent the most 
practical and probably most community accepted approach. 

Additionally, the installation of special play equipment suitable for disabled users In the western playground which 
Is closer to the stepping stones should be avoided; such equipment should only be Installed In the eastern 
playground near the Macrossan Crescent footbridge as this site ls accessible for all users. 
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AECOM Stepping Slone Project 
Stepping Slone crossing al Umbagong Park, Latham 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 The Study 
The Territory and Municipal Services (TAMS) commissioned AECOM to undertake a safety risk assessment study 
on the Stepping Stone Crossing at Umbagong Park In Latham, and advise mitigation measures that could be 
practically Implemented. 

1.2 Site Location 

The Stepping Stone Crossing Is located over Glnnlnderra Creek In the south east corner of Umbagong District 
Park adjoining the suburb of Latham (see Figure 1-1). Dalley Crescent provides the closest access point to the 
Stepping Stone Crossing although there Is no actual pathway connection to the road. 
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Figure 1-1 District locality plan 
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Umbagong Is a district park that services the adjacent suburbs of Latham, Holt, Macgregor and to a lesser extent, 
Charnwood. The park has undergone significant development over the past 25 years with the gradual Installation 
of a network of paths, play areas and adventure play grounds. It Is believed that the stepping stone crossing was 
constructed In 1993 as part of the early development of the Umbagong District Parl<. The high level footbridge 
adjacent to Macrossan Crescent was then added to provide a more flood proof crossing. The local community 
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now sees the Stepping Stone Crossing as an extension of the other activities located along the path networl< and 
that It adds character to the area. 

The recent development of disability access codes and guidelines has highlighted concerns about the safety of 
the Stepping Stone Crossing and Its compliance with various codes and practices. 

1.4 The Report 
This report details: 

• An assessment of existing site conditions (see Section 2.0) 

• A summary of previous· reports and surveys (see Section 3.0) 

• A risk assessment focussed on user safety and on risks to TAMS (see Section 4.0) 

• Mitigation options that could be practically Implemented for consideration by TAMS (see Section 5,0) 
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AECOM Slapping Slone Projecl 
Stepping Slone Crossing al Umbagong Park, Lalham 

2.0 Site Conditions 

2.1 Description of structure 

The stepping stone crossing Intersects Glnnlnderra Creek In an east (Latham side near Dalley Crescent) to west 
(Macgregor side) (see Figure 2-1) orientation. 

Figure 2-1 Aerial view of the stepping stone crossing 

3 

The crossing Is approximately 10.5 m long. The stepping stone crossing consists of 11 concrete units (see Photo 
1 Figure 2-2). Each unit Is 700 mm x 700 mm and on average 500 mm deep. The stones have an exposed 
aggregate finish which appears to be In good condition. Each stone Is expected to weigh approximately 550 kg to 
600 kg and are typically stable under foot. However this weight alone would not be adequate to resist flood flows 
so It Is assumed that the stones are pinned into the creek bedrock by some type of anchoring system. The details 
of this anchoring system are unknown. 

Figure 2-2 also shows that the stepping stones alignment Is not straight and Instead has a 1200 mm lateral shift In 
alignment at mid-creek plus a small 300 mm lateral shift at the western end. 
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Figure 2-2 Photo 1: Stepping stone crossing looking east 

The average gap between the stones is 300 mm (see Figure 2-3), At the time of these photos being taken the t<;>p 
of the stepping stones were sitting 200 mm above the water surface ponding at the site. This was considered to 
be the approximate 'normal' base flow water surface level. This assumption Is based on the creek conditions at 
the time of Inspection in late August where the following observations were made: 

1. The catchment was damp but there was no significant rainfall In the past week 

2. The creek velocity was negligible 

3. Vegetation levels seem to align with normal water surface levels 

Photos from other sources (see Canberra Times Photo, Figure 2-10) show similar water surface levels. 
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AECOM Stepping Stone Project 
Stepping Stone Crossing at Umbagong Park, Latham 

Figure 2·3 Photo 2: Gap between stones 

2.2 Creek Condition 
At the site of the crossing, the creek bed Is generally hard rock (see Figure 2-4), Some very coarse sand has 
deposited over this rock bed on the western side of the crossing which creates an Informal wading pool for 
children, Ten metres downstream from the crossing, a reed bed (see Figure 2-5) has grown up across the entire 
creek thus helping to pool the water around the crossing. This mixture of rock pools and reed beds Is typical of 
many sections of Glnnlnderra Creek. 

6 

Upstream from the crossing, Ginnlnderra Creek becomes broader and the water is deeper. The banks are lined 
with reeds and tall grasses. The top of the main creek banl<s are about 0,9 m to 1 m above the normal water level 
(see Figure 2-5), Above the eastern bank there Is a 30 m to 40 m wide flood plain. 
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Figure 2-4 

' 
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Figure 2-5 Photo 4: View looking upstream 
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AECOM Stepping Slone Project 7 
Stepping Stone Crossing al Umbagong Park, Latham 

2.3 Preliminary Hydraulic Analysis 

2.3.1 Modelling 

There Is no existing hydraulic analysis of the behaviour of Glnnlnderra Creek In this area. Hence a preliminary 
hydraulic analysis on the behaviour of the creek around the stepping stones was undertaken using basic 
lnfonnatlon from ACTMAPi1 and some measurements taken at the site to gain an understanding of the water 
flows and velocities of the creek at various depths of water over the stepping stones, This analysis used the 
Manning's Formula approach, A conservative Manning's "n" value of0.015 was utilised for flows to a depth of 250 
mm over the stones and 0.035 for flows above this depth. 

The values adopted In the Manning's calculations were estimated from observations of the creek conditions. In 
the Immediate vicinity of the stepping stones, the creek bed Is smooth/worn rock although just downstream and in 
particular towards the western bank, there are coarse sand deposits, which Indicate that velocities are around 1.0 
mis to 1.2 mis. The stepping stones have a smooth 'pebblecrete' type finish so In combination with the smooth 
based rock, a Manning's 'n' value of 0,015 was adopted, along with a hydraulic grade of 0.37 % which was 
determined as the natural slope of the creek from the ACTMAPI contours. It should be noted that the hydraulic 
grade and hence the velocity has been calculated from the ACTMAPI contours. At low flows up to 100 mm over 
the stepping stones, the Manning's calculations give water velocities of 0,8 mis to 1. 1 m/s which are consistent 
with the site observations of sand deposits. At higher flows, the calculated velocity of 1.5 mis for a depth of 200 
mm over the stepping stones was determined, 

These basic flow parameters were Input Into the stability equation and benchmarked against the normal 
pedestrian safe limit of <0.4. Table 2-1 compares velocity, flow and pedestrian stability for various depths of flow 
relative to the top of the stepping stones, 

Table 2-1 Pedestrian Stablllty vs water flow at Stepping Stones 

Depth of flow Approximate Estimated Stability Comments 
above/below stepping Velocity flow Constant1 

stones 

-200 mm Om/s 0 m3/s - Negligible flow 

At top of stone 0,8 mis 0,5 m3/s 0.4 Flow within gaps 

+ 10mm 0.6 m/s 0.4 m3/s 0,006 On top of stones 

+50mm 0.8 mis 0,9 m3/s 0.04 

+ 100 mm 1.1 m/s 1.9 m3/s 0,11 

+ 185mm 1.4 mis 3,9 m3/s 0.26 

+200mm 1.5 m/s 4.3 m3/s 0,30 

+ 250mm 1.7 mis 5.8m3/s 0.42 Above pedestrian safe 
limit of0.4 

1, The 'stability constant' Is a measure of the velocity of the water flow multlplled by the depth of the water, A value of >0.4 Is 
considered as "unsafe" to cross where pedestrians can be knocked over by the flow 

2. These values are approximate only and would require a detailed analysis using robust engineering surveys, etc. 

This hydraulic analysis shows that in nonnal base flow conditions, the velocity, flow and stability constant are low. 
When the water level In the gaps reaches the top of the stepping stones, the velocity of the water In the gaps Is 
about 0.8 m/s and the stability constant is about 0.4, meaning that If a pedestrian was to step Into this gap, the 
force of water could sweep them off their feet. However, Immediately downstream from the stepping stones, the 
flow spreads out, the depth of flow drops and the velocity of the water drops. If the creek was running 400 mm 
deep, the velocity upstream and downstream would be approximately 1 m/s with a stability constant of0.36. 
Hence, It would be possible for pedestrians to get out of the water should they fall In, particularly considering that 
the creek bed Is stable rock or coarse sand. This would mean that approximately 200 mm of water would be 

1 ACTMAPI Is the ACT Government's Interactive mapping service that can be accessed onllne at www.actmapl.act.gov,au 
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travelling over the stepping stones at which time the stones would be unable to be seen due to the muddy water 
creating a hazard Irrespective of the stability constant. The calculations suggest that pedestrians could still cross 
the stepping stones with over 200 mm of water over them (as the stability constant Is less than 0.4) and If they 
were to lose their footing they could potentially walk out of the flood waters. 

The Issue with crossing the flooded stepping stones Is that the turbidity of the floodwaters will make It difficult to 
see the actual stepping stones and thus heightens the risk of falling into the gaps. In turn this increases the 
chances of an Injury which will make it more difficult to walk out of the flooded creek, even though the stability 
constant Is approximately 0.36. 

2.3.2 Event Validation 

8 

On the 18 September 2013, 60 mm of rain fell causing Ginnlnderra Creek to flood to about 700 mm over the 
stepping stones (see Photo 5 Figure 2-6). The velocity of floating debris measured during the 19 September 2013 
flood was estimated at 1.0 mis to 1.2 m/s and the creek was obviously unsafe to cross. For a depth of700 mm 
above the stepping stones, a calculated flow of 1.3 m/s was estimated using Manning's Formula with a Manning's 
'n' value of 0,035. Slgnlflcantly, the turbidity of the water was such that visibility within the water was only about 
100 mm which meant that even at low flood levels of around 100 mm over the stepping stones, pedestrians would 
be unlikely to cross because It would not be possible to see the stepping stones (even though the stability 
equation would suggest that It was reasonably safe to cross). 

Figure 2-6 Photo 6: Creek In flood on the 19 September 2013 
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2.4 Approach Path Conditions 

Both approach paths to the stepping stone crossing are bitumen paths. The eastern approach path (see Figure 
2-6) from Latham Is 1800 mm wide with average grades of about 15% as It descends from the flood plain down to 
the stepping stone crossing. This path Is old but still In acceptable condition with few cracks and trip points. 

In regard to AS 1428 (Design for Access and Mobility), this path does not strictly comply with the standard except 
for Its width and clearance from obstruction. The longitudinal grade Is well In excess of the 1 In 14 maximum and 
likewise the cross falls are between 1 and 20 and 1 In 25 which Is also In excess of the 1 In 40 allowable 
maximum. 

The western approach path (see Figure 2-6) from Macgregor Is slightly narrower with a width of 1200 mm to 1500 
mm. Again the longitudinal grade Is an average slope of 9% (1 In 11) which Is non-compliant with AS1428. The 
cross fall Is about 1.6 % and this compiles with the standard. 

2.5 · Relevance of the Crossing in the Access Network 

Figure 2-9 shows the main path network within Umbagong Park. The key features of the park path network are 
the parallel paths running on each side of Glnnlnderra Creek. There are the following three creek crossings to link 
the parallel path system: 

1. The Florey Drive road bridge at the western end of Umbagong Park (see Figure 2-7). 

2. The Macrossan Crescent footbridge opposite Backhouse Street about two-thirds along Umbagong Park 
to the east (see Figure 2-8). 

3. The stepping stone crossing which Is midway between the above two bridges. 

Figure 2-7 Photo 6: Florey Drive road bridge 
Figure 2-8 Photo 7: Macrossan Crescent footbridge 
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Both parallel shared paths connect with the Florey Drive Bridge and the Macrossan Crescent footbridge and are 
similar in length (see Figure 2-9). Both paths continue through to the Glnnlnderra Trunk cycleway, For commuter 
cyclists, there is little advantage in using one path ahead of the other, nor is there a significant benefifin changing 
paths at the stepping stone crossing, 

From site observations the path network and the stepping stone crossing appear to be well utilised for recreational 
walking/running, walking dogs (see Figure 2-10), cyclists (see Figure 2-11) and parents of children (see Figure 
2-12) who are on a 'round trip' between the two formal playgrounds within the park. Brief discussions with users 
suggest that they see the stepping crossing as a 'third playground' and for adults and older teenagers, a more 
interesting place than the two formal playgrounds, 

The photos (see Figures 2-10 to 2-12) show a variety of people wanting to cross the stepping stones, however It 
Is not possible for wheel chair users and vision Impaired people to use the stepping stones. 

Figure 2-10 Photo 8 Walking dogs 

Figure 2-11 Photo 9: Cyclist crossing 
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Figure 2-12 Photo 10: Crossing with pram 

2.6 External Attractions 
Umbagong Park is surrounded by residential areas (Macgregor and Latham). There are a number of secondary 
paths that connect these residential areas to the two parallel paths that follow Glnninderra Creek. At roughly the 
upstream (eastern) and downstream (western) end of Umbagong Park are the respective shopping centres of 
Charnwood and Kippax. The parallel path system provides an alternative off road access for pedestrians and 
cyclists. However as can be seen from Figure 2-9, there Is no significant benefit to use the stepping stone 
crossing to access these shops as the parallel paths finish In approximately the same position. There are also 
primary schools In Latham and Macgregor which have pathway llr:iks to Umbagong Park, but the parallel path 
system again offers similar distances so there is little benefit to school children to cross at the stepping stones. 
There Is also a bus stop In Dalley Crescent near the stepping stones without a connection towards the creel< 
crossing. 

12 

In summary the parallel path system provides generally equal access for surrounding residents to access external 
shops and school, without the need to use the stepping stone crossing. 
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3.0 Review of relevant documents and reports 

3.1 Eric Martin Report 

In November 2011, Eric Martin and Associates undertook an Access Assessment Report (see Appendix B) on the 
Latham Umbagong District Park Stepping Stones. The site was audited against AS 1428.1 (2009) and It was 
found that the longitudinal gradients on approach to the stepping stones were too steep. Likewise, the path cross 
falls were too steep. The audit also found that the stepping stones do not provide a continuous access way and 
that there was some unevenness of the surface pavement and therefore the crossing is non-compliant. 

Eric Martin proposed four options that will meet DDA compliance 

1. Remove the stepping stones and rely on the other bridge crossings 

2. Provide a high level bridge 

3. Provide a low level compliant crossing 

4. Retain existing non-compliant stepping stones but Improve s)gnage and negotiate with complainants. 

The report concluded that the existing stepping stones may suit some users but does discriminate against other 
users and Is therefore a potential risk to ACT Government of a complaint. However In TAMS Stepping Stone 
Community Advice Note (July 2013) the ACT Government considers that It compiles with the requirements of the 
DDA as safe altematlve crossing points exist and are now signposted. 

3.2 Community Consultation Survey 

Following on from the Eric Martin Report, TAMS undertook a survey from December 2012 to February 2013. This 
survey put the following seven questions to the residents of West Belconnen and other Interested stakeholders 

Q1 - What do you like about the stepping stone crossing? 

Q2 - What are your concerns with the stepping stone crossing? 

Q3 -What Is your preferred option for the future of the stepping stone crossing (retain stepping stones, low level 
crossing, high level bridge)? 

Q4 -Whal are the main reasons for your selected option? 

Q5 - Do you _have any further comments on the shortlisted options? 

Q6 - How often do you use the stepping stone crossing? 

Q7 - What suburb do you live In? 

The TAMS press release showed that there were 168 submissions. The majority of survey respondents were 
regular users of the crossing with approximately 25% of the respondents lndloating using the crossing dally, 22% 
using It more than once a wee!<, 20% using It once a week, 23% using It monthly and 10% never using It. 

In response to the question 'what Is your preferred option for the future for the stepping stone crossing?' 
approximately 80% of the respondents preferred no change to the current arrangements, 15% preferred 
constructing a bridge while 5% preferred a low level crossing. 

The majority of survey respondents were very fond of the crossing with 128 submissions commenting on various 
aspects of the stepping stones the community values including their unique and Informal character as well as the 
fun people of all ages have using them. · 

There were a number of submissions which raised concerns about access for wheelchairs, bikes and prams (14 
submissions); safety (13 submissions) and the Impact of flooding (12 submissions). 

Following the survey, TAMS placed the following Community Advisory Note on their website 
(h//p:l/www.tams.acl.gov.au/about-us/communf/y_engagemenllrecent_consultationslsteppfng-stone-crossfng-fn
umbagong-distrlct-parl<, fast accessed 9 September 2013): 
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"While some concerns had been raised that the stepping stones discriminate against people with a 
disability, cyclists and people with wheelchairs or prams, given that safe alternative crossing points exist 
and are now signposted, the ACT Government considers that It complies with the requirements of the 
Disablllty Discrimination Act 1992. 

As a result of the consultation and Investigation undertaken by TAMS, the ACT Government has decided 
that the current arrangements at the stepping stones will stay In place. 

14 

TAMS will undertake a detailed assessment of the safety of the current arrangements and this wlll be used 
as the basis for any future Improvements at the stepping stone crossing. 

The ACT Government would like to thank. residents for providing feedback on the future of the stepping 
stone crossing." 

3.3 Maintenance History 
For the entire 20 year life of the stepping stone crossing, this facility has proved to be very low maintenance. The 
manager of TAMS Asset Maintenance has reported that crews rarely have to visit the site even after flood events. 
The AECOM project team visited the site on the 19 September 2013 after 17 September 2013 rainfall events and 
found that there was some debris on the crossing (see Figure 3-1). 

Figure 3-1 Photo 12: Debris after flooding 
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3.4 Accident History 

No records are kept of accidents on the stepping stones. It Is believed that In the last 20 years, TAMS have only 
responded to a couple of minor Incidents; one of these Incidents Involved a cyclist. (Ross Schofield, pars. comm.) 

3.5 Other Public Comments 

On 2 July 2013, the Canberra Times published an article on the stepping stone crossing (see Appendix C) which 
featured a local resident that seemed to represent the majority of views emanating from the earlier community 
consultation process. 

The Umbagong Landcare Group In association with the Glnnlnderra Catchment Group and ACT Government has 
produced a brochure on the Umbagong District Park. This brochure highlights three walking trails through the park 
of which two make use of the stepping stone crossing (see Figure 5-1 ). 

3.6 Other Experiences 

A web search did not reveal any recorded Instances where the public has complained about accesslblllty of 
stepping stones. 

There have been recent Instances In the United Kingdom where local authorities have reworked existing stepping 
stone crossings for health and safety reasons only to find that there was a significant public protest to these 
Improvements. Some of these sites are as follows: 

1. In mld-201 O, the centuries old stepping stone crossing of the River Dove near Ashbourne In the 
Derbyshire Dales was topped with new uniformly fiat limestone blocks, due to health and safety 
concerns. The local community Is now trying to get these blocks removed. (The Telegraph, Untied 
Kingdom, 5 August 2010) 

2. In Burley-in-Wharfdale, residents have welcomed the repairing of the stepping stones across the River 
Wharfs. In July 2013 however residents campaigned for a footbridge closer to their village. 
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4.0 Risk Assessment 

4.1 Challenges and Approach 

A risk assessment of the site Is detailed In Table 4-1 Risk Analysis. The challenge with this site Is that the risk 
assessment needs to consider the principles of 'voluntary' versus 'Involuntary' risks and to balance community 
perceptions/desires against a duty of care, As discussed In Section 3.7, there were Instances where British 
authorities suffered significant public backlash when they re-engineered similar crossings, 

NSW parks services' departments were contacted to get their views and advised that they did not have a set 
process for assessing risks on trails and generally relied on the experience of the senior ranger In the particular 

· district. 

16 

An approach to the risk assessment on trails was found In The United States. The United States Forest Services 
(USFS) was faced with these conflicting user needs and their own management and maintenance costs when 
deciding what should be the appropriate type of crossing to be built over a creel<. The USFS knew that a bridge 
would allow people with disabllltles and users who were new to the outdoors to experience a trail with little risk; 
but bridges are expensive to build and maintain, Other more experienced users expect a challenge and may 
prefer a more natural crossing. The USFS adopted a 'Minimum Tool Philosophy' approach (see Appendix D) 
which suggests a successful project Is one with the least long-term Impact while still meeting management 
(Including safety) objectives. The USFS developed the following key questions: 

• Do we really need a bridge here? Do we really need to cross here early In the spring? 
• WIii someone be killed or Injured If we don't provide an easier crossing? 
• Is this really the best place to cross this stream? 
• What alternatives do we have to cross this stream, Including not crossing it at all? 
• Can we afford this crossing? 
• What are the environmental and social consequences of a given type of crossing here? 
• Can we commit to iong-term inspections and maintenance? 
• Who will really care ifwe don't build (or replace) a bridge? 

This Minimum Tool Philosophy approach was adopted to assist in determining appropriate risk management. 

4.2 Risk analysis 

The risk analysis involved identifying a number of risks, along with their causes and consequences. These risks 
have been assessed using the consequences and likelihood scales and Risk Analysis Matrix shown in Figure 4-1. 
(this matrix was provided by TAMS). 

The assessment assumes the crossing ls not in use when water levels rise to more than 100 mm (limit of visibility 
of stones) over the crossing, 
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Table 4-2 Examples of contributing factors leading to risks hlghllghted In the risk table 

Mother carrying pram · Cyclist on crossing 

Walking dog Duck droppings 

Flooding Debris after flooding 
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The risk analysis table shows that most risks are associated with falls due to various causes, The table Is split 
between various user groups (although with many risks common to all users groups these are grouped under "All 
Users"). The lll<ellhood of the falls Is "possible" which Is defined as "couid happen and has happened on other 
projects". We know from the TAMS Asset Maintenance Manager's earlier comments that there have been a 
couple of known falls In the last 20 years. 

The consequences of these falls are expected to be moderate, which Is defined as "first aid treatment on-site/ 
reversible Injury requiring hospltallsatlon". In other words, cuts, bruises or broken llmbs. However there are two 
groups of more vulnerable users where the consequence could be more severe: small children and the elderly/ 
very unwell/ less-able. 

The contributing factors of these falls can be grouped Into the following three sltuatlons:-

1. Slipping on mud, debris, duck droppings, Ice or water 

2. Misjudging the edge of the stepping stones especially at the mid-creek lateral change In direction 

3. Carrying large objects such as bikes or prams and losing balance or not clearly seeing the stepping 
stones. Losing control of a dog also comes under this situation 

4.3 The Minimum Tool Philosophy 
As a check and balance against the risk analysis undertaken In the previous section, the following minimum tool 
analysis was undertaken using questions developed by the USFS (see Appendix D) when It Is assessing the need 
for new stream crossings and applying the responses received from the community consultation. This method of 
analysis was used as II provides a categorical way of assessing the Important (sometimes common sense) 
questions that are typically reviewed when undertaking risk assessments, 

The answers to these minimum tool questions have generally been based on responses from the community 
survey results and AECOM's assessment. These answers favour the retaining of the existing stepping stone 
crossing. AECOM has modified some of the questions to better suit an Australian context as follow:-

O1 - Do we really need to cross here? 

A1 -As there Is already the existing stepping stone crossing In this location, that Is popular with users, It will be 
considered unacceptable to be removed without replacement with a DOA compliant crossing by the general 
public. This crossing provides access to the Umbagong Park's western playground and Is a part of a popular 
walking trail. 

02 - Do we really need a bridge here? 

A2 - A bridge/ low level crossing Is the only solution that would ensure TAMS Is not to be exposed to complaints 
under the ODA. However there Is the question on whether the stepping stone crossing needs to be DOA 
compliant given there Is a parallel path networl< of similar lengths allowing all users to access normal services 
such as shops, schools, public transport and friends In other suburbs by using either of the parallel creek paths 
with slmllar travel lengths 

03 - Will someone be l<llled or Injured If we don't provide an easier crossing? 

A3 - It Is unlikely that someone could be killed while using the stepping stone crossing but It Is not impossible, 
There is an Increased risk of trips and falls with the stepping stone crossing that can Increase the chance of Injury 
as compared to a bridge crossing. 

04 - Is this really the best low-level place to cross this stream? 

A4 - Yes, this Is the best place to cross this stream because the creek bed Is rock and so very stable while the 
water level in normal conditions Is relatively shallow (about 200 mm) and very slow moving. In terms of access to 
playgrounds, this Is the best low-level place to cross to the adjacent playground, It has also allowed the 
Umbagong Landcare Group to create walking trails with different themes. 
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Q5 -What alternatives do we have to cross this stream In this location? 

A5 - The alternatives to the existing stepping stones are a low level culvert type crossing and a high level foot 
bridge. 

Q6 - Can we afford this crossing? 

A6 - To add extra mitigation measures (warning and advisory signs, additional stepping stones etc.) lo the 
existing stepping stone crossing will cost approximately $50,000. For the low level culvert crossing costs could be 
approximately $290,000 while the high level bridge wlll cost approximately $675,000. 

Q7 - What are the environmental and social consequences of a given type of crossing? 

A7 - The stepping stones have by far the least environmental Impact while the bridge type options will have most 
significant Impacts on the environment. Some 80 % of the respondents lo a community survey support the 
stepping stone crossing with one of the main reasons being they can get close to the creek environment. The 
stepping stones also have a social element being a community gathering point and a play area for children. 

QB- Can we commit to long-term Inspections and maintenance? 

AB - TAMS Asset Maintenance Group have reported that the stepping stone crossing Is a very low maintenance 
facility. The bridge options would require some annual maintenance. 

Q9 - Who will really care If we don't build or replace the crossing? 

A9 - The community surveys suggest that 80% of the residents want the stepping stones to be retained. 
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5.0 Risk Management Options 

5.1 Warnings and Layout Improvement Measures 

While TAMS has determined that there are compliant routes of travel adjacent to the stepping stones, the rlsl< 
analysis of the actual stepping stone crossing Identified risks to users that may need to be managed. TAMS will 
need to: 

• Seel< further advice and opinion on the appropriate response and Its duty of care and obligations 

• Balance costs of management against Its exposure to the rlsl<s Including legal action In the event 
someone Is Injured while using the facility 

Some options are outlined below. 

Possible mitigation measures could Involve transferring risk to users by providing sufficient warnings and 
Improvements to the parl< layout. These lnclude:-

1. Install a warning sign on each approach to the stepping stone crossing that should state:-

• Elderly people and people with limited mobility or vision should not use this crossing 

• Small children to be supervised 

• Do not carry large Items including bikes and prams across this crossing 

• Beware of debris, water and Ice on crossing 

• Do not cross If there Is any water running over the stepping stones 

2. Associated with the above warning sign should be an advisory sign that gives a "positive message", by 
describing alternative routes. An option would be a simple map such as the one produced In the 
Umbagong District Parl< Brochure (see Figure 5-1) but with the addition of path distances to various 
other DDA compliant crossings. This map should also describe other points of Interest. 
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3. Provide the standard floodway advisory sign (see TAMS Standard Drawing ST-0041) on the Latham side 
of the creek. There Is an advisory sign on the Macgregor side but this Is missing on the Latham 
approach. 

4. The centreline pavement markings on the approach path to the stepping stones on the Latham side (see 
Figure 5-2) give cyclists using the main parallel shared path the Impression that they can cycle along this 
path. These should be removed or altered to eliminate this Impression. 

Figure 6-2 Photo 13: Centreline cycleway line markings on approach path to stepping stones 
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5. The lateral changes In alignment (see Figure 2-2) add an additional risk for users trying to carry large 
items such as prams (see Figure 2-12) across the stepping stones as their view of the stepping stone to 
the side is partly obscured by the pram. Also users walking dogs can have difficulty If the dog does not 
want to turn. The addition of another stepping stone would create more of a 'landing' and Improve the 
safety for these users (see Figure 5-3). Likewise, It could be beneficial to modify or rebuild the existing 
stepping stone on the bank to remove the shift in alignment. 

Figure 5-3 Additional stepping stone landings 

If these modifications to the existing facilities are undertaken, adjustment of the grades of the approach paths 
would not be required as other alternate compliant routes of travel exist. 
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5.2 Low level culvert option 

A low level compliant crossing could be constructed using four 3000 mm wide x 600 mm high reinforced concrete 
box culverts on a concrete base cut Into the creek bedrock. There would be a 120 mm cast In-situ reinforced 
concrete deck to provide a smooth ride and to tie the structure together during flood events. A concept view of the 
low level culvert crossing Is shown In Figure 5-4 and Figure 6-5. 

The structure would be over 250 mm and less than 1 m high so partial barrier fence would be required. This would 
pose an additional maintenance Issue as handrails would be damaged during floods, The length of the box culvert 
units could be 2400 mm so the effective path width compiles with AS 1428.1. 

The top of the crossing will closely match the current natural height of the creel< bank. There has been no detailed 
hydraulic modelling undertaken on this arrangement but It Is expected that this structure could manage floods up 
to the 1 year ARI (Average Recurrence Interval) event. For large flood events, both the culvert and the approach 
paths will be underwater as they are within the flood plain, 

In order to construct the culvert crossing, the creek will need to be partially coffer damned to enable construction 
of the concrete base. It may be possible to construct the base slab In two sections while allowing the water run 
adjacent to the construction area - this would need to be undertaken when there Is little forecast rain. Pedestrians 
will be diverted to the other creek crossings during construction, 

The culvert crossing would provide a compliant accessible pathway under DOA and so It would be necessary to 
also adjust the vertical grades of the existing approach paths to be compliant I.e. no more than 12% grade, This 
would require an extent of the existing paths to be removed and reinstated after the necessary cut and fill 
earthworks operations, 

Figure 6-4 Outline of low level culvert 
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Figure 5-6 Plan view of concept box culvert crossing 

5.3 Bridge option 
To minimise maintenance costs, the high bridge crossing should be constructed above the 20 year ARI flood. The 
structure could be similar to the existing Ma9rossan Crescent crossing In a single span arrangement with longer 
approach slabs sitting over part of the flood plain. There would then be an embankment across the remainder of 
the flood plain which ramps down to the existing parallel paths. Detailed hydraulic modelling will be required to 
check that the bridge and its associated embankment do not cause the flood level to rise further noting that Dalley 
Crescent and the adjoining housing Is fairly low In this area. A causeway type embankment with flat side slopes 
would be required to reduce downstream erosion but would create more disturbance during construction. 
Upstream afflux and stream velocities would also Increase due to the Impediment of the approach embankments. 

In order to construct the bridge, some of the adjacent trees will need to be removed. Additional material will be 
required to build up the embankments on the approaches to the bridge. The bridge Itself would likely comprise a 
25 m girder supported by two abutments on rock founded footings with two 10 m long approach slabs connecting 
the bridge to the paths. The precast girder forming the superstructure would be craned Into position. Pedestrians 
would need to be diverted to the other creek crossings during construction. A conceptual Image of the bridge 
shown In section and plan view Is shown In Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7. 
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Figure 6-6 Concept bridge In vicinity of stepping stones 

Figure 6-7 Plan view of concept bridge with approach sf.abs to connect to the adjacent pathways 
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5.4 Cost Estimates and Comparison of Options 

A preliminary probable order of costs and brief comparison of l<ey implications for the three options Is shown In 
the tables below. These costs are based on Industry rates for 2013 and are approximat~ only. 

Table 3 Summary of Costs and Benefits Analyses 

Proposed 
- - - I Acl~~n~ages 

--

j tssues 
- -

Options Approximate Cost inc GST 

Retains character TAMS may be exposed to 

Adjust existing low costs 
complaints regarding 

facilities $50,000.00 noncompliance of the 

low maintenance stepping stones with AS 
1428 
Community loss of current 

Ablllty to provide disabled 
asset 

Low level culvert 
crossing $290,000.00 access at the site. Greater Medium cost 

safety for users. May not be aesthetically 
pleasing 

High level bridge Ability to provide disabled High construction cost and 
crossing $675,000.00 access at the site. Greater maintenance safetv for users. 

Table 4 Adjustment to existing facllities 

Detailed Design & Documentation LS 1 $5,000.00 $5 000.00 

Site establishment LS 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00 

Additional warning slgnage Each 2 $1,500.00 $3 000.00 

Location advisory signs Each 2 $2,500.00 $5 000.00 

Floodway advisory sign Each 1 $1,000.00 $1 000.00 

Additional stepping stones Inc. shoring Each 1 $15,000.00 $15,000.00 

Adjust existing stepping stone Each 

Table 5 Low level culvert crossing 

Detailed Design & Documentation LS $20,000.00 $20,000.00 

Site establishment and maintenance LS 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 

Clear and grub PS $5,000.00 $5,000.00 

Excavation LS 1 $10,000.00 $10 000.00 

Concrete base constructed In 2 parts LS 1 $100,000.00 $100 000,00 

Precast RCBC - 3.6x0.6x2.4 constructed In 
Each 4 $5,000.00 

2 arts $20 000.00 

Concrete top LS $35,000.00 $35,000.00 
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Table 6 High level bridge crossing 

Detailed Design Including hydraulic analysis LS $65,000.00 $65 000,00 

Site establishment and maintenance LS $10,000.00 $10 000.00 

Clear and grub and tree removal PS $10,000.00 $10 000.00 

Excavation Including construction of 
LS $25,000.00 

embankments $25 000.00 

In-situ PIiing Each 3 $30,000.00 $90 000.00 

Abutments Each 2 $20,000.00 $40 000.00 

25m Bridge beam girder Each $200,000.00 $200 000.00 

LS $40,000.00 
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6.0 Concluding Summary 

6.1 Compliance of the Existing Crossing to AS 1428.1 (2009) 
The prior assessment by Eric Martin (2011) suggests that the existing stepping stone crossing does not comply 
with Australian Standard AS 1428.1 (2009), Design for Access and Mobility Part 1; General Requirements for 
Access because:-

1. The longitudinal grades and cross falls on the approach ramps are too steep. 
2. The stepping stones do not provide a continuous access way. 
3. The stepping stones are only 700 mm wide and therefore are too narrow, needing 1.0 m minimum plus 

1.8 m wide passing bays. 

30 

Eric Martin also proposed that there is a potential risk to the ACT Government of a complaint under the Disability 
Discrimination Act, 1992. However In TAMS Stepping Stone Community Advice Note (July 2013) the ACT 
Government considers that It compiles with the requirements of the DDA as safe alternative crossing points exist 
and are now signposted. · 

The ACT Government should seek further legal advice on compliance of the crossing with relevant Standards and 
Acts. TAMS should also avoid Installing special play equipment suitable for disabled users In the western 
playground which Is closer to the stepping stones. Such equipment should only be Installed In the eastern 
playground near the Macrossan Crescent footbridge. 

6.2 Safety and Values of the Existing Crossing 

A risk analysis found that stepping stone users are at risk of Injury from falls due to various causes, Flood levels 
about 200 mm above the crossing significantly Increase these risks If people are trying to cross the creek which 
can occur several times per year. For many users the consequences of these falls Is expected to be moderate 
(cuts and bruises or possibly broken limbs). However there are two groups of more vulnerable users where the 
consequences could be more severe: small children and the elderly/very unwell/less-able. There are options to 
Improve the safety of the crossing (refer to Section 6.3). TAMS may wish to explore whether It may be liable In the 
event that a user Is Injured using these facilities to Inform Its response measures. 

While there are Issues with the existing crossing, the USFS Minimum Tool Philosophy approach found that It was 
generally appropriate to have a creek crossing In this location and a stepping stone type crossing was adequate 
for the majority of users. Also, a community survey completed early In 2013 found over 80% of respondents 
wanted the stepping stones to be retained due to their environmental qualities, their unique and informal character 
as well as the fun people of all ages have using them. That said, there are options that could be considered to 
reduce risks to crossing users and these are described below. 

6.3 Improvements to the Existing Crossing: Amendments Options 

TAMS have recently undertaken some Improvements to reduce the risk of a complaint for non-compliance. 
However to further mitigate the level of risk on the existing crossing It Is recommended that the following 
additional works should be undertaken. 

1. Install a warning sign on each approach to the stepping stone crossing that should state: 

• Elderly people and people with limited mobility or vision should not use this crossing 

• Small children to be supervised 

• Do not carry large Items Including bikes and prams across this crossing 

• Beware of debris, water and Ice on stepping stones 

• Do not cross if there is any water running over the stepping stones 

2. Associated with the above warning sign should be an advisory sign that gives a "positive message", by 
describing alternative routes. An option would be a simple map such as the one produced in the 
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Umbagong District Park Brochure but with the addition of path distances to various other DOA compliant 
crossings, 

3. Provide the standard floodway advisory sign (see TAMS Standard Drawing ST-0041) on the Latham side 
of the creek 

4. Remove the centreline pavement markings on the approach path to the stepping stones on the Latham 
side as they give cyclists using the main parallel shared path the Impression that they can cycle along 
this approach path. 

6, The lateral changes In the stepping stone alignment add an additional risk for users trying to carry large 
Items such as prams across the stepping stones as their view of the stepping stone to the side Is partly 
obscured by the pram. Also users walking dogs can have difficulty If the dog does not want to turn. The 
addition of another stepping stone would create more of a 'landing' and Improve the safety for these 
users. Similarly the landing on the western end of the crossing should be widened. 

6.4 Improvements to the Existing Crossing: Replacement Options 

There are two other engineering options that TAMS may consider: 

1. To minimise maintenance costs, the high bridge crossing should be constructed at least above the 20 
year ARI flood event. The structure could be similar to the existing Macrossan Crescent crossing but It 
may have longer approach slabs that extend across the floodplain. 

2, A low level compliant crossing constructed using four 3000 mm wide x 600 mm high reinforced concrete 
box culverts on a concrete base cut into the creek bedrock. The structure would be less than 1 m high so 
partial barrier fence would be required to protect pedestrians. The handrails will tend to be damaged 
puring floods and require additional maintenance, The length of the box culvert units Is 2400 mm so the 
effective path width compiles with AS 1428.1. The top of the crossing would closely match the current 
natural height of the creek bank. In some respects, the low level box culvert option Is a better flt within 
the creek environment than the high level bridge which Itself Is more flood free but Its' approach paths 
may Increase afflux, stream velocities and cause downstream erosion. 

6.5 Decision-making support 

Table 7 summarises the response options together with potential benefits and order of costs. This may assist 
TAMS with determining Its preferred initiatives In regard to the stepping stones. 

Table 7 Summary of costs and benefits analyses 

Proposed I i Advantages I Approximate Cost inc GST Options I 

Retains character 

Adjust existing low costs 
facilities $60,000.00 

low maintenance 

Ability to provide disabled Low level culvert 
crossing $290,000.00 access at the site, Greater 

safety for users. 

High level bridge Ability to provide disabled 

crossing $676,000.00 access at the site. Greater 
safety for users. 
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TAMS may be exposed to 
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May not be aesthetically 
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High construction cost and 
maintenance 
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everyone, everywhere, everyday 

Advisory Notes on Access to Premises 

Advisory Notes on Access to Premises 
Updated 2011. See note below on Status of these notes 

Contents 

1. Status of these notes 
2. Introduction and acknowledgments 
3. Legal status of this advice 

4. How this advice can assist 
5. Consultation with people with disabilities and access experts 
6. Advisory notes on access to premises 
7. Appendix A 
8. Appendix B 
9. Appendix c 

Note on status of these notes: 

These Advisory Notes on Access to Premises were initially developed in 1997 before work commenced on a 

Disability (Access to Premises - buildings) Standards 2010 (Premises Standards) have now been completed 
The Premises Standards include an Access Code for buildings which set out minimum technical deemed-to-1 
deemed-to-satisfy requirements ensures compliance with the general requirements of the DOA on matters cc 

This means that for those matters covered In both the Advisory Notes and the Premises Standards, such as· 
stairways, accessible toilets and hearing augmentation systems the appropriate reference point for minimum 
The Premises Standards can be found at http://www.ag.gov.au/PremisesStandards (http://www.ag.gov.aL 

A Guideline on the application of the Premises Standards prepared by this Commission can be found at 
http://www.hreoc.gov.au/dlsability rights/buildings/access to premises.html 
(http://www.hreoc.gov.au/disability rights/buildings/access to premises.html) 

Some issues that may give rise to barriers to access within buildings, such as some fitout features, fixtures a 
not covered by the Premises Standards so this Advisory Note may still provide useful Information to those re1 
best access possible. 

Introduction and acknowledgments 

These advisory notes are Issued by the Australian Human Rights Commission under section 67(1)(k) of the l 

http://www.humanrights.gov.au/advisory-notes-access-premises 23/09/2013 
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The notes represent views about the meaning and application of section 23 of the Disability Discrimination A, 
with expertise In access Issues, the notes should not be taken to represent the views of any person or organi 
Dlsablllty Discrimination Commissioner. 

The Disability Discrimination Commissioner would like to thank all the people who commented on the June 1 
John Deshon, Architect, Brisbane for his assistance In the development of the first edition of the advisory not 

These advisory notes were developed specifically to assist people responsible for new or proposed premises 

• this introduction explaining the purpose and status of the advisory notes; 
• the advisory notes themselves; 
• Appendix A providing information on the Disability Discrimination Act (ODA); 
• Appendix B providing Information on the relationship between the ODA and the Building Code of Australi 
• Appendix C providing Information on existing premises, Including heritage buildings. 

The Disability Discrimination Commissioner developed the advisory notes in response to requests from peop 
operate, regulate and use premises for Information about their responsibilities and rights under section 23 of 
23 of the ODA makes It unlawful to discriminate against people with a disability, or their associates, in relatio1 
public enter or use. 

People who discriminate against people with disabilities are faced with the possibility of a complaint being mi 
complaint by showing that providing equal access would result In an unjustifiable hardship. (For more lnformi 
'unjustifiable hardship' see Appendix A) 

Complying with the Building Code of Australia, or other local planning regulations such as Development Cont 
will comply with the requirements of the ODA (See Appendix B for a discussion on why). 

If a complaint of discrimination is made the Disability Discrimination Commissioner attempts to conciliate an 1 

not possible the complaint Is referred to a formal hearing of the Australian Human Rights Commission (the Ct 

It Is only after a thorough Investigation of all the relevant Issues, such as those listed in Appendix A, that a sp 
Commission about what would be an unjustifiable hardship In any Individual case. 

Because of this the Commissioner can only offer advice about what levels of access may reduce the chance1 

The most common questions the Commission is asked about access to premises are: 

"What are the range of access Issues I need to consider to ensure access for people with different types 

"What level of access should be provided to meet the requirements of the DOA?" 

These advisory notes aim to assist people to answer those questions. 

First, they provide a checklist of all the Issues (or elements) the Commission believes should be considered\ 
er,sure access for people with different types· of disability. These can be found in sections 5.1 through to 5.24 

Second, In each of the above sections the advisory notes provide a number of 'Reference points and notes' t, 
premises to better understand the design options open to them when trying to achieve equitable access to ar 

2. Legal status of this advice 

Comments on the first edition of the advisory notes suggested some people felt compliance with the specific! 
requirement. These advisory notes are not regulations or 'deemed-to-satisfy' building requirements and don< 
prepared by the Commissioner to assist people to understand their already existing responsibilities and right! 
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3. How this advice can assist 

People who design, build, own, manage, lease, operate, regulate and use premises already have responslbil 
that failure to provide equal access Is unlawful, unless to do so would Impose an unjustifiable hardship. 

Until such time as there are nationally negotiated DOA Standards In the area of access to premises (a DOA~ 
Standards (AS) - for Information on DOA Standards see Appendix B), those responsible for premises have tc 
particular circumstances, f:jmounts to access at a level sufficient to meet their responsibilities under the DOA. 

-this causes both for those responsible for premises and those who use them, and supports the broad commL 
DOA and Building Code regimes through making of disability standards. 

Those responsible for premises can best provide access by making it a central part of a design brief. Decislo 
access increase the llkellhood of successful complaints. 

In making decisions about access the Commissioner advises people to consider the following: 

• these advisory notes; 
• the new Building Code of Australia (BCA). 

The new BCA is due for release In mid 1998. Until the release of the new BCA the most relevant reference p, 
regulation document RD 97/01 - Provisions for People with Disabilities (RD97/01) available from the Australli 
Canberra, ACT 2601. Tel. 06 213 7298, Fax. 06 213 7287. The new BCA will also be available from the abo, 
Update 

The proposals In the new BCA are designed to make It more consistent with the ODA and have been develoI 
parties. This has Included extensive work with Standards Australia on revising various Australian Standards ( 
include some of the specifications previously found in AS 1428.2. When details of those parts of AS 1428.2 t1 
advisory notes will be revised to reflect those changes. 

Compliance with a new BCA will Improve aq::ess and help reduce the llkellhood of complaints. There are hov 
new BCA which do not have the support of all parties Involved In negotiations. In addition there are a number 
covered by the BCA, but which could give rise to complaints. (See Appendix B for a full discussion of this Issi 

Neither the proposed new BCA nor these advisory notes represent the final word in the debate about access 
of access provided the less likely It is that premises will be subject to complaints. 

4. Consultation with people with disabilities and access experts 

Consultation with people with a range of disabilities and access experts Is an essential part of achieving the< 
should be seen as complementing appropriate consultation processes In the design and management of bull 

5. Advisory notes on access to premises 

5.1 Interpretation of key terms 
5.2 Continuous accessible path of travel 
5.3 Infrastructure 
5.4 Carparks 
5.5 Stairways, escalators and moving pathways 
5.6 Approaches and entrances 
5. 7 Lifts 
5.8 Ramps 
5.9 Sanitary facilities 
5.10 Fixed seating venues 

http://www.humanrights.gov .au/adviso1y-notes-access-premises 23/09/2013 
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5.11 Ground and floor surfaces 
5.12 Listening systems for hearing augmentation 
5.13 Controls 
5.14 Furniture and fitments 
5.15 Symbols and signs 
5.16 Warnings and alarms 
5.17 Lighting 
5.18 Background sound levels 
5.19 Public address systems 
5.20 Residential buildings other than homes 
5.21 Emergency egress 
5.22 Discrimination arising from management and maintenance practices 
5.23 Discrimination by staff 
5.24 Use of chemicals and materials 
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Each section of these advisory notes identifies an Issue (or element), such as carparks, controls, ramps or si! 
who design, build, own, lease, operate or manage premises when providing access for people with different 1 

The first part of each section states a broad outcome that people should be trying to achieve if they wish to p 
Commission recognises that access requirements for individuals can be very different and that the broad out, 
to be read In the context of the provision for unjustifiable hardship in the DOA. 

The second part of each section, under the heading 'Reference points and notes', provides information on a 1 
considered, along with the proposals In the new BCA, when making decisions about access issues. (See the 
which gives information on how to get a copy of the BCA). 

_5 .. 1 ... 1 nterpretation .. of .. key .. t_e_rm_s ___ , ................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

Continuous accessible path of travel 

These advisory notes define a continuous accessible path of travel as an uninterrupted route to or within pre1 
services and facilities. It should not incorporate any step, stairway, turnstile, revolving door, escalator, hazarc 
from being safely negotiated by people with disabilities. 

Premises 

The definition of premises in the ODA extends to the whole of the built environment. It Includes: 

• existing buildings, including heritage buildings; 
• new or proposed buildings; 
• transport systems; 
• car parks, sports venues, pathways, public gardens and parks, 

Although the definition of premises in the OOA includes existing buildings these advisory notes are aimed on 
however a section in Appendix C concerning existing buildings. 

(The notes specifically relate to those buildings that come under Class 1 b, and Class 3 through to Class 10 b 
access requirements for Class 1 a buildings (a detached house, terrace or similar) or Class 2 buildings (a bull 
units) although legal opinion suggests that the common areas associated with Class 2 buildings may In some 
are not accessible.) 
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___ ,.,,. ........................................ . 
5,2, 1 People who design, build, own, lease, operate or manage premises should achieve equitable access fc 
of premises to which the public Is entitled or allowed to enter or use are connected by a network of contlnuou 

5,2,2 A continuous accessible path of travel should extend to all amenities and levels in a building to which tt 
Including basements and carparks, 

5,2,3 A continuous accessible path of travel should be the most commonly used and direct path of travel. If f< 
of the alternative route should be provided. 

5.2.4 Managers and operators of premises should ensure management practices are In place to maintain a c 

Reference points and notes 

5.2.5 For information on design features relating to a continuous accessible path of travel, people who are re 
specifications covering aspects of a continuous accessible path of travel In the new BCA as well as the folloVt 

• circulation spaces (Clause 6.2) 
• width of path (Clause 6.4) 
• passing spaces (Clause 6,5a) 
• changes In level (Clause 6,6) 
• walkways ramps and landings (Clause 8) 
• ground and floor surfaces (Clause 9) 
• handrails and grabralls (Clause 10) 
• doorways and doors (Clause 11) 
• lifts (Clause 12) · 
• tactile ground surface indicators (Clause 18.1) 
• street furniture (Clause 27) 
• lighting (Clause 19) 
• gateways and checkouts (Clause 28) 

5,2,6 For specifications relating to the provision of resting places and seating along continuous accessible pa 
1428,2 Clause 7(e), 

5.2,7 Note that the needs of ambulant people with mobility disabilities who require public seating higher than 
addressed, See Note 1 In AS 1428.2 Clause 27.2 which refers to a height of 520 mm. 

5,2,8 For specifications relating to design features to ensure access for blind people or people who have a vi 
conjunction with AS 1428,2 Clause 18.1. (Excessive use of tactile indicators at every minor change In direct!< 
not considered appropriate - see 5.2.9 below). 

5,2,9 Note that as part of the Australian Building Codes Board review of the Building Code of Australia the Al 
ground indicators should be limited to potential hazardous situations such as stairs, ramps, escalators, board 
ABCB proposals are available In the new BCA , 

5,2.10 Clearly topographical features such as steep hills and the features of facilities such as bush walking tr 
continuous accessible path of travel throughout the whole route, 

5.2.11 Note that passing spaces should be provided on a continuous accessible path of travel when that patt 
as indicated In AS 1428,2 Clause 6,5a, The frequency of provision of passing spaces should be considered I 
path. 
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5.2.12 Note that, as part of the Australian Building Codes Board review of the Building Code of Australia, Sta 
further research on the dimensions of a 'wheelchair footprint'. This research will have implications for future c 
spaces and width of walkways, ramps and landings. 

5.2.13 Note the need to ensure that accessible facilities along a continuous accessible path of travel, includir 
lifts and hearing augmentation systems where they exist, are clearly signposted. 

5.2.14 Note that the DDA requires access be provided to ali levels of buildings and all facilities and services ( 
impose an unjustifiable hardship. This includes all public facilities such as lounges, TV rooms, eating areas, t 
restaurants. (See also section 5.7 Lifts). The new BCA suggests some very specific circumstances under wh 
buildings might be limited. 

5.3 Infrastructure ....................................................................................... _____________________ .._ 

5.3. 1 Elements in the streetscape, including those at the property alignment/boundary, should be designed a 
path of travel. 

5.3.2 These elements Include: 

• kerb ramps 
• gutter crossings 
• road cambers 
• footpath crossfalls 
• gradient of path of travel 
• street furniture 
• hazards obstructing the path of travel, Including overhead obstacles 
• surfaces 
• bus stops and shelters 
• traffic signals at pedestrian crossings 
• pontoon wharves 
• slgnage and directional information 
• warnings 

5.3.3 Features such as stairways, escalators, street furniture, landscaping and moving pathways, where they 
should not obstruct a continuous accessible path of travel. 

Reference points and notes 

5.3.4 Note that the responsibility for most public Infrastructure rests with a public authority. It is, however, inc1 
required to install or renew infrastructure. 

Whoever is responsible for the construction and/or management of an Infrastructure element is likely to be re 

5.3.5 For specifications relating to ramps, kerb ramps, crossings consider AS 1428.2 Clause 8. 

5.3.6 For specifications relating to street furniture and possible obstructions to an accessible path of travel cc 

5.3. 7 For specifications relating to ground and floor surfaces on a continuous accessible path of travel consic 

5.3.8 For specifications relating to symbols and signs consider AS 1428.2 Clauses 16 and 17. (Excessive us1 
such as entry to individual offices spaces Is not considered appropriate). 

5.3.9 Note the need for colour contrast in signs and warnings. 

5.3.10 For specifications relating to the provision of tactile ground surface indicators consider AS 1428.4 In Cl 

Clause 18.1. (See 5.2.9 above). 
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5.3. 11 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of Infra: 

5.4 .. Carpa,_rk_s ___ , ____ ..................................................................................... ___ ................................................................................................................ .. 

5.4.1 Carparks should contain car parking space(s) designated for vehicles used by people with dlsabllltles. 

5.4.2 Designated accessible parking spaces should be located at the closest point to each accessible entran, 
Identify the accessible space and the location of accessible entrances. 

5.4.3 There should be a continuous accessible path of travel from each such space to the closest accessible 

Reference points and notes 

5.4.4 For specifications relating to accessible car spaces, Including vertical clearance specifications consider 

5.4.5 Note that provision should be made to ensure adequate vertical clearance from the street, through the 1 

parking spaces within a carpark. 

5.4.6 Note that the percentage of designated spaces for vehicles used by people with disabilities Is one of th( 
however currently no agreement with the disability advocacy sector on the proposals In the new BCA and thl1 
negotiation and research. 

5.5 .. Stairways, ... escalators .. and ... moving ... pathways .................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

5.5.1 Stairways, escalators and moving pathways/travelators should be accessible for all those people who v 

5,5,2 Stairways, escalators and moving pathways/travelators, where they exist, should not be part of a contln 
located adjacent to the continuous accessible path of travel. 

Reference points and notes 

5.5.3 For specifications relating to stairways, Including reference to open risers, consider AS 1428.2 Clauses 

5,5,4 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of stalrw 

.~.'.~ ... t\pproaches and ... ~.~!t~~-~.~_s __ . ___ .................................................................................................................................................................................... . 

5.6.1 All public entrances should be accessible to all users. 

Reference points and notes 

5.6.2 For specifications relating to doors and circulation spaces at doorways consider AS 1428.2 Clause 11. 

5.6.3 For specifications relating to controls on doors consider AS 1428.2 Clauses 23.2 and 23.3. 

5.6.4 Note the need to ensure doormats do not obstruct a continuous accessible path of travel recessed doo1 · 
access difficulties. 

5.6.5 Note the need to have a level landing between the door and the end of any ramp. 

5.6.6 Note that heavy doors should be avoided as they are difficult for people to operate and that there shoul 
accessible path of travel. 

5.6. 7 Note that section 23 of the ODA refers to access requirements where the 'public or a section of the pub 
Access requirements could be different for some entrances, such as loading docks, plant room, transformer 1 
being served and where the public would not normally be allowed or entitled to go. It should be noted howev1 
·covered by the DOA section 15 and failure to provide equitable access for employees with disabilities may re 
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5.6.8 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of appro 
BCA. 

6.7 Lifts .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ___ _ 
5.7.1 All passenger lifts and other ~orms of vertical transport should serve all users and allow for lndependenl 
within the lift. 

Reference points and notes 

5.7.2 Note in the case of staff operated lifts independent operation may not always be required. 

5.7,3 Note that to ensure equity of access and safety information concerning level and direction of travel In llf 
audible. In the case of audible information verbal indication of travel direction (eg 'up' 'down') ls preferred to r 
Clause 8.6.3 (b). Announcements should be available at all landings to convey direction of travel, ie 'up' or 'd 
car should inform the user within the lift car. · 

5.7.4 For specifications relating to lifts consider AS 1428.2 Clause 12. Note that AS 1735 parts 7, 12, 14 and 

5.7.5 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of lifts at 
BCA. 

5.8 .. Ramps ....................................................................................................... .. ---.. ··········· .................................................................................................................................................... . 

5.8.1 All ramps should be safe and convenient for all users. 

Reference points and notes 

5.8.2 Note that ramps should not be relied upon as the prime or only method of moving from one level to anc 
undue length of a continuous path of travel and consequent fatigue. There is no national specification cancer 
vertical transport should be utilised to change levels exceeding a certain height. 

6.8.3 For specifications relating to ramps consider AS 1428.2 Clause 8. 

5.8.4 Note that any camber or cross fall should be kept to the absolute minimum necessary to ensure dralna1 

5.8.5 Consideration should also be given to any design features and specifications, where they exist, coverin 

5.9 .. S.anitary.facilities ...... - .. -·.--.. ······ .. --- .............................................................. ___ ............................................................................................... . 
5.9.1 Where there is only one sanitary facility provided It should be suitable for use by people with disabilities 

5.9.2 Where there are multiple sanitary facilities at any location at least one should be suitable for use by pee 

Reference points and notes 

5.9.3 Note that the first accesslblf3 sanitary facility should be a unisex facility to ensure a person requiring asi 
~omeone of the opposite gender. 

5.9.4 For specifications relating ~o sanitary facilities for use by people with disabilities consider AS 1428.2 Cle 

5.9.5 Note that some ambulant people with disabilities may find the standard cubicle size In a block of cubicle 
too low. Where multiple sanitary facilities are provided consider providing a cubicle with specifications found I 
mm. Whilst research Is to be undertaken on specifications relating to accessible facilities for ambulant people 
facilities in each toilet block where there is more than one facility. 

5.9.6 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of sanlta 
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5.1.o .. Fbced .. seating _venues .............................................................. ____ ................................................................................... ·---···---....................... . 

5, 10,1 A range of choices of seating position In terms of location, level, price and sightllnes should be providE 

5.10.2 A continuous accessible path of travel should be provided to the seating spaces and seats Identified f< 
those seats to points of egress and amenities such as toilets. 

5.10.3 A non discriminatory booking system should be established and ticket retail outlets should be accessll 

Reference points and notes 

5.10.4 The design, and management of fixed seating venues Is crucial to ensuring equal access, amenity am 
provision, It Is recommended that consultation takes place with access experts and representative organisath 

5.10.5 Note that design of fixed seating venues should also provide for continuous accessible paths of travel 
with moblllty aids or who may wish to transfer from wheelchairs. 

5.10.6 Note Issues relating to 'Listening systems for hearing augmentation' In section 5.12 below. 

5.1 o. 7 For specifications relating to seating spaces described In 5. 10.2 above consider AS 1428.1 Clauses 1 
access at this level will allow for use by 80% of people who use wheelchairs. Increased size would permit a ~ 

5.10.8 For specifications relating to podiums and stage areas consider AS 1428.2 Clause 26.2. Access to thE 
path of travel, which may Include the use of ramps or automated vertical transport systems. 

5. 10.9 For venues without fixed seating, but where removable seating Is being provided, consideration shoul1 
equitable access, 

5.10.10 Note that a non-discriminatory booking system would allow for allocated spaces not In use to be useI 

5.10.11 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of fixe 

5.11 Ground and floor surfaces .......................................................................................................... ----............................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 

5.11. 1 Ground and floor surfaces should be safe and traversable by all users. 

Reference points and notes 

5.11.2 For specifications relating to ground and floor surfaces on a continuous accessible path of travel cons 
Supplement Clause C13. 

5.11.3 Note the need to ensure safety through the use of sllp resistant surfaces. 

5.11.4 Note the need to avoid the use of spongy underlay where carpet Is used. 

5.1.2 .. Listening .. systems. for hearing augmentation ................................................................................................................................................................ . 

5.12.1 A hearing augmentation system should be available In assembly buildings, and In all places where soi 
announcements are made. 

5;12.2 Areas where augmentation is provided should be Identified by the symbol for hearing access. lnforma
augmentation and whether It is turned on or off. 

Reference points and notes 

5.12.3 For specifications relating to hearing augmentation, consider AS 1428.2 Clause 21.2. 5.12.4 For spec 
consider AS 1428.2 Clause 21.3. 

5.12.5 Consideration should also be given lo the design features and specifications covering aspects of hear 
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5.12.6 Note the need to ensure that If only part of an assembly area is covered by a hearing augmentation S) 

for people who use a wheelchair who may also require access to a hearing augmentation system. 

5.13 Controls ................................................................................................................. ___ .............................................................. ___ ._,,_ ....................................................................................................... .. 
5.13.1 All users should be able to access and use any controls used by the public, such as door handles, PO\ 
buttons. 

Reference points and notes 

5.13.2 For specifications relating to controls consider AS 1428.2 Clause 23. 

5.13.3 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of cont1 

5.14 Furniture and fitments ..................................................................................... ________ ....................................................................................... ___ ........................................................................... .. 
5.14.1 All users should be able to access and use built-in furniture and fitments which should not infringe on 1 

5.14.2 Note that the following list Is only a guide - not necessarily inclusive - to bullt-in furniture and fitments\ 
surrounding built environment, such as in parks, to which this provision should apply: 

• reception counters 
• gateways and checkouts 
• public telephones 
• drinking fountains 
• vending machines (including automatic teller machines) 
• tea and coffee making facilities 
• work, reading and writing surfaces 
• security devices 
• bus shelters 
• ticket validation gateways 
• vista/viewing platforms 
• fishing platforms 
• built-In computerised information systems 

library shelves 
• planter boxes 
• public BBQ's 
• post boxes 
• tables and seating 
• refuse receptacles 

Reference points and notes 

5.14.3 For specifications relating to bullt-in furniture and fitments consider AS 1428.2 Clauses 23, 24, 27, 28, 
furniture or fitment is not prescribed, consider the requirements of AS 1428.2 for similar built-in furniture and' 

5.14.4 Note that in premises such as shops and supermarkets management practices could be introduced to 
stock normally kept on higher shelves. 

5.14.5 Note that where facilities such as telephones are provided consideration should be given to ensuring ~ 

typewriter (TTY) services. 

5.14,6 Note the need to ensure where fixed tables and seating is provided in parks or around picnic areas sp 
access the table. 
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5.14.7 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of furni· 
relevant. 

5 ... 1.6 ... Sy.mbols .. and .. signs .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 

5.15.1 Signs and symbols should Inform all users. 

Reference points and notes 

5.15.2 For specifications relating to symbols and signs consider AS 1428.2 Clauses 16 and 17, (Excessive u: 
such as entry to lndlvldual offices spaces Is not considered appropriate). 

5.15,3 Note the need for colour contrast of numbers letters or symbols from their background. 

5.15.4 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of syml 

5.1.6 .. Warnin.gs .. and .. ala_rn_i_s __ ____ ...................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
5, 16.1 Warnings and alarms should alert and Inform all users. 

Reference points and notes · 

5.16.2 For specifications relating to warnings and alarms covering audible, visual and auxiliary systems cons 

5.16.3 For specifications relating to the provision of tactile ground surface indicators consider AS 1428.4 In c1 
Clause 18.1. (See 5.2.9 above). 

5.16.4 Note that in the case of audible alarms verbal alarms are preferred to non-verbal audible alarms. 

5.16.6 Note the need to ensure visual and tactile vibration alarm systems are available In a range of hotel/me 

5.16.6 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of warr 
relevant. 

5.1.7 .Li g htl ng .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ' ................................................................................... .. 

5.17.1 Illumination levels should serve all users. 

Reference points and notes 

5.17.2 For specifications relating to lighting consider AS 1428.2 Clause 19. 

6.17.3 Note that lighting that tends to flicker should be avoided. 

5.17.4 Note that to facilitate lip reading and/or Interpreting clear, even illumination is required for the faces of 

5.17.5 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of lightl 
relevant. 

5.1.B ... Background ... sou.nd ,,ieve_ls __ _ _ _____ ........................................................................................................................... .. 
5.18.1 Wherever possible background sound levels should not Impede hearing. 

Reference points and notes 

5.18.2 For specifications relating to maximum background sound levels consider AS 1428.2 Clause 20. 

5.19 ... P u bl.i c .. address .. systems ........... ...' .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... · ........ . 

5.19.1 Ensure that public address systems serve all users. 
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5.19,2 Ensure that a hearing augmentation system and a visual communication system supplement public ac 

Reference points and notes 

5.19,3 For specifications relating to the height of letters, Illumination, location and background contrast consi< 

5.19.4 For specifications relating to hearing augmentation systems refer to section 5.12 above, 

5.19.5 Note the need to ensure that PA speaker systems are clear and intelligible. 

5.19.6 Consideration should also be given to the design features and specifications covering aspects of publl 
BCA where relevant. 

5.20 ... Residential .. buildings .. 0th.er.than .. homes .................................................................................................................................................. __ _ 

5,20, 1 The term "Residential buildings other than homes" Includes: 

a, a boarding house, guest house, hostel, lodging-house or backpackers accommodation; 
b. a residential part of a hotel or motel; 
c, a residential part of a school; 
d. specific purpose accommodation for older people, people with disabilities or children; 
e. a residential part of a health care building which accommodates staff. 

5.20,2 All users should have access to and within individual accessible accommodation In residential bulldinf 

5.20.3 Aim to provide the same degree of choice of individual accessible accommodation In terms of location 

Reference points and notes 

5.20.4 Consideration should also be given to the design features, specifications and rate of provision of acce 
the new BCA. 

5.20.5 Note issues relating to circulation space (see 5.1 above) and furniture and fitments (see 5.14 above) s 
management of accommodation. 

5.21 ... Emergency.egress ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 

5.21.1 All users should be provided with a means of egress from premises to a place of safety, 

5.21.2 People with disabilities should be provided with the same level of protection as other premises users c 

Reference points and notes 

5.21.3 Management practices concerning egress for people with a disability are a vital part of achieving prote 

5.21 .4 Note that the Australian Building Codes Board review of the Building Code of Australia is discussing ti 

• Places of refuge be considered as a way of achieving this protection. 
• Designers be provided with options for developing cost effective solutions. 
• Existing spaces such as lift lobbies or toilets may be used as all or part of a safe refuge. 

A place of refuge Is defined as a place which offers protection from a fire (or other) hazard for people with dis 

Options for consideration when designing for egress are: 

• equal independent access to all required egress; or 
• independent access to a place of refuge from which later evacuation is possible without entering the arei 

emergencies; or 
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• a combination of both. 

Issues being considered by the ABCB Include: 

1. Location of place of refuge to allow for later evacuation without entering fire area 
2. Fire ratings for places of refuge. 
3, Dimensions of places of refuge, exits and paths of travel to places of refuge. 
4. Location and type of latches on doors in places of refuge, 
6. Travel distances to places of refuge, 
6. Slgnage In relation to locating places of refuge. 
7. Exiting from places of refuge, 
B. Communications from places of refuge. 
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Further research Is being undertaken on the proposals for egress found In RD 97/01 and it is likely egress Is~ 
the BCA In 1999 . 

. ~.'..?..~ ... ~.!.~.!?..~.!.~ .. ~.~~!.ion arlsinQ_,from man~~!ment and maintenance pr~.!?.!.!.~.~.~ ................................................................ .. 

Inadequate or Inappropriate management, maintenance and housekeeping practices can make otherwise ac 
enough to design and build for access, there are many Instances where a failure to effectively manage and 11 

discriminatory barriers. For example: 

• use of accessible toilets as storage areas or multipurpose rooms where fixtures Inhibit circulation space; 
• allowing gradual deterioration of lighting levels; 
• locking of accessible toilets or lifts at any time when premises are still In use; 
• allowing shrubs beside pathways or overhanging trees to become overgrown; 
• allowing surfaces to become dangerously worn or slippery; 
• allowing signage to deteriorate 

5.23 ... D.iscrimination ... bY staff .............................................................................................................................................................. , .... , ............................................................................... . 

Access to premises Is not solely concerned with technical specifications. A failure on the part of staff to respc 
requirements of people with dlsabilllles can lead to significant discriminatory barriers. If staff are not adequatE 
customer relations they could act In a way that effectively denies a person with a disablllty access to, and usE 
of discrimination being lodged. 

People who own, lease, operate and manage premises may be liable If staff behave In a discriminatory way 1 

diligence and taken reasonable precautions to avoid discrimination occurring. They should consider the folio\ 
discrimination by staff against people with disabilities: 

• make all relevant staff aware of the need to avoid discrimination, Depending on the nature of the enterprl 
statement on compliance with anti-discrimination law and more direct advice to staff; 

• · take reasonable measures to give staff sufficient Information and expertise to make services and facllltle: 
may Include the provision of formal training; 

• establish and promote effective complaints handling procedures regarding discrimination and ensure tha 
people with disabilities and appropriately advertised. 

6.24 Use of chemicals and materials ----........................................................................... ___ ..... , .................... , ................................ , ... , ............................... .. ___ ,, .. ,, .... , ....................... , ............................... , 
Use of chemicals and materials 

A growing number of people report sensitivity to chemicals used In the building, maintenance and operation < 

the pr~mlses effectively Inaccessible to them. People who own, lease, operate and manage premises should 
minimise reactions to chemicals:: 
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• the selection of building, cleaning and maintenance chemicals and materials, In accordance with relevan 
safety regulations and established standards; 

• provision of adequate ventilation and ensuring all fresh air intakes are clear of possible sources of polluti 
• minimising use of air fresheners and pesticides. 

Appendix A 

6.1 The Disability Discrimination Act 
6,2 Examples of discrimination 
6.3 Unjustifiable hardship 

6.1 Th~ ... P,isabilit¥. ... 9..\~.~.~~.~ination Act -------........................... . 

The DOA is a Federal anti-discrimination law. Section 3 of the DOA sets out Its objects: 

a. to eliminate, as far as possible, discrimination against persons on the ground of disability; 
b. to ensure, as far as practicable, that persons with disabilities have the same rights to equality before the 
c. to promote recognition and acceptance within the community of the principle ·that persons with disabilitie1 

of the community. 

The DOA covers a wide range of areas including employment, education, sport and recreation, the provision 
accommodation and access to premises. All levels of government, businesses, trade unions, non-governmer 
responsibilities under the DOA. The law seeks to stop discrimination against people with any form of disabiliti 
psychiatric, neurological, learning, disfigurement or the presence In the body of a disease causing organism, 

Section 5 of the ODA expresses the general principle that discrimination occurs when a person with a disabil 
without a disability would be treated In the same or similar circumstances. The DOA Is concerned therefore v. 

Section 4 of the DOA provides the following definition: 

"premises" Includes: 

a. a structure, building, aircraft, vehicle or vessel; and 
b. a place (whether enclosed or built on or not); and 
c, a part of premises (including premises of a kind referred to in paragraph (a) or (b). 

The DOA covers existing premises, Including heritage buildings, those under construction and future premise 
but also anything In the built environment Including car parks, sports fields, parks, pathways and transport sy 

People who believe they have been discriminated against because of their disability may make a complaint tc 
Commissioner attempts to resolve these complaints by conciliation, however if conciliation is not possible a c 
for a formal hearing and a decision. 

Section 23 of the DOA states: 

23. (1) It is unlawful for a person to discriminate against another person on the ground of the other perso 
person's associates: 

a. by refusing to allow the other person access to, or the use of, any premises that the public or a section o 
(whether for payment or not); or . 

b. in the terms or conditions on which the first-mentioned person is prepared to allow the other person acce 
c. In relation to the provision of means of access to such premises; or 
d. by refusing to allow the other person the use of any facilities in such premises that the public or a sectior 

(whether for payment or not); or 
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e. In the terms or conditions on which the first-mentioned person Is prepared to allow the other person the l 

f. by requiring the other person to leave such premises or cease to use such facilities. 

(2) This section does not render It unlawful to discriminate against a person on the ground of the person's dis 
premises If: 

a. the premises are so designed or constructed as to be Inaccessible to a person with a disability; and 
b. any alteration to the premises to provide such access would Impose unjustifiable hardship on the person 

Section 23 provides a defence of "unjustifiable hardship". A person or organisation may claim that providing 1 

Impossible, Impose major difficulties or involve unreasonable costs. 

6.2 .. EKa1nples ... of .. discri1ni.natlon ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... __ _ 

Examples of possible areas of discrimination that could result in a complaint by a person with a disability, the 

• failure to provide equitable physical access to a building or the different levels of a building 
• Inadequate slgnage for a person with a vision Impairment using facilities within a building 
• failure to ensure facilities such as vending machines or counters within buildings are accessible or usable 
• failure to provide visual Indicators of emergency situations such as evacuations 
• failure to provide suitable parking facilities for vehicles used by people with disabilities 
• failure to provide a clear and safe access path In a building or on a pathway 
• requiring a person with a mobility disability gain access through a distant side entrance 
• failure to provide equal amenity to people who have disabilities through Inadequate management practlc, 
• failure to provide hearing augmentation systems In an auditorium that has a sound amplification system 
• failure to provide non-discriminatory booking systems In theatres. 

6.3 .. Unjustifiable .. hardship ................. _____ _ ____ ................... , .................................................................................................................. . 
As Indicated earlier In these notes, section 23 of the DOA allows discrimination where to do otherwise would 
hardship Is explained In section 11 of the DOA: 

11. For the purposes of this Act, In determining what constitutes unjustifiable hardship, all relevant clrcun 
Into account Including: 

a. the nature of the. benefit or detriment likely to accrue or be suffered by any persons concerned; and 
b. the effect of the disability of a person concerned; and 
c. the financial circumstances and the estimated amount of expenditure required to be made by the person 
d. in the case of the provision of services, or the making available of facilities - an action plan given to the C 

Where equitable and dignified access to, and use of, premises has not been provided people with disabilities 
circumstances, a defence of unjustifiable hardship may be available to the respondent. Circumstances releve 

• technical limits; 
• topographical restrictions; 
• the effect, both positive and negative, on other people of providing the required level of access, for exam 

prams or trolleys and the staff; 
• safety, design and construction issues; 
• the benefit for people with disabilities; and 
• the costs Involved In providing access. 

The Commission is from time to time asked for Its opinion of what constitutes unjustifiable hardship. It Is not~ 
unjustifiable hardship that would apply In all cases. What would be an unjustifiable hardship to one person or 

/ 
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The provisions of section 11 require assessment on a case-by-case basis and the Commission can only dete 
following a formal Investigation into all relevant factors in the complaint handling process. 

The best way to avoid complaints would be to attempt to ensure access issues are addressed as fully as pos 
advisory notes are Intended to assist In achieving that objective. 

Appendix B 

7.1 The relationship between the Disability Discrimination Act (DOA) and the Building Code of Australia (BCt 
7.2 SCA revision process. a ODA Disability Standard and the future of this advice 

_?.1 The relati«?,_~ship b_~tween the Disability Discriminati?..~ ... !.:\!?.t (DOA) and the ~ .. ~.!..!.~_ing Codi 

People who design, build. own, lease, operate or manage premises already have responsibilities under the C 
disabilities in relation to access. (For more information on the DOA see appendix A.) They also have to comp 
which reference the Building Code of Australia (SCA). 

The SCA applies only to new buildings or those buildings undergoing significant refurbishment or alteration. 

The ODA is a general law about eliminating discrimination against people with disabilities. It deals with emplc 
range of other subjects. It focuses on outcomes rather than specifications. 

Part of the DOA is concerned with non-discriminatory access to premises and the equitable and dignified use 
"Premises" are defined in the ODA as including buildings and anything In the broader built environment inclU< 
systems. (For the DOA definition of premises see appendix A.) 

The Commissioner considers there are a number of areas that need to be addressed when providing equitat 

• those parts of buildings that the current BCA access provisions cover, such as sanitary facilities, controls 
• those parts of buildings that the current BCA access provisions do not cover, such as furniture and fitme1 
• those parts of the built environment outside of buildings that the BCA access provisions do not cover sue 

transport systems; 
• management and maintenance Issues that can have a significant effect on the use of premises. 

The difference between the requirements of the BCA and responsibilities under the DOA has led to concern 1 

operators, managers and lessors need to do and what users of premises can expect in terms of access. The 
building approval authorities need to consider when approving developments that might subsequently attract 

The Australian Building Code Board (ABCB) has recently launched SCA 96 which replaced SCA 90 In all sta 
BCA 96 has been developed over a number of years and includes many changes to the access provisions of 
completing a further review of the access provisions In an attempt to achieve greater consistency with the DC 
provisions (which will in effect be amendment 3 and replace the BCA 96 access provisions) are likely to be a-
1999 Update 

While a successful outcome to this process will reduce the likelihood of designers, builders, owners, manage 
complaints, It is unlikely to result in a code or set of 'national standards' that will address all the issues releva 

Even though a revised BCA will be more consistent with the DOA, compliance with a new BCA will not autorr 
complaint. 

.!.:..?. ... ~9.~ ... ~.~Y..!_:=lion proc~ss, a DOA Disability Stan~.~-~-~ and the fu~~ire of this advice 

Support has been widely expressed for a ODA Standard covering access to premises. Many feel that a DOA 
needed. 

http://www.humamights.gov .au/advismy-notes-access-premises 23/09/2013 
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A ODA Standard dealing comprehensively with access to, and use of, premises would become the reference 
the legal yardstick used in the complaint handling process; compliance with a DOA Standard would be regarc 

A DOA Standard could Incorporate, or refer to, a suitably revised BCA. Where an access Issue ls not dealt w 
furniture, warnings and management Issues) a DOA Standard would need to have additional provisions to co 

The Federal Attorney-General has the power to make ODA Standards. This power does not at present exten 
Standard to be developed covering access to premises, an amendment to the ODA Is required. This would tE 
Government's priorities. If the ODA is amended, an appropriate draft DOA Standard would require broad corr 
consideration before being presented to Parliament for adoption. 

It would be desirable for the revision of the BCA access provisions and any DOA amendment processes to rr 
quickly, it could be necessary to extend these advisory notes in some form to cover a further Interim period. 

Appendix C 

8. 1 Notes concerning access ln existing premises 
8.2 Management and operation of premises to provide access 
8.3 Action plans 
8.4 Heritage buildings 

.~.:.1.. .. ~.~!~~ concerni~.9 acces~ . ..l.!! ... ~.~.!.~!.!.~.9. ... P..r~.~.!~.~~ ....................................... ___ ....................................... ---
The Advisory Notes on Access to Premises developed by the Disability Discrimination Commissioner are alrr 
operators, managers and lessors of new (proposed) premises. 

Their purpose Is first to create a checklist of the issues (elements) which need to be considered when design 
types of disability and, second, to provide notes and references to assist In the process of making decisions 1 

access. 

The aavisory notes state clearly that they aim to clarify the law as It currently stands and are not legally blndh 
build, own, lease, operate or manage premises should note that the DOA allows for a defence of unjustifiable 
full access would prove too demanding because of, for example, technical, topographical, safety or financial 

Existing premises, Including heritage buildings, are covered by the DOA. Where equitable access Is not provi 
may be subject to a complaint. 

Existing premises can also call upon a defence of unjustlflable hardship In the event of a complaint. 

Unjustifiable hardship may be more apparent In relation to existing premises than for new (proposed) premis1 
designing a building to ensure easy access through the entrances will be different from the costs associated· 
buildings which were not designed for access. 

For that reason the advisory notes were developed for new (proposed) buildings. The Information may, howe 
premises, particularly when reviewing leases or considering major refurbishment. 

The advisory notes provide people who are responsible for premises with a broad checklist which could be u 
plan to address access Issues over a period of time. Such an assessment would assist In Identifying possible 
Improvements to access are posslble and help establlsh·their feasibility. For example: an assessment of acci 
a fixed or portable hearing augmentation system In a place of assembly In an existing building could be readi 

8.2. Management .. and .. operatlon .. of.premises to provide access ........................................................................................................... .. 

In some circumstances, because of structural, technical or topographical limitations, or because the provlslor 
might amount to an unjustifiable hardship, It may still be possible to address access issues in some way by p 
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the actual service operating out of premises. Those aspects that cannot be addressed by changes to the pre1 
management or operation of the premises. By doing so a service provider would be reducing the likelihood o· 

• a legal practice may operate out of a two storey building In which It Is not yet feasible to Install a ramp or 
arrange the practice so that all common areas such as the library, staff amenities room and a number of 
ground floor which can be made easily accessible; 

• a small clothing retail outlet may operate out of a building with an inaccessible mezzanine level. It may b, 
floor which gives examples of the range of stock held on the mezzanine level and provide assistance to i 

on an upper level; 
• a number of Government Departments operating out of an Inaccessible building might choose to operate 

central location for enquiries whilst waiting for a lease to expire before moving to accessible premises, S 
access provisions including physical access, hearing augmentation, personal assistance and TTY facilith 

• rather than provide all Information In Braille a restaurant with a regularly changing menu might provide th 
small personal tape machine, or provide assistance in the form of a menu reader through a trained staff I 

• if physical changes to a heritage building to provide access to a second storey would destroy a significar 
video presentation on the upstairs might be provided on the ground floor; 

• policies and staff training may be put in place to provide direct assistance to a person with a disability un 
provided. · 

8.3 .. Action .. plans ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ___ , .................. .. 

The DOA provides for the development of an Action Plan which sets out how a service provider will identify a 
could be developed which shows how premises might be modified and management practices changed over 
of the matters that must be considered by the Commission when a claim of unjustifiable hardship Is assesse( 
Action Plan under section 61 of the ODA and lodge It with the Commission. An Action Plan can be revised at 
number of years. 

The Commission recently received an application from an organisation for exemption from coverage by the [ 
Commission stressed the relationship between an Action Plan and unjustifiable hardship. The Commission a 
Discrimination Commissioner, who wrote: 

"The best way of avoiding complaints of discrimination under the DOA Is not to engage In unlawful discrir 
historical legacy of practices, buildlr:igs and laws often makes it difficult to avoid, or even to Identify, dlscr 
facilitating processes of change. People who use these processes· receive statutory recognition for their 1 

which Incorporates Action Plans as an element of unjustifiable hardship and can therefore contribute to a 
defence Is not automatic: It is the substance of an Action Plan, not the mere fact of Its making, that will c< 
Nonetheless, for most service providers an Action Plan will be no less Insurance against complaint than 1 

the burden of public Interest that is required for an exemption application to succeed." 

For owners, operators, managers and lessors of existing premises, an action plan could be a significant step 
complaints. 

The essentials of an Action Plan as set out In section 61 of the ODA are: 

• policies and programs to achieve the objects of the DOA 
• how these policies and programs to persons will be communicated to your staff 
• a review that identifies any discriminatory practices 
• reasonable goals against which the success of the action plan may be measured 
• the way in which policies and programs will be evaluated 
• appointment of persons within the service provider to implement the action plan .. 

http://www.humamights.gov .au/adviso1y-11otes-access-premises 23/09/2013 
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8.4 .. Heritage ... bui.ld_in_,g=-s ___ _ ------......... _____ ........................................................................................... .. 
Any heritage buildings or premises to which the public has a right of access are subject to the DDA A failure 
people with disabilities could result In a complaint. Registration of a heritage building on the Register of Natio 
national, state or local conservation laws or regulation, do not In themselves amount to an exemption from cc 

In the event of a complaint consideration of a defence of unjustifiable hardship would Include an assessment 
have on the features that give a building Its heritage value. 

For a full discussion of the Issue of heritage buildings and access Issues refer to a report "Access to Heritage 
prepared by Eric Martin of Cox Architects and Planners, 22 Jardine Street, Kingston, ACT 2604. The report v, 

Commission and sponsored by ACROD. 

IMPORTANT UPDATE 

The new BCA 96 (Including Amendment 4 which was adopted In January 1999) Is available from the Austral! 
Car:iberra, ACT 2601. Tel. 06 213 7298, Fax. 06 213 7287. The RD 97/01 document referred to on pages 2 a 
point. 

The ABCB Is continuing to consult on a number of changes to the BCA 96 to make it consistent with the DDI 
amendments. 

Standards Australia has also completed a revision of AS 1428.1 (1998) which contains specifications referre< 

The Commission Is also developing a Frequently asked Questions (//www.humanrlghts.gov.au/dlsabilit) 
Homepage which will provide further Information on access to premises Issues. 

http://www.hum anrights. gov. au/ advis01y-notes-access-premises 23/09/2013 
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Eno 1,la,Un Reglslere<l Archlletl:ACT Reo No ~70, Vio 61~, MSW 5W I, WA 10ll3, OLD a391 
----·----------~------.... --·----------------

11Q8 

28 November 2011 

Roads ACT 
Locked Bag 2000 . 
CIVIC SQUARE ACT 2608 

1 1\ '> ,,v\" 
Attention: TonY, iiu 

 

Dear Tony 

d 
. ' 

nECE:U:VED 
·· 1 DEC 2011 

Dfraoto1• 
HotidMAd11 

l ~l'Cll'l'Hr.w.,· ~ :'4llnfolpa~ S01'Vl~~B 

LATHAM UMBAGONG DISTRICT PARK STEPPING STONES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This report advises on the stepping stones In Umbagong District Perk particularly 

o Advice on the codes/standards that apply to the external access way, 

o Comment on the suitability of the stepping stones and access to them. 

• Co1i1meI1t on possible options, 

2, .CODES AND STANDARDS 

Outside buildings and defined properties the National Construction Code (NCC) 2011 Volume 1 
Building Code of Australia (BCA) 'does not strictly apply. However the Dlsablllty Discrimination 
Act (DOA) 1992 applies to all facilities Including external fc1clllties sllch as Umbagong District 
Park, The Plsablllly (Access to Premises-Buildings) Standard 2010 also does not strictly apply 
as lll<e NCC 2011 (Vol 1 BCA) It applies to buildings. 

However, the best glllde as to what wlll satisfy the DOA and reduce the risk of a complaint 
under the ODA Is to adopt AS1428.1 2009 Design for access ancl mobility Part ·1: General 
requli'ements for access - New building work, We therefore .recommend that access ways In 
Umbagong District Parl< shollld meet AS1428.1, 

3. AUDIT OF E}{(STING STEPPING STONES 

Refer attached sl<etch of the area and photographs. 

In summary the non conformances are: 

0 

0 

"' 

Gradients closer to the creel< exceed 1 In 20 (5%) and are therefore too s~eep 
some oi·oss falls exceed 1 In 40 (2.5%) and are therefore too steep ,/ 
Gravel is not a suitable surface and dirt on other surfaces Is also not suitable 

o Stepping stones do not provide a continuous access way 
a Unevenness of surface with rocks, steps between finishes are hazardous ai1d not access 

compliant 

The stepping stones do not provide a suitable access way and will therefore discriminate 
against a number of users, 

----------,--·_...,C:l~Lis_er_a\H~· •l~•n_·s~(ro_vu~i1s\A.ppDala\l.ocal\Mk:rosofl\W,ndows\Tempor""( lnlemol Flla•\Gonlonl.Oullook\OIFWIO(X\201111~8 Llr lo TG.doox 

/""'••,,,\. I AS/NZS ISO 9001 
\. ~f", I Certified ,,.,, .. ,-

ACCESS ARCHITECTURE CONSERVATION HERITAGE 

ABN: 31 780 687 0·11 
_ACN: 086 224 942 

Fax: 02 0260 6413 
Phone: 02 6260 6395 

www.emaa.co111.at1 
~mc1a(o)emea.co111.a11 
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4, POSSIBLE OPTIONS 

Possible options that wlll meet DDA and provide solutions are: 

4,1 Remove stepping stones and rely on other crossing points, Thl's means further travel to 
all users to cross the creek, (Note compliance of path to other crossings has not been ' 
assessed) 

4.2 P1·ovlde a bridge over the creek. This could be made access compliant. 

4,3 Provide a low level crossing with complying paths/ramps to It. This wlll require some 
lengthening of paths, construction of ramps and a solid low level crossing, It will not be 
aooesslble In flood and high water times. 

4.4 Do nothing and accept It does not provide access for aJI. This oould lead to oomplalnts 
under the DDA at which time options etc would be discussed/negotiated/resolved, 
Slgnage on accessible routes would Inform users better and reduce risks, 

5, CONCLUSION 

The existing stepping stones may suit some use1·s but does discriminate against other users 
and is therefore a potential 1·lsl< to ACT Government of a oomplalnt under the DDA. 

There are options available but each has potential difficulties/costs as outlined above. 

Yours falthfully, 

Eric J Martin 
Director 

Registered Archllecl 
AOT376 VI05160 
NSW5991 WA1663 
OLD3391 

Encls: Skeloh 
Pholagrephs 

W;\PRDJEOTS 14 io11\11~B Lalhem Umbauong Dlslrlcl Park<lepplng slones\2011112B Lit lo TG.doox 
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~!{! ,}ciqa1 \el Territory and Municipal Services 

LATHAM ACT 2615 

Dear-

STEPPING STONE CROSSING AT UMBAGONG PARI< REPORT 

Please find attached a copy of the Stepping Stone Crossing at Umbagong Park, 
Latham Report for your perusal. 

A number of recommended works as outlined at section5.1 on page 22/23 were 
identified within the report and these works will be progressed by the end of the 
financial y~ar. 

I am happy to discuss any queries you have and can be contacted on telephone 
number ; email: . 

Yours sincerely 

·-r.:.., (,\ 
Tony GIii 
Director 
Roads ACT 

I o February 2014 

GPO Box 158 Canberra ACT 2601 I phone: 132281 I www.act.gov,au 
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